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Abstract

Lee Edelman notes that “queerness can never define an identity; it can only ever
disturb one.” This statement reinforces a particular view of queerness: one that suggests
that it is, first and foremost, an action, and secondly, that it is an action that is meant to
challenge already existing structures. And while the act of disruption itself is not always
queer, queering-as-action emphasizes the destabilization of entrenched ideas, norms, and
binaries.
My dissertation examines the music, productions, and subsequent reception of
four operas by Britten at the time of their premieres — Billy Budd (1951), Gloriana
(1953), A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1960), and Owen Wingrave (1971) — focusing on
how these operas each present various ways of queering and forms of queer disruption.
On a musical level, these works subvert a largely nineteenth-century heteronormative
model of opera that dictated voice types within certain roles, the power and relationship
dynamic between male and female characters, and portrayals and performances of gender.
On a social level, these four operas tell stories that engage with and disrupt ideas of
wartime-era constructions of nation and empire at a time when the desire to depict
British strength and relevance competed with the rise of new global superpowers.
Britten’s operas fit within a timeline that runs alongside the postwar era in
Britain. In a period shaped by World War II and its aftermath, postwar Britain
encapsulated significant political and cultural shifts that includes the dissolution of the
British Empire, student and youth protest movements, and the decriminalization of
iv

homosexuality. How these works were reviewed and discussed by critics as well as citizens
will show how these operas (and their disruptions) relate to, reinforce, and reject these
social shifts. Through the perusal of press reviews and archival materials, I explain how
these disturbances are realized by those experiencing these operas at the moment of their
premieres. These primary sources also reveal how Britten’s postwar operas run counter to
and engage with large cultural and societal changes in postwar Britain.
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Introduction: Queering Britain/Queering Britten

Disruption as Practice

The postwar era in Great Britain is one of disruption, disruption that was
exacerbated by the technological mediation of its age. The turbulence in the years
following the end of the Second World War not only reflected the crisis of a former
empire remaking and reconceptualizing itself during the emergence of postwar
globalization but was displayed and re-presented through the dominant media of the
moment. The far-reaching democratizing power of technology such as radio and
television allowed for everything from minor scandals to major political decisions to be
experienced by the populace. The years between 1945 and 1970 were filled with
intersecting political, cultural, social, and economic movements that encapsulated what
would be seen today as modern Britain. But the use of the word disruption here is meant
to signal another meaning outside of what is commonly associated with postwar
scholarship. For the works discussed, my application of disruption is a queer one, one
that focuses in on besieging the heteronormative underpinning found within opera and
operatic tropes. Perhaps more precisely, the queer disruption taking place in this operas is
one that centers around performances and presentations of masculinity in relation to
empire and nationhood, the body, and the voice. And while the disruption found within
the various postwar social movements were not always queer — the socialist
internationalism of the Labour years immediately following the end of the war, for
1

example — the disruption that takes place within these operas are queer. This creates a
multilayered approach to analyzing both the works as part of a specific temporal moment
and of that moment itself, where the queer disruption taking place within these operas
adds another complex dimension to the period in which they reside. The concept of
queering is at the heart of this dissertation and I associate it not just with the operas
discussed here but also with an understanding of social history specifically within this
time period. As such, it is necessary to define what queering means and how it functions
here, both for Britten and his works, as well as for the postwar period. Britten was one of
the most well-known gay composers and queer national figures of his era and the period
of scholarship about him and his works after his death centered prominently around his
queerness. This scholarship is incredibly important, but the focus of that work is not the
story being told here. Britten’s sexuality does play a part in the context of understanding
the reception of these works, but just as queering and queer studies concerns itself with a
discourse that problematizes and moves beyond gender and sexuality, so too does this
reading of Britten and his postwar operas.
Queer studies separated itself from gay and lesbian studies scholarship in that, for
many, gay and lesbian studies centered too much around an identity that mainly existed
in relation to heterosexuality. Emerging from the gay liberation movement of the 1970s,
gay and lesbian studies focused on a scholarship that was rooted in a kind of identity
politics, desiring to create a space that recognized a gay history and historiography
distinct from but akin to that of heterosexuality. This desire to privilege the existence of
what would be understood as a minoritarian group, similar to other identity groups such
2

as African-Americans or American Jews (who also undertook similar stances within their
liberation movements and subsequent academic discourses)1 would lead to the
reinforcement of the binary between heterosexuality and homosexuality. Queer studies,
through various methodologies, actively sought to disrupt and problematize that binary,
acknowledging the multiplicities of subject positions: “‘queer’ names or describes
identities and practices that foreground the instability inherent in the supposedly stable
relationship between anatomical sex, gender and sexual desire.”2 In doing so, queer
studies created a space for non-normativity, something that lies outside understood
practices and discourses, and heteronormativity, “the set of norms that make
heterosexuality seem natural or right and that organize homosexuality as its binary
opposite.”3 As queer studies emerged, it grappled with separating itself from gay and
lesbian studies in the 1970s and 1980s. One way in which to do that was to organize a
methodology around practice, best exemplified by the work of Michel Foucault.4

1

Robert J. Corber and Stephen Valocchi, eds., Queer Studies: An Interdisciplinary Reader (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishing, 2003), 2
2
Ibid., 1.
3
Ibid., 4.
4
Corber and Valocchi, eds., Queer Studies, 4. “[…] they [queer scholars] define sexuality as a historically
specific organization of power, discourse, bodies, and affectivity … queer scholars argue that the field’s
object of study should instead be the institutions, discourse, and practices that maintain the
heterosexual/homosexual binary so that the field can contribute to the dismantling rather than the
reproduction of that binary.”

3

Foucault’s work on the history of sexuality, including the creation of the “homosexual,”5
as well as his work on structures of power and the modern state6 provide frameworks
through which queer scholars have reinterpreted homosexuality as a series of practices
that have been informed by social mores, institutions, and relationships:
The nineteenth-century homosexual became a personage, a past, a case history, and a
childhood, in addition to being a type of life, a life form, and a morphology, with an
indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mysterious physiology. Nothing that went into his
total composition was unaffected by his sexuality. It was everywhere present in him
… The sodomite had been a temporary aberration; the homosexual was now a
species.7

Lee Edelman, in discussing the sometimes-nebulous definition of ‘queer,’ describes it
thusly: “queerness can never define an identity; it can only ever disturb one.”8 This
statement reinforces a particular view on the term ‘queer’: one that suggests that queering
is, first and foremost, an action, and secondly, that it is an action meant to challenge
already existing discourses. Through the lens of queer studies as a methodology of
disruption, the use of the word in the introduction’s first sentence takes on a more multilayered meaning. As Judith Butler points out, queering as an agent of disruption creates
the potentiality for historical analysis of both the past and the future:
If the term queer is to be a site of collective contestation, the point of departure for a
set of historical reflections and futural imaginings, it will have to remain that which

5

Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Volume One: An Introduction (New York: Vintage Books, 1990).
Michel Foucault, The Birth of Biopolitics: Lectures at the Collège de France 1978-1979, ed. Michel Senellart
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008).
7
Foucault, The History of Sexuality, 43.
8
Lee Edelman, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 17.
6
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is, in the present never fully owned, but always and only redeployed, twisted, queered
from its prior usage.9

Queer studies has always positioned itself around ideas and practices of disruption and
continues to do so.
Britten’s operas may also be considered from the perspective of masculinities
studies. In order to properly establish the role it plays in the analyses of these operas, it is
necessary to both establish its parameters as a field as well as clarify its connection to not
only queer studies but to the concept of (queer) disruption, as well as what masculinities
studies can bring to musicology and opera studies. Masculinities studies as a cohesive
field came about in the mid-1980s and 1990s building upon research that emerged both
through feminist scholarship and isolated and individual studies of men and masculinity
throughout different global societies. Masculinities, a field-defining text by R.W.
Connell, aimed to synthesize various discursive threads including structures of power,
violence, and marginalization into what would be termed hegemonic masculinity:
[…] a set of values, established by men in power that functions to include and
exclude, and to organize society in gender unequal ways. It combines several features:
a hierarchy of masculinities, differential access among men to power (over women
and other men), and the interplay between men’s identity, men’s ideals, interactions,
power, and patriarchy.10

Since its appearance in Masculinities in 1995, the concept of hegemonic masculinity has
been debated over the years and even Connell has acknowledged its limitations, noting

9

Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex” (London: Routledge, 1993), 228.
Rachel Jewkes, “Hegemonic masculinity: combining theory and practice in gender interventions,”
Culture, Health & Sexuality 16 (2015), 96-111.
10
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that “changes have been made to the theory of gender that framed it, and much richer
empirical material on men and masculinities is now available.”11 What would become
integral to the field, throughout its various interdisciplinary applications, is the idea of
differing kinds of and performances of masculinity. The many ways in which men
perform masculinity can uphold institutions of privilege and power (such as hegemonic
masculinity), can be (hetero)normative, or can destabilize understandings of sex,
sexuality, and gender. Masculinity can be queer, just as it can be gay or straight, and
discussing the performance of masculinity does not necessarily signify one over another.
This dissertation simultaneously engages with multiple types of masculinities, some queer
in the sense of being occupied with same-sex relationships and some normative in
relation to empire, (post-)colonialism, and the state. But in all cases, those masculinities
contribute to the model of queering as a form of disruption whether it is the homosocial
and homoerotic elements in Billy Budd, the disjunction between male voice and male
body in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, or the crisis around the collapse of a masculinity
propagated by empire in Gloriana and Owen Wingrave.
The discursive use of masculinities studies in musicology is still intermittent at
this point, most often appearing in work around popular music. Ian Biddle acknowledges
both the need for masculinities studies within musicology and queering as disruptive
agent:
To queer, of course, is to bend, distort, problematize, but it is not to commit simply
to a destructive play with no end, no meaning, no politics: the commitment to

11

R. W. Connell, Masculinities, Second Edition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), xviii.

6

malleability, to shifting meanings around, to problematizing classical music’s
universalizing claims, is also nonetheless still a commitment to those operations and
to the work of queering.12

However, in his efforts to expose hegemonic masculinity at play within musicology,
Biddle does not directly challenge it. His description of the ways in which ‘new
musicology’ has expanded upon masculinity says nothing about masculinities studies’
unifying core, the multiplicity of masculinities.13 The examples he cites, while varied,
focus mostly on a queered/homosexual/erotic presentation of masculinity that may or may
not be located within the body.14 Shortly after this, Biddle goes on to discuss the boom in
masculinities studies in other fields of humanistic and sociological research and the
examples he cites reference much more varied approaches within the field, approaches
that present masculinities outside of the homo/hetero binary.15 I raise this point because
it best encapsulates the lag between musicology and other fields in regard to masculinities
studies. In applying a kind of masculinities studies that has become more commonplace
in other areas of scholarship to musicology, the field can distance itself from the kind of
hegemonic masculinity Biddle claims is at the heart of the discipline. The application of

12

Ian Biddle, Music, Masculinity, and the Claims of History: The Austro-German Tradition from Hegel to Freud
(London: Ashgate, 2011), 11.
13
Biddle, Masculinity and Western Musical Practice (London: Ashgate, 2009). “There have been a number of
authors in recent musicological studies who have brought new light to bear on masculinity. The legacy of
the so-called ‘new musicology’ (a much maligned and now somewhat worn out label) is scattered amongst a
broad range of new disciplinary trajectories within music scholarship: from intersubjective field studies to
textured histories of the body, from gendered readings of musical materials to social histories of the
gendered musician, from analyses of the homo/hetero division in musical discourse to sexualized renderings
of the composer figure. What characterizes this legacy is precisely its dispersedness.”
14
Ibid., 11n22.
15
Biddle, Masculinity and Western Musical Practice, 11.
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masculinities studies in the analysis of these operas acts as a disruption within current
musicological work as it is not focused on replicating a sexual binary of masculinity,
notwithstanding Britten’s identity as a gay man. Here, masculinities studies is used to
challenge the heteronormative models found within conceptions of relationality between
a composer and their work, the subjectivity of performers and listeners, and modes of
analysis.
Opera studies is interdisciplinary at its heart and is a field ripe with potential for
both queer and masculinities studies. Though these approaches have been broached by
some musicologists,16 they have been made more often by non-musicologists such as Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick’s analysis of Melville’s “Billy Budd,”17 Wayne Koestenbaum’s postLacanian discussion of opera, homosexuality, and voice,18 and Mladen Dolar and Slavoj
Žižek’s work on opera and psychoanalysis.19 Opera studies has often been the domain of
scholars outside of musicology so it is unsurprising that they would bring to their
scholarship methodologies prevalent in their own fields that further their analyses.
Methodologies such as these have the ability to upset normative discourse within diverse
fields and makes the use of those methodologies an appropriate choice for analyzing
social and cultural shifts through the lens of operatic works. As reception history is the
frame for this text, within which queer and masculinities studies work, taking a page out

16

Philip Purvis, Masculinity in Opera: Gender, History, and New Musicology (New York: Routledge, 2013).
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990).
18
Wayne Koestenbaum, The Queen’s Throat: Opera, Homosexuality, and the Mystery of Desire (Boston: Da
Capo Press, 2001).
19
Mladen Dolar and Slavoj Žižek, Opera’s Second Death (New York: Routledge, 2002).
17
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of other disciplines’ playbook is a necessary strategy. These operas stand at an intersection
of social and cultural change, this period of postwar disruption, where issues of
modernity, empire, the male body, technology, and sexuality not only meet but twist
themselves and each other. To discuss them in this way continues that commitment to
malleability, to the work of queering.

Postwar Britain as a Site of Change

“An era was over and a new Europe was being born.”
- Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe

Precise definition of both the term “postwar” and its timespan in Britain varies
among historians. Tony Judt sees the postwar period as the years between 1945 and 1989
but, more importantly, defines that moment as one virulently shaped by the narrative arc
of the twentieth century, the havoc of the Second World War and the long-reaching
shadow of the First.20 For Judt, postwar Europe (including Britain) lay within a refractive
moment, a time in which the past would continually be rewritten and deliberately
misunderstood and in which the future would never come:
In retrospect the years 1945-1989 would now come to be seen not as the threshold of
a new epoch but rather as an interim age: a post-war parenthesis, the unfinished
business of a conflict that ended in 1945 but whose epilogue lasted for another half
century.21

20
21

Tony Judt, Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945 (New York: Penguin, 2005).
Judt, Postwar, 2, emphasis added.
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Historians agree that postwar Britain began in 1945 with the ascendancy of the Labour
Party and Clement Attlee to Prime Minister after a wartime coalition government. Many
see the outer limits of the postwar period to be the 1970s, specifically 1979, before the
rise of a Thatcherite politics that rejected the social and economic practices of the postwar consensus established by the Labour and Conservative coalition government. But
they note that the social and economic climate of the late ‘70s differs so vastly from the
decades before that it may be too far outside that window, placing the end of the postwar
window at 1970. These variations22 demonstrate still how unformed the concept of the
postwar is among historians though Judt does make one thing clear: “postwar in Europe
lasted a very long time, but it is finally coming to a close.”23
The idea of thinking about the postwar, especially in Britain, using the idea of the
past that loomed large over the second half of the twentieth century may help to explain
the changes that would come after the end of World War Two. Looming over the
nation’s politics was the shadow of empire, coming home to roost in the form of the Suez
crisis, the Windrush generation — a microcosm of the influx of non-white immigrants to

22

Dominic Sandbrook, Never Had It So Good: A History of Britain from Suez to the Beatles (London: Little
Brown, 2005); Sandbrook grappled with this floating marker when trying to come up with a beginning and
end for the period that is referred to as 'The Sixties:' Precisely when the sixties began and ended remains a
matter of some debate. Robert Hewison, for example, defines the period as lasting from 1960 to 1975;
David Mellor and Laurent Gervereau choose to begin in 1962 and end in 1973; and Eric Hobsbawm has a
broader 'golden age' of affluence running from the late 1940s to the middle of the 1970s. And Becky
Conekin, who focuses on the concept of modernity as it relates to mid-twentieth century Britain, sees a
conflation of the postwar and the modern. As such, she confines the postwar period from 1945 to 1964.
23
Judt, Postwar, 10.
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Britain after 1945 — and subsequent race riots in Notting Hill, London and
Nottingham. The abdication of Edward VIII also cast a long shadow, well past George
VI’s war years onto the reign of Elizabeth II, emphasizing a national desire for openness
and progressiveness from its monarchy. Additionally, current scholarship on postwar
Britain has focused on the ideology of decline, mostly political and economic: “almost all
subsequent interpretations of the history of Britain after 1945 have viewed it as a time of
decline or eclipse, both external and internal.”24 But reading the postwar as a moment of
declinism on all fronts also helps shape an understanding of this period. Britain struggled
to fit into this new world where so many of its national institutions were disintegrating.
Secretary of State under President Truman Dean Acheson remarked that “Great Britain
has lost an Empire and has not yet found a role,”25 and Winston Churchill, after the
election loss in 1945 to Clement Attlee noted “when I came to America before it has
been as an equal … they have become so great and we are now so small. Poor England!
We threw away so much in 1945.”26
The desire here to sketch out a condensed summary of the years between 1945
and 1971 comes from a need to both accentuate the variety and rapidity in the changes
occurring during this period and also as a primer of sorts through which the four operas
discussed here can be situated. While knowing all of these events is not a prerequisite to

24

Kenneth Morgan, Britain Since 1945: The People’s Peace, Third Edition (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2001), 4.
25
Dean Acheson, “Our Atlantic Alliance,” Vital Speeches 29 (January 1963), 163.
26
Lord Moran, Winston Churchill: Struggle for Survival 1945-1960 (New York: Carroll and Graf, 2006),
377.
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understanding how these operas were received at the moment of their premieres, having a
chronological outline helps to paint a more specific and inclusive picture. Two of the
operas, Billy Budd and Gloriana, are created specifically for events with intense political,
imperial, and social impact. The Festival of Britain and the Coronation of Elizabeth II,
respectively, carried within them political anxieties and nationalist hopes that bled over
into the creation and reception of Britten’s operas for those events. As the discussion of
these operas, and the operas themselves, present and address political as well as musical
positions, the presence of a short political history serves as a guide to help navigate those
positions.
The Labour party win in the 1945 election inagurated the beginning of the age of
austerity and the creation of a British welfare state. Though the implementation of the
welfare state in Europe had originally been punitive, its application in Britain eventually
took on a positive connotation “used to describe just such a growth in the power of the
state under the Labour government.”27 This was also the time of the ‘post-war consensus’
which meant the application of Keynesian economics by both parties alongside the social
programs touted in the 1944 Butler Education Act and the 1942 Beveridge Report, most
notably the National Health Service (1948). Galvanized by the consensus, the Labour
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government started upon a campaign of social policymaking, creating state-funded
institutions and agencies as a primary objective, including the Arts Council in 1945.28
This work culminated in the 1951 Festival of Britain, the great showcase of science,
design, and the arts that led to the commission of Britten’s opera Billy Budd. However, as
will be explained in Chapter One, schemes such as the Arts Council emerged not out of a
desire to restructure class systems but rather to reinforce and promote ideas of upperclass, élite taste: “the revival of drama and opera for the middle class … and the culture
for the literati on the new ‘Third Programme’ all had obvious class implications.”29 The
decision to further reinforce existing class stratifications rather than disassemble them
after World War Two resulted in the so-called cultural crisis of the late 1950s and 1960s,
spurred on by the Eden government and the Suez crisis of 1956, leading to a rise in satire
in the arts where no institution was sacred or safe from derision.30
Still involved in the post-war consensus from the wartime coalition, the
Conservative government of 1951 under Churchill continued to employ some of the
social reforms put in place under Attlee and Labour. Even so, there was a distinct change
of mood both politically and socially after the Conservatives took power. Churchill tried
to balance pre-war, imperial visions of grandeur with a desire to keep the peace in
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Britain, specifically with the aim of keeping the Tories in power. The death of George VI
in 1952 provided such an outlet; the accession of Elizabeth II to the throne strengthened
the already-whispered talk of a ‘new Elizabethan age’ and this renewed interest in a
young and virile monarchy allowed Churchill to “dress up Victorian laissez-faire capitalist
imperialism in the colourful doublet and hose of the sixteenth century to make it more
palatable.”31 This New Elizabethan Age, along with the fervor around the Coronation,
covered a multitude of sins, not just the regressive attitudes of the Conservative
government. In addition to naïvely ignoring the rapidly declining state of the British
Empire — India, Pakistan, Jordan, Burma (Myanmar), Sri Lanka, and Libya would all
gain independence between 1946 and 1951 — the government used the occasion of the
Coronation to correct what it saw as social ills brought back to Britain after the end of
the war. In preparation for the Coronation, the government actively worked to clear the
streets of London of those committing ‘vice’ crimes, namely female prostitution and
importuning, the solicitation of (homosexual) sex/sexual acts in public places. Vice crimes
were viewed as on the rise after the end of the war and this perceived problem fueled the
‘moral panic’ of the early 1950s, leading to the creation of the Departmental Committee
on Homosexual Offences and Prostitution in 1954.
The Coronation would, for a time, mask all of these issues but as the pomp and
circumstance came to a close, the harsh reality of the postwar period was becoming ever
clearer. The Cold War was at its peak, the 1956 Suez crisis thoroughly sounded the death
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knell of the Empire, and the country, government, and monarchy would be engulfed in
scandals that featured espionage, the Soviet Union, state secrets, sordid extramarital
affairs, and taboo homosexual relationships that stressed the power of privilege and class.
Historian J. H. Huizenga, who was in attendance at the Coronation, summed up this
disconnect from reality brilliantly in his later recollection of the experience:
I found myself jerked back to the reality of the times we lived in by the cold shower
that, only too symbolically, poured down on the patiently waiting subjects of her with
whose Coronation we had just inaugurated the second Elizabethan age … I grieved
for the British because during those unforgettable hours in the Abbey, I had
understood … their belief that history would not deal with them as it had dealt with
all other nations that had strutted their brief moment of power and glory on the
world’s stage.
…But the more sympathetic comprehension one had for the high hopes with which
they embarked on the second Elizabethan era, the more acutely one realized what a
painful era it would be for them, how rich in disillusionment, frustration and
humiliation.32

The Suez crisis was one of many events that would come to embody this ‘painful era’
alluded to by Huizenga. The first half of the decade had been blandly stable with
domesticity and moderation the orders of the day, as “Britain was supposed to be all
about irony, inscrutability, and self-restraint. Extremes of any kind were to be avoided.”33
Morgan said of this period that “Britain seemed remarkably tranquil, marooned in what
the Americans once called ‘the politics of dead centre,’ all passion spent,”34 and this was in
part due to the boom that replaced the harsh years immediately after the war. The
conflict in Egypt upset this stability and the pressure placed on Great Britain to abandon
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hostilities with Nasser was the subject of great embarrassment. After King Hussein of
Jordan’s dismissal of Sir John Bagot Glubb, British Commander to the Arab Legion,
encouraged by Nasser, Prime Minister Anthony Eden retaliated by convincing the
United States to pull their funding for the Nasser-backed Aswan Dam project. This led
to the nationalization of the Suez Canal by Nasser in July 1956, an action by which Eden
could not abide. In secret talks with France and Israel, Britain backed an invasion of
Egypt by Israeli forces in late October, also providing air and ground support, in order to
regain control of the Canal. The delay between Nasser’s nationalization of the Canal and
the eventual strike allowed for unrest and protest to foment in Britain; Eden had missed
his moment to hold the nation’s support and by the late fall, it seemed unclear as to why
Britain would engage in combat. Other world powers, including the United States,
wanted to avoid major conflict in the Middle East and called upon the United Nations
Security Council to hold a special emergency session. In a few days, the Security Council
called for an immediate ceasefire that was eventually followed by a ceasefire issued by
Eden on 6 November. The conflict had been a political boondoggle and it seemed that
Britain was being brought to heel by other nations. Amid an already growing lack of
confidence, Eden was asked to step down as Prime Minister in 1957.35 The ceasefire and
Eden’s resignation were un-ignorable events, pushing Britain towards a reckoning about
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its status as an imperial and military power. In three short years, the supposed glory of the
new Elizabethan age had ended. And those that labeled Britten’s Gloriana a flop because
it had the audacity to portray a monarch — and thereby, an England — in decline, could
no longer deny the changes that had been taking place throughout the world. Britten’s
Coronation opera, like Huizenga, was able to see through the silky gauze and ceremony
into the present and future of a postwar Britain.
But the Suez crisis was not to be the only momentous event of 1956; 1956 saw
the premiere of John Osborne’s play Look Back in Anger and the rise of the Angry Young
Man movement, “one of the more important stereotypes of the fifties.”36 This youth
movement, fueled by the writing of such authors as Osborne, Kingsley Amis, and John
Braine, expressed a frustration with Tory classism as well as Labour conventionality,
focused on the (primarily Northern) working class and called for the kind of raucousness
and rebellion happening in America in such films as Blackboard Jungle, Rock Around the
Clock, and Rebel Without A Cause. This cultural moment was far removed from the
complacency of the early fifties and the watered-down socialism of the late forties. This
was about a breaking apart, a violating of then-held cultural norms and ideas:
The ultimate target was not the capitalist order but ‘the establishment,’ a popular
term at the time, a mélange of entrenched attitudes, dynastic order, and social clichés.
In its modest way, it was less of a revolt, more a revolution.37

This anger was not just an intellectual one; this same period saw various race riots around
the country as more and more Caribbean and Asian migrants came to Britain. The
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service of many non-white Commonwealth members in World War Two along with the
independence of many former colonial nations led to an influx of new Britons throughout
the fifties. Those same Teddy Boys inspired by rock and roll were harassing black
migrants in Notting Hill and Nottingham, starting massive riots in 1958 in their mission
to ‘keep Britain white’ in the words of the White Defence League.38
One more important event that occurred in November 1957 was the publication
of the Wolfenden Report. The first half of the decade saw a government intent on
intervening in the lives of gay men with the creation of the Departmental Committee on
Homosexual Offences and Prosecutions, a police force in London actively arresting and
imprisoning more men than ever before, and a hungry national press who splashed their
pages with stories of ‘Evil Men’ and arrest reports full of personal information.39 The
Home Secretary David Maxwell Fyfe believed vice crimes (which included female
prostitution but centered more around buggery) to be one of the greatest problems at the
moment and perhaps there was a conflation of fiction and reality. Starting with Sir John
Gielgud in 1954, many well-known men in arts and politics found themselves in jail or at
the Old Bailey on a charge of importuning or buggery to the point where it reached the
upper echelons of society (Lord Montagu, Michael Pitt-Rivers, Peter Wildeblood) and
government (William Field). In response to the idea of relaxing laws regarding
homosexual acts, in part due to sexuality studies written by scientists and psychologists
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such as Michael Schofield and Alfred Kinsey, Maxwell Fyfe put together a committee
headed by John Wolfenden to not only listen to testimony from a cross-section of gay
men (including Peter Wildeblood who had just been released from prison), but to take
their findings and best decide how the law should move forward. The Report was a
thorough and detailed document that concluded that in most cases, homosexual acts —
as long as they were private — should not be policed and that homosexuality should be
decriminalized.40 Britten became increasingly well-known after the success of Peter
Grimes in 1945, but his stature as a composer did not guarantee him safety from the
police or the government in regard to his homosexuality. Humphrey Carpenter wrote in
his monumental biography of Britten that Scotland Yard had interviewed the composer
in 1953 as well as Cecil Beaton with “no action … taken against either.”41 While this
information was supposedly disclosed in a letter from Evening Standard editor Percy
Elland to newspaper magnate Lord Beaverbrook, Paul Kildea discusses a separate
occasion on which Britten was told by Sir John Redcliffe-Maud to end his friendship
with Maud’s son, “one of the dedicatees of The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra.”42
Whether or not Britten had been interrogated by Scotland Yard, the specter of the laws
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against homosexuality in Britain always hovered overhead. The ‘moral panic’ of the 1950s
led to what writer Rupert Croft-Cooke would call “sexual McCarthyism,”43 and the open
secret that protected prominent homosexual men was tested. An eye would always be cast
on Britten and his works, especially in the press.
The Wolfenden committee and its report marks Britain’s transition into the
sexual liberation movement that was on full display in the 1960s. It also represented a
new public willingness to talk about sex and sexuality openly in a way that had not been
done before. The 1960s were full of moments that put sex and sexuality on public display
as incidents such as the Profumo Affair, the Vassall scandal, the Argyll divorce, and the
Penguin obscenity trial put sex on the front of every major newspaper and magazine.44
However, it took ten years for homosexuality to be decriminalized in England, Scotland,
and Wales with the Sexual Offences Act. By this point, Britain had experienced the
cultural revolution that produced Beatlemania, mod culture, Swinging London, and a
bright, shiny new subculture that pushed aside the intellectualism of the Angry Young
Man movement and the rebellious Teddy Boys of the late fifties and early sixties. The
decriminalization of homosexuality in 1967 fit right in to a landscape that saw the birth
control pill being made available to all women in Britain under the National Health
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Service (Family Planning) Act of 196745 and the Summer of Love the year before. This
was the Britain of the sexual revolution, of the rise and dominance of popular culture, of
the ‘permissive society.’46 But like the many cultural phases throughout the postwar
period, this too would pass.
The concept of a postwar era in Britain stretches well into the 1990s but is
beyond the outer limits for the works discussed here as Owen Wingrave was premiered in
1971. The late 1960s saw a new youth culture that was heavily involved in student
activism in Britain’s universities. Under the Labour government of Harold Wilson,
student unions protested for progressive social and economic politics and against the
Vietnam War. The multi-nation student protests of 1968 led to a rise in student activism
in Britain in the following academic years but also saw a huge backlash against them.47
This was the stage for Britten’s penultimate opera, one that heralded pacifism over
endless imperial war. Once again, the national mood had shifted, leaning more towards
declinism as the seventies continued on. While 1971 marked the beginning of other
social and political shifts in Britain, it also marked the end of a twenty-five year period
for a generation that experienced war, austerity, and renewed prosperity. It is unclear
whether those present in 1945 could imagine the England of the mid-1950s or the late
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1960s. The constant cultural and social change that touched almost all aspects of British
life provided an ability to address and interact with art in ways that may not have been
possible before. It is through this perspective, one of potentialities and evolution, that
Britten’s operas of this period will be viewed.

Chapter Outline

Billy Budd (1951) presents a subversion of Britishness and British masculinity at a
moment when the desire to project a still-powerful, masculine England was of greater
importance. Telling a story set during a time of great imperial and militaristic power,
Britten focused less on the historical and more on the psychological. This psychological
focus revolves around non-normative presentations of masculine performance, specifically
homosociality and homosexuality. These performances are mapped onto a traditionally
heteronormative operatic relationship — the love triangle — and asks what it means to
be a work that occupies yet destabilizes a heteronormative space. Chapter One’s
discussion of Budd is both chronological and structural. The opera’s connection to the
Festival of Britain and the“those brave, semi-collectivist years”48 of the postwar era
foregrounds the period’s obsession with modernity and a desire to showcase British
artistic endeavors. Commissioning a large-scale modernist work from one of Britain’s
young and most talented composers for the Festival of Britain — six years after his first
large-scale opera, Peter Grimes — helped to bolster the claim made by the Labour
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government that Britain was not in decline and its artistic and scientific contributions to
the world would continue, despite the aftermath of World War II. Structurally, Budd has
a revision and performance history that spans the time period covered by this study with
the initial premiere, two-act version and radio broadcast, and television broadcasts
stretching from 1951 to 1966. As a result, each instantiation of Budd and the responses to
them reveals changes within British society, as criticism and writing around each version
becomes more comfortable with discussing the opera’s homosexual and homoerotic
themes. Becky Conekin describes the modernity of the postwar period as “a balancing act
between innovation and tradition,”49 and both the subject matter and success of Budd
would put that binary to the test. As the first opera to feature an all-male cast performing
male roles, it presented a new soundworld as well as new interpretations of traditional
operatic conventions. This adaptation of Herman Melville’s posthumous novella about
British naval impressment during the Napoleonic wars, with the help of novelist E.M.
Forster as librettist, moves the story away from its christological leanings to focus on
more of its homoerotic and homosocial elements. The triangle between Vere, captain of
the HMS Indomitable, Billy, and Claggart, the deviant master-at-arms, both replicates the
structure of heteronormative love and desire-based relationships found in previous operas
and disrupts it by substituting men into a scenario usually occupied by women.
My analysis of Budd centers around Forster’s (and to some degree, Britten’s)
desire to portray a complicated romantic story involving men along with opera’s then
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need to perpetuate the heteronormative structures upon which it thrived. Billy as an
untouchable and beguiling object of beauty and desire represents the trope of woman-asobject as well as the pinnacle of Apollonian homoerotic desire that would return more
explicitly in Britten’s last opera, Death in Venice. Additionally, this chapter addresses the
connection between psychological interiority and homosexuality. Analysis of the
reception of the 1966 BBC television broadcast version shows how technology allowed
viewers the ability to perceive the opera’s complex psychological frame and made it easier
for critics to discuss the work’s ‘hidden’ themes. As the 1966 version was presented nine
years after the Wolfenden Report and one year before the decriminalization of
homosexuality, a discussion of Budd’s homosexual elements may have been more possible
at that time than for the 1951 version and an examination of reviews of staged
productions in the late 1960s and early 1970s in Britain will show the rapidity with which
critics took up and used explicit language in their reviews after the decriminalization.
Gloriana (1953), perhaps the most political of the four operas presented, and its
reception illustrate the power of an unsteady, masculine nationalism. Commissioned to
represent the elite high nationalism of the Coronation, its failure to portray the image of
Britain as superpower ran against the political, social, and artistic agenda of the moment.
The disruption of Gloriana, then, is twofold: it first undermines the argument of the
government and of prevailing social movements that the Coronation marked the
beginning of a great new age in which Britain would regain its footing and former glory
on the world stage. Secondly, it wrestles with the kind of martial masculinity that came
with empire by de-heroizing the historical figure of Essex, one valorized throughout the
24

early twentieth century, by presenting a vocally and dramatically emasculated figure on
stage. The chronological distance between Budd (1951) in Chapter One and Gloriana in
Chapter Two is the shortest between all four works discussed here. However, the changes
between those three years were monumental as the austerity Labour government of
Attlee was replaced by Churchill’s Conservative government. The return of the
Conservatives to power led to a breaking away from the creative and social modernism of
the late 1940s and early 1950s and placed a greater emphasis on the supposed social ills
come home to roost after the end of the war. The death of George VI in February 1952
and the Coronation of Elizabeth II in May 1953 spawned a wave of nostalgia that
capitalized on an already-emerging movement, New Elizabethanism. The New
Elizabethan movement, a term popularized by historian A. L. Rowse, rejected the
modernist neo-Elizabethanism of the 1920s found in works by Virginia Woolf and
Lytton Strachey. Instead, it emphasized a perceived continuity from the sixteenth century
to the war years and beyond, allegorizing pivotal moments such as the Battle of Britain,
the bombing of London and Coventry, and the ascent of Mount Everest with the defeat
of the Spanish Armada and the expeditions of Sir Francis Drake and Sir Walter Raleigh.
Elizabeth II’s coronation was perceived as the beginning of a new golden age for
England. As her namesake had once moved England onto the global stage, setting up the
rise of Great Britain, this new young queen was to usher in an era of prosperity,
dominance, and relevance on the world stage despite the beginning of the end of the
British Empire and the rapidly changing geopolitical landscape post-World War II.
Consequently, the Coronation and the events surrounding it were meant to evoke this
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‘return to the future,’ featuring works by sixteenth- and seventeenth-century poets,
writers, and composers. Several pieces were commissioned for the Coronation week
including Malcolm Arnold and Frederic Ashton’s ballet An Homage to the Queen and
Michael Tippett’s cantata Crown of the Year, playing up the Elizabethan connection, but
none received more press than the coronation opera, Gloriana. Commissioned by
Britten’s friend and cousin to the Queen, the Earl of Harewood, Gloriana tells the story
of Elizabeth I and her young courtier the Earl of Essex, as originally told in the book
Elizabeth and Essex: A Tragic History (1928) by Lytton Strachey. Before the premiere, the
opera was heralded as the new great nationalist opera that would stand alongside other
similar works such as Boris Godunov and Aida. But instead, Gloriana tells the story of
Elizabeth I in decline as she enters into a complicated relationship with her much
younger suitor only to have him executed. Gloriana’s lack of nationalistic bombast and the
audience’s cool response led to the opera being dubbed a flop but an analysis of responses
from the critics and the general public as well as a deeper critique of the national mood
and how Gloriana fit into that moment reveals that not only was the opera more of a
success than had been advertised but that it tapped into the underlying fear of the end of
empire hiding underneath the gloss of the Coronation and New Elizabethanism.
Chapter Three moves into the 1960s with the premiere of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Britten’s operatic adaptation from Shakespeare, with Britten and Peter Pears
working as librettists. Much like Gloriana, the disruption arises from a perceived
nationalism, namely the idea of a continued English artistic greatness that stemmed from
Shakespeare and Henry Purcell. However, Britten favored a less nationalist and more
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internationalist view of Purcell and chose to exemplify (and queer) that portrayal by
placing Purcell’s musical language in the non-normative body of a countertenor as well as
to buttress Purcellian declamatory style with timbres pulled from Balinese gamelan. The
250th anniversary of the death of Purcell in 1945 began a musical movement in England
that would continue long after and coincide with the beginnings of the historical
performance practice movement. British composers gravitated towards Purcell because he
simultaneously exemplified the peak of musical Englishness while also being lauded for
his status as a ‘continental’ composer.50 Britten had composed pieces that took advantage
of this renewed interest in Purcell — the Purcell Realisations and Gloriana — in an
attempt to connect himself to Purcell’s legacy as a composer who straddled tradition and
modernity. In another example of the innovation and tradition binary first mentioned by
Conekin, Dream is a combination of timbre that evokes the exoticized soundworld of
Balinese gamelan (innovation) and the Purcellian compositional technique of
declamatory style (tradition). Making the most of the early music movement and the
continued effects of the Purcell revival, Britten created a sonic homage to Purcell and the
seventeenth century but in the process, introduced audiences to something new: the
operatic countertenor. High male singing had been present in the Anglican choral
tradition for centuries but had been absent from the English operatic stage since the peak
of castrati performance in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. When Tippett
convinced male alto Alfred Deller to restyle himself after the Purcellian countertenor,
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Deller began to market himself even more as an interpreter of early music, branching out
from sacred choral works. Britten wrote the role of Oberon with Deller in mind and the
part had a two-fold significance. Britten placed all of the most Purcellian elements in the
opera within Oberon’s music, connecting this role and the opera itself to Purcell’s own
The Fairy-Queen (1692). But while Purcell’s Oberon existed in an age full of high male
singers. Britten exoticizes him through music (here, the gamelan instrumentation) and
costume, subverting the role and emphasizing the non-natural world of night and dreams
to which Britten often gravitated. This chapter examines how the countertenor voice and
body disrupted a then-operatic norm attached to male singers, placing Deller and the
subsequent countertenors who would perform Oberon in the year following Dream’s
premiere into a realm of uncanniness and unnaturalness. Reviews of the premiere
highlight this disruption by using words that amplify the non-normativity of the high
male singing body while reviews of the radio broadcast and the subsequent Decca
recording take fewer issues with the casting, clarifying the role that the visible body plays
in our understanding of voice and gender.
Chapter Four centers on Britten’s penultimate made-for-television opera, Owen
Wingrave. Wingrave represents another engagement with British martial masculinity,
here by presenting a pacifism that had once been readily decried — something to which
Britten could personally attest — and broadcasting it to the world, perhaps conveying
that for once and for all that the dream of a renewed British Empire was dead. And as in
Gloriana, the figure of the British military hero as possibly emasculated returns in the
opera’s titular character, inverting the power dynamic between the male and female
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characters in the story. The opera emerged as a commission from the BBC in
collaboration with the European Broadcasting Union in an effort to expand upon the
successes of Britten’s other television projects. Premiered in May 1971 and
simultaneously broadcast on thirteen different television networks across Europe, the
Commonwealth, and the United States, Wingrave told the story of a young man sent to a
military crammer to learn to be a soldier only to turn against the ways and wishes of his
family and renounce soldiering for pacifism. Adapted from the short story by Henry
James, Wingrave is also a tale of Gothic horror. Set within Paramore, the Wingraves’
ancestral family home, Owen also has to contend with the ghosts of his ancestors who
met untimely and supernatural deaths two centuries prior. Wingrave has received the least
amount of attention of all of Britten’s operas, in part because after the work was aired, it
was shelved by the BBC for twenty years. Moreover, the mixed critical reception has led
most scholars to concentrate on whether or not the opera was successful as a narrative.
Owen’s death supposedly at the hands of ancestral ghosts at the end of the opera
undermines his pacifist stand as the opera’s protagonist. Subsequent analyses of Wingrave
have considered Owen’s pacifism and death as an allusion to the coming out narrative
and hermeneutical readings that map onto Britten’s life as a conscientious objector during
World War II. This chapter examines how critical reception of the work varied within
countries due to their relationship to then-current political conflicts such as the Vietnam
War. My analysis of the opera also involves discourses around the original story from
Jamesian scholarship that sees the novel not as a pacifist screed but as an examination of
the danger of unchecked emotion in the face of Victorian stoicism and imperial and
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martial masculinity. It sees Owen’s death not as a failed revolt against warlike spirits but
one of many instances in a cycle that has repeated over generations, punishing those who
act with reckless emotion by death. Using this interpretation, it is possible to create a
more comprehensive musical analysis that also includes the visual and dramatic elements
within the opera. Wingrave was written specifically for television and consequently, the
televisual elements should be considered on the same analytical level as that of the libretto
and compositional elements. Much as in the BBC production of Billy Budd in 1966,
Britten and librettist Myfanwy Piper used and incorporated techniques accomplished
through the medium of television in order to portray both the psychological and
paranormal elements in the opera, conveying the Gothic theme of the interior as a site of
horror and the uncanny.
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Chapter 1: “The psychologically unnatural is here at its cruelest”: Singing the
Forbidden in Billy Budd

Eve Sedgwick calls Herman Melville’s novella Billy Budd “a document from the
very moment of the emergence of a modern homosexual identity.”1 Written in 1891 and
published posthumously in 1921, Melville’s last work touches on the beginning of a new
historical era while viewing it through the lens of an earlier one. It is this particular
duality of eighteenth-century story and nineteenth-century psychology that not only
propels the story forward but resonated with Britten and his collaborators, Eric Crozier
and E. M. Forster. The psychological aspect of the story has been viewed differently
throughout the years, in order to further a particular narrative. Whether Budd is viewed as
a treatise on the law and ethics, the interiority of homosociality, or gender and the (male)
gaze, those interpreting Melville’s story see it as open to a myriad of narrative
possibilities. This would be no different for Britten and company, especially for librettist
Forster. Here within this novella lay the prospect for telling a different kind of story.
The story of Billy Budd the opera is one of many lives with several reincarnations.
Spanning sixteen years, these varying versions, premieres, and performances reached
different audiences through diverse media. In this way, the story of Billy Budd is a
microcosm of this study. This chapter will examine three major moments in the reception
of Budd: the 1951 Royal Opera House premiere in its four-act version; the 1960 BBC
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Third Programme premiere radio broadcast and recording of the then newly-revised twoact version; and the 1966 BBC version produced for television. Amongst those
milestones are smaller moments that help to expand upon Budd’s relationship to various
media and audiences such as the NBC Opera Theatre 1952 television broadcast of scenes
from the four-act version. Throughout this timeline, various sources help to reveal the
relationship between Budd and its differing audiences as well as Britten’s own relationship
with varying aspects of British society. These relationships are also about psychology; the
moment of each of these premieres illuminates how critics and audiences interact
differently with a story that delves into murky social, psychological, and emotional
territory.

The World, the Spirit, and the Devil: Composing Billy Budd

The compositional process for Budd was a departure for Britten in several ways.
He was working with a new librettist — novelist E. M. Forster — as well as librettist and
English Opera Group founder Eric Crozier.2 Though Britten and Forster had not
worked together, they were not unknown to each other. Britten was introduced to Forster
in 1936 by W. H. Auden and it was Forster’s 1941 essay in The Listener on Suffolk poet
George Crabbe that served as the impetus for Britten to return to England and compose
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Peter Grimes in 1945. Forster attended the inaugural Aldeburgh Festival in 1948 giving a
lecture on Crabbe, and his observation on “what an opera on Peter Grimes would have
been like if I had written it,” planted the seed for a possible collaboration.3 In deciding to
use Budd as source material, Britten and Forster agreed that the novella needed serious
and specific revisions. The decision to change so much of the original story may have
influenced the length of time it took to complete Budd — three years — long by Britten’s
standards. These myriad changes to the source material were also a deviation for Britten.
The approach here focused on ‘rehabbing’ certain characters and aspects of the plot, for
example, keeping Captain Vere alive to then act as a narrator, bookending the opera with
a Prologue and an Epilogue. All of the major figures in the novella were to take on a new
life in the opera, mainly to put forward a very specific narrative driven by Forster. This
narrative centered around the exploration of male relationships, homosocial and
homosexual, destructive and uplifting.
Forster was interested in the master-at-arms Claggart and Billy from both a
literary and personal standpoint. Melville’s depiction of Claggart — this embodiment of
the tortured, turn-of-the-century homosexual as termed by Foucault4 — seemed voiceless
to Forster and he sought to rectify that by giving him a substantial aria. This would
become the Act I aria “O beauty, handsomeness, goodness,” in which Claggart reveals
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the depths of his depravity. Forster wrote to Britten about how he envisioned Claggart,
both musically and dramatically stating that “I want passion — love constricted, perverted,
poisoned, but never the less flowing down its agonizing channel; a sexual discharge gone
evil. Not soggy depression or growling remorse.”5 Critics recognized the connection
between Forster’s Claggart and Iago, with Stephen Williams of The New York Times
commenting on his astonishment at how other critics missed the analogy:
This surprised me. Claggart is obviously a second Iago, and to me a key of the whole
situation is contained in the remark Iago makes about Cassio: ‘He hath a daily beauty
in his life that makes me ugly.’ There it is in one sentence.6

Billy, however, took on a much larger role in Forster’s imagination. Forster’s Billy became
the character that he had longed to write in his own works but had been unable to.
Forster had stopped writing fiction in 1924 after finishing his novel A Passage to India
and stated that sex was the cause: “weariness of the subject that I both can and may treat
— the love of men for women and vice versa.”7 This weariness went even deeper as there
was a desire to write the kind of character that Forster wanted in his own life: “I want to
love a strong young man of the lower classes and be loved by him and even hurt by him.”8
Billy took on this role for Forster, paving the way for characters that Forster would later
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write in his last novel, Maurice, published posthumously. Billy was the only character of
this kind Forster was ever able to see realized.
Forster turned seventy in 1948 and had fallen into a severe depression, worried
that he would no longer be able to connect with others intellectually. Britten’s inquiry to
Forster about writing the libretto for Budd marked the end of Forster’s depressive period.
Forster had been interested in Melville’s novella and the possibility of a relationship
between Billy and Vere since he first read it in 1926.9 Writing the libretto for Budd
provided Forster with the ability to explore the relationship that had captivated him since
then: “But in Billy Budd there was the opportunity to write about profound relationships
between men: symbolically to evoke the power of homosexual love without being in any
way sexually explicit.”10 The completion of Budd marked the beginning of a ten-year
period of productivity for Forster. In 1950, Forster wrote to Britten that “this opera is my
Nunc Dimittis, in that it dismisses me peacefully, and convinces me I have achieved.”11
Forster’s influence on the opera was far greater than that of Britten’s other
collaborators in his operas up to that point.12 But it is the libretto that shows how much
Forster determined the shape of Budd. Melville’s text was viewed as problematic for
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Britten and Forster, filled with issues that needed fixing. Forster commented on this in a
letter to Joe Ackerley stating that “an enormous amount of stuff has got caught and fixed,
partly out of Melville, partly out of the inversions of his absurdities.”13 One major sticking
point was the character of Vere as well as his relationship to the story’s dramatic action.
Both Britten and Forster determined that Melville’s depiction of Vere was wholly
unsatisfactory and saw the opera as an opportunity to recast the character in a more
favorable light. As the novella is told from the point of view of an omniscient narrator,
there is no singular focus on any one character. And similar to many of Melville’s other
novels, there is a great deal of writing about tangentially-related material that helps to
frame the story — one can look to the many chapters in Moby Dick about knots,
harpoons, and cetacean physiognomy — and pulls focus from a specific point of view. By
placing Vere at the center of the story and have the audience understand the opera’s
narrative through the standpoint of recollection, the opera allows for a more
comprehensive and in-depth look at Vere’s feelings and intentions.14 Melville’s Vere is
somewhat two-dimensional in the sense that he reveals very little of himself, a purposeful
decision on Vere’s part. Vere, as naval commander, sees himself as the physical
embodiment of maritime law. He surrounds himself with books — a trait made positive
in the opera — and isolates himself from his crew. Melville paints these actions as wholly
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negative and even cowardly. Vere falls back on the rigidity of the law as an excuse for
exacting punishment on Billy, a decision that he has no difficulty making.
Britten and Forster’s arc for Vere changed the character completely. Instead of
aloof, Vere is pensive and often deep in dreamy thought. He uses books, treatises, and the
law as a kind of moral guide. But most importantly, he struggles with the decision to
sentence Billy. That struggle is then countered by the conversation between Vere and
Billy denoted in the score by the ‘interview chords’ in which we are made to believe,
perhaps retrospectively, that Vere (musically) recognizes his salvation through Billy and
his impending death.15 The scene does have a literary analogue: Billy and Vere enter
Vere’s cabin after the pronouncement of the drumhead court and their conversation is
closed off even to the eyes of Melville’s omniscient narrator. But there is no allusion to
any kind of salvation or reconciliation on Vere’s part, mainly because that was an
invention of Britten and Forster. Instead, the text goes on to mention that “beyond the
communication of the sentence, what took place at this interview was never known.”16
The libretto makes the dramatic action of the interview chords even more clear with the
text of the Epilogue. Here the story has returned to the present and Vere, after
recounting this story, seems changed. In the Prologue, Vere asks, “Oh what have I done?
… who has blessed me? Who saved me?” By the end of the opera, he knows the answer:
“But he has saved me, and blessed me, and the love that passeth understanding has come
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to me. I was lost on the infinite sea, but I’ve sighted a sail in the storm … and I’m
content.”
Forster goes to great pains to make Vere’s redemption clear not only by
connecting back to the beginning of the opera but by co-opting the language Billy uses
while in the Darbies at the end of Act II, scene 3.17 This is bolstered by the reappearance
of the interview chords throughout the Epilogue. At rehearsal 143, Vere sings “I was lost
on the infinite sea,” accompanied by harp, divisi violins, and piccolos mimicking the
shape of the vocal line (Figure 1.1). Underneath are chords that punctuate central words
in Vere’s text: sea, storm, far-shining, sail, content, seen, bound, land, anchor, and
forever. Much like the second instance of the interview chords motif during the Billy in
the Darbies scene, the chords here follow a pattern in that each chord has its own
instrumentation, voicing, and dynamic. However, this time the chords stay fairly muted,
marked with dynamics ranging from pianissimo to mezzo piano. The penultimate chord
is held for four measures starting at mezzo forte, followed by a crescendo to the climax, a
Bb major chord marked fortissimo and played by the entire orchestra. This tutti arrival
recalls the singular tutti chord in the initial interview chords sequence, chord number six
outlining Ab major and marked fff. It also answers the question Vere raises in the opera’s
Prologue. In measure 44, Vere asks “O what have I done? Confusion, so much is
confusion,” centering around B.
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Figure 1.1 The ‘interview chords’ re-interpreted in Vere’s aria “I was lost on the infinite sea”
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This is tied to what Philip Rupprecht calls the “focal pitch discrepancy of two tonics (a
lower Bb, an upper Bn),” in which the strings form two strata that directly place Bb and Bn
in conflict with each other.18 Vere begins the aforementioned line on Bn but moves to Bb
on the word “confusion” in measure 49 of the Prologue, oscillating between the two
pitches, highlighting the dyad conflict. Organizing works around the interplay of two
pitches is a compositional technique often used by Britten in his operas.19 When this text
returns in the Epilogue, it again centers around Bn. But instead of moving back and forth
between the dyad, it moves into Bb major (rehearsal number 143 is marked with a key
change) and the rocking thirds figure in the strings from the opening — the figure that
outlined the dyad conflict — is now voiced by two piccolos that between them are
outlining a Bb major triad. This is the beginning of the returned interview chords
sequence and it ends triumphantly with a tutti Bb major chord, resolving the conflict
raised in the Prologue that came to symbolize uncertainty and apprehension. For Vere,
there is no more confusion: both in the unknown meeting and through the passage of
time, Vere has come to understand the power of Billy’s benediction: “Starry Vere, god
bless him!”
Vere’s salvation arc is more than a way of recuperating a once problematic
character with a more favorable ending; in the Melville, Vere dies, cut off from any type
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of redemption that could have been given by Billy though Melville makes it clear that
Vere is unremorseful about his actions.20 Vere’s personal trajectory through the opera —
with him ultimately finding peace through Billy — works to solidify a more personal
connection between the two characters. Vere’s interactions with Billy and with Claggart
also creates a triangle between the three characters that amplifies both the homosocial
and homosexual elements within the opera. Forster wrote explicitly about these elements
in Melville and in Budd specifically, alluding to “H.M.’s suppressed homosex,” and
describing evil in Melville’s works as “either sexual or social.”21 Philip Brett explains that
Budd gave Forster an outlet through which he could “write about profound relationships
between men,” as well as build upon what he believed Melville tried to tamp down.22 The
world of the HMS Indomitable is an insular one, one of very few places in the
Anglophone world where men were confined with other men. As a result, the opera as a
whole is built on the relationships between men. The relationships aboard “this floating
piece of earth” were as varied as in any other societal system; examples include the
homosocial camaraderie among the crew, especially the impressed men, that is
demonstrated in the reel sung below deck, the parental relationship between Billy and
Dansker, and the master-slave dynamic between Claggart and Squeak. Within this allmale society, heteronormative-style relationships form, subverted by the absence of
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women. The possibility of a relationship centered around (male) desire makes sense
within this model. Eve Sedgwick sees this desire happening beyond just Claggart and
that “every impulse of every person … that could at all be called desire could be called
homosexual desire, being directed by men exclusively toward men.”23 Following
Sedgwick’s reasoning about desire in Budd, the need to destroy and to be saved by Billy
elevates Claggart and Vere’s connections respectively to Billy. Britten and Forster’s Vere
is not the one who dies with Billy’s name on his lips without remorse “absolved from
having any ‘personal’ motivation for his sacrifice of Billy,”24 but one who desires the love of
Billy’s forgiveness. Claggart’s jealousy of Billy was fed by a desire to know that which he
believed he could not possess for himself, culminating in a need to extinguish Billy.
Claggart’s “depravity of nature” (as termed by Melville), understood as homosexuality —
“presented as different in his essential nature from the normal men around him”25 — is an
isolating force, one that even within this all-male society cannot be fully reciprocated. His
path, just as Vere’s, is attached to Billy, much like the relationship between Otello, Iago,
and Desdemona. Melville was right when he said that “the story in which he [Billy] is the
main figure is no romance,”26 because it is far more than that. The story of Billy, Vere,
and Claggart — as crafted out by Britten and Forster — is about navigating complex
relationships, something that, until Budd, had only been available in opera to
heteronormative characters.
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“Worthy of the Festival”: Billy Budd, Modernity, and the Festival of Britain

“Civium industra civitas floret.”
(“By the industry of the people, the State flourishes.”)
—1951 Festival of Britain five shilling coin

The Festival of Britain in 1951 would become a site of nostalgia, both in its
creation, and later on in the minds of those who had experienced it. First suggested in
1943, well before the end of World War II, the Festival was conceived as a reimagining
of the Great Victorian Exhibition of 1851. As Britain transitioned from wartime to
peacetime, the Festival gained even greater importance. Its aim was to project a sense of
British resilience to the rest of the world as well as showcase an embrace of postwar
modernity. The political aspects surrounding the Festival could not be ignored. After the
ascent of the Labour party to government in 1945, the Festival’s aims became more and
more attached to Labour’s party line, setting “broad parameters of a social democratic
agenda for modern Britain.”27 Moreover, the late 1940s and early 1950s were not as
conflict-free as had been hoped: the Cold War was at its peak, and tensions were
mounting in the Korean conflict. As a result, the desire to recreate the Festival in the
image of the 1851 Great Exhibition was scrapped in order to resemble something more
like the 1946 “Britain Can Make It” exhibition, one part arts festival and one part display
of industrial design. In doing so, the Festival aimed to solidify Britain’s place within the
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world even with the presence of new world powers such as the United States of America
and the Soviet Union:
The chief and governing purpose of the Festival is to declare our belief and trust in
the British way of life, not with any boastful self-confidence nor with any aggressive
self-advertisement, but with sober and humble trust that by holding fast to that
which is good and rejecting from our midst that which is evil we may continue to be
a nation at unity in itself and of service to the world.28

Now with a new objective — “to project the belief that Britain will have contributions to
make in the future”29 — the Festival Council, alongside organizations such as the Council
of Industrial Design (COID), the Arts Council, and the British Film Institute, put
together a program that would promote both British modernity in the arts and sciences
and the connection between this modernity and the concept of Little England.30 The
Scandinavian-inspired modernity31 of the South Bank exhibition was contrasted with the
“some 2,000 villages and towns [that] did organize their own Festival events ranging
from floral displays to refurbishing war-damaged buildings, from floodlighting parish
churches to compiling village records,”32 in an effort to put forth a presentation of
populism and traditionalism. However, despite the attempts to remove the stigma of
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elitism from the Festival, such as the appointment of News Chronicle editor Gerald Barry
as Festival impresario, it still remained the province of highbrow cultural élites. The
Council was filled the likes of Sir John Gielgud, Sir Malcolm Sargent, and T. S. Eliot
and the Arts Council included Dame Myra Hess, Dame Ninette de Valois, and Britten.33
The Festival Council folded already existing festivals such as Edinburgh, Aldeburgh,
Three Choirs, and Cheltenham into the program, and placed major exhibitions
throughout the United Kingdom in cities such as Cardiff, Glasgow, and Belfast. But the
South Bank exhibition was the jewel in the Festival crown, the “autobiography of a
nation.”34
The task of the Arts Council in regard to the music performed during the Festival
was explicit: to promote British music, preferably classical music that reflected the
inclinations of those involved, in order to “diffuse education, ideas and tastes, generally
the preserve of élites, to the people of Britain … broadly fostering an enlightened
citizenry, rich in culture.”35 Nathaniel Lew explains how those on the Arts Council
furthered their cultural aims through the work of mandarins — Robert Hewison’s critical
term for those who “reassert the importance of hierarchy and tradition”36 — by
promoting a particular type of art music:
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[…] the mandarins emphasized the high culture that they valued, and the
development of public taste in this direction … The Arts Council (and to an extent
the BBC as well) set out to define and arrange a musical program which held little
interest for a large portion of the British population, although the audience had
broadened over the previous decades.37

Consequently, some of Britain’s most prominent composers were tapped to be involved
in writing works for what would become the London Season of the Arts. Due to the
success of Peter Grimes in 1945 and the establishment and first permanent season of the
Royal Opera House at Covent Garden in 1946, the demand for and popularity of British
opera was at an all-time high. Choosing to capitalize on these successes, the Arts Council
commissioned three operas for each of the opera companies in London — Vaughan
Williams’ The Pilgrim’s Progress for the Royal Opera House, George Lloyd’s John Socman
for Carl Rosa, and Billy Budd for Sadler’s Wells — in addition to creating an open
commissioning competition scheme where composers could submit operas to the Opera
and Ballet subcommittee for the possibility of production for the Festival.
The Arts Council’s commissioning of Budd from Britten was an intense, multiyear process filled with bargaining, renegotiation, evaded communication, and false
starts.38 Originally offered to him in 1948, Britten would not officially accept the
commission until 1950, at which point he had already begun work on the short score.
After receiving more information on the makeup of the opera — its use of an all-male
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cast including a male chorus and its massive orchestra calling for triple woodwinds,
multiple percussionists, and saxophone — Sadler’s Wells expressed their inability to
produce Budd. In order to save the commission, the Arts Council approached Covent
Garden to produce Budd which pushed the premiere back to October 1951, as the 19501951 season by this time was well underway. The date of the premiere was pushed back
twice more to its final date, 1 December 1951. This placed the first performance of Budd
well after the end of the Festival’s official proceedings. Even so, Britten’s choice of source
material for this commission was heavily influenced by the overall theme of the Festival:
The Melville novel, with its setting on a British man-o’-war during the Napoleonic
wars, conveniently provided a subject suitable both to the spirit of the Festival
commission and to Britten’s pacifist preoccupation.39

The historical elements in the Melville neatly complimented the spirit of Britain as an
embattled yet resilient imperial power portrayed by Festival organizers and fit into the
greater wartime and postwar exercise of grafting historical moments of triumph and
struggle (mostly from the Elizabethan period) onto then-current events.40
The premiere of Budd was a great success, especially when compared to his
previous operatic works, The Rape of Lucretia (1946) and Albert Herring (1947). Critics
heralded Budd as Britten’s return to grand opera, and to a style and subject worthy to
follow Peter Grimes. Though the premiere was several months after the close of the
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Festival, the opera’s place within the Festival’s objectives was not too far from the minds
of critics and everyday listeners alike:
The Festival of Britain was the cultural event of 1951 … it taught that the solution of
our cultural problems in the age of austerity is to produce the greatest variety of
effects within the narrowest limits of means. The Festival was instructional also
because it appealed to an audience wanting to be informed as well as delighted … the
arts gain most from the more or less collectivised society we live in are those which
are most co-operative, most suited to festival and audience mentality. These are
music and the theatre … and the Festival year closed with the great success of
Britten’s opera “Billy Budd.”41

One reviewer called Budd the “crowning distinction to this annus mirabilis of English
music,”42 furthering the notion that the opera successfully helped achieve the Arts
Council’s and the Festival’s goals: to promote the success of British music to British
audiences and the world for “at one time we only imported opera, now Britten has turned
the tables and our export statistics show a pronounced increase.”43
In the reviews of the premiere, there are reoccurrences of themes discussed by
critics that would not only shape the immediate reception of the opera but would become
sticking points going forward with all of the changes to come. The discussion around
these themes — Budd as ‘grand opera,’ the opera’s all-male cast, the length, the strength
and weaknesses of the libretto, the sea, the use of cinematic elements, and the
psychological nature of the work — were to change as the opera changed but they would
always be present in one form or another in Budd’s critical reception. The theme that
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perhaps received the most attention, even before the opera’s premiere, was the use of an
all-male cast. For critics and commentators, the all-male cast posed a logistical problem
more so than anything else, and this can even be seen in the negotiations around the
initial performance. The inability to cast an all-male chorus along with boy trebles played
a large part in why Sadler’s Wells had to pass on the premiere:
As the composition of the work proceeded it became clear that this all-male opera
called for more than the normal resources of Sadler’s Wells. A heavy extra financial
burden was this involved and unfortunately neither Edinburgh nor Sadler’s Wells
with the assistance of the Arts Council was able to bridge the gap.44

Many wondered what the sonic landscape of the opera would be absent of women while
some questioned whether or not the opera would be intelligible due to the range and
heaviness of the voice types involved. Others wanted to know how Britten would handle
this problem of his own making as “there are no women in the cast which should give the
composer a chance to show how brilliantly he can solve the musical problem involved.”45
Stephen Williams took a more hostile stance toward Britten’s casting choices all round in
his review for The New York Times, from complaining about the voice type role reversal
between Billy and Vere to Britten’s decision to not include any women noting that “in
Billy Budd, Britten has had the audacity, effrontery, impudence — call it what you will —
to compose a score without any women’s voices.”46 The Sydney Morning Herald left
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nothing to the imagination in their article titled “Not Even a Soprano in Benjamin
Britten’s Opera Triumph,”47 and went on to remark how the lack of women presented a
challenge to the audience members:
The first night of Benjamin Britten’s new opera, Billy Budd, at Covent Garden last
Saturday gave opera-goers some adjustment in their ideas. It was opera without a
soprano–in fact, without a woman character at all. It disdained many normal operatic
conventions … The first-nighters loved it.48

The article goes on mention a conversation the reviewer had with Erwin Stein on
Britten’s feelings about an all-male cast:
He [Britten] was naturally worried about the all-male cast, and once said to me that
he might introduce a few women as members of the crew. But he only meant it
jokingly, and he remarked later that the result would be not an opera but an operetta.
I think he enjoyed the task. To compensate for the lack of female voices he had to
use more ingenuity in his invention.49

Other papers mention talk about the casting as a kind of conversation piece; the glowing
and brief first review from The Sunday Times noted how the all-male cast may have been a
draw for the premiere performance as “[…] the daring exclusion of women from the cast
excited a curiosity about the work as intense as it was widespread.”50 The Sunderland Echo
used the casting for a sensationalist, attention-grabbing headline — “New Opera is ‘AllMale’” — but only refers to it again at the end of the article, simply to mention that the
opera has an all-male cast.51 At this point, there are no mentions of how this casting
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might relate to other elements in the opera, namely the themes of homosexuality and
homosociality. It is unclear if there were no allusions to those themes because no one dare
mention them, people were not thinking of them, or some combination of the two.
Instead, the majority of the reviews talk about the opera (as well as Melville’s original
story) as a tale that illustrates the battle between good and evil.
When critics did take fault with Budd, many of them looked to the libretto and
the librettists as the opera’s greatest enemies. This burden fell on Forster (and to some
extent, Crozier) as his inexperience as a librettist was thought to have hampered Britten,
even though according to many, Britten’s compositional prowess was still able to shine
through. Philip Hope-Wallace, in his lengthy review of the premiere for The Manchester
Guardian, tells the story of two works: one filled with brilliant and innovative
compositional technique and another fighting against the weight of a heavy, prolix
libretto:
[…] he [Britten] shows a new mastery of that essential craft of managing operatic
“attention,” and with it an originality, effectiveness, and fineness of musical creation
altogether magnificent. If only one could laud the distinguished librettists, E. M.
Forster and Eric Crozier, in similar terms, one might be saluting a masterpiece
instead of a qualified success of esteem.
It is the collaborators’ hard task to convert a pathetic incident into a four-act tragedy,
and one has to say that their solution, however conscientious and emotionally
responsive, seems to give rise to a cardinal defect in the opera … but where a defect
sticks out so clearly it should be spoken of, even if the sheer musical virtues of the
score finally “carry” the opera.52
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Hope-Wallace’s issues towards Forster’s work as a librettist in contrast to Britten’s work
as a composer mirrors several other reviews surrounding the premiere; the libretto was
seen as what was holding the opera back from being a work of genius. This
disappointment in Forster and Crozier’s work also seeps into other aspects of the opera,
specifically the ratio of recitative to sung music and Billy’s stammer. Neville Cardus was
very concerned with these issues in his review of Budd for The Manchester Guardian,
writing to convince the readers that what Budd presented was not an opera but perhaps
something else: “a play or a film with background music, yes!”53 His cheekily-titled
review, “Let’s Make An Opera” — a play on Britten’s chamber opera of the same name
— pokes fun at the perceived stuffiness of the entire venture, noting that “only an
English composer could unsmilingly write an opera containing a singing hero who
stutters,”54
There is a flavour of dilettantism in the idea that a workable opera libretto can be
written in collaboration with a distinguished man of letters who has had little
experience at this ancient and exacting trade. … We don’t, after all, go to the operahouse to enjoy drama in its own rights, possessing its own appeal as “theatre.”
Up to the moment of writing, three major English composers have trusted
distinguished men of letters to write opera-librettos for them: Eugene Goosens
turned to Arnold Bennett, [Arthur] Bliss to Priestley, and now Britten to E. M.
Forster and Eric Crozier. There may be an enduring morsel of wisdom in the old
saying that what is too silly to be spoken may very well be sung.55

But even this rebuke of Forster’s ability as a librettist had its own rejoinder in the form of
a letter to the editor in the following week’s paper:
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Finally, that Mr Cardus should impute lack of humour to the composer of Albert
Herring, Let’s Make An Opera, A Young Person’s Guide, and the Folk-song
arrangements is as curious as the fact that he refuses to swallow a cantando stammer.
If speech can be sung in opera and if speech permits of impediment then the
impediment can surely be sung, too. To mock it is to mock the whole convention of
opera.56

Even so, these concerns would not go unnoticed. Britten took many of these criticisms to
heart and they provided the springboard for the revision process that came nine years
later.

Billy Budd (1960): Revisions, Recordings, and Radio

“Tea, even ‘high tea,’ inadequately fortifies one for four hours of opera.”
- The Manchester Guardian, 22 December 1951

Nine years after the premiere, the BBC were keen on mounting a studio
production of Budd that would coincide with a Third Programme radio broadcast and
simultaneous release of a recording for Decca Records. The BBC approached Britten
with this plan in April 1960 with the aim of recording and broadcasting by November of
that year.57 At the time of this proposal, the opera was still in its original four-act version.
The revision process began in September and changes were being up to the time of the
finalized up to the recording in November. This version of Budd for the Third
Programme broadcast would become more of a collaborative work between Britten and
the BBC, a glimpse of the relationship to come in the television broadcast of Budd in
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1966, the television broadcast of Peter Grimes (1969), and the television opera Owen
Wingrave (1971). What prompted the decision to revise the opera, cutting it down from a
four-act to a two-act work? Budd had been Britten’s longest opera to date and its length
had been the main point of criticism against the work.58 And though the length was a
concern for Britten after the premiere, the decision to revise it did not come until the
Third Programme request. By August 1960, Britten and Crozier were suggesting changes
over written correspondence and in September, Britten, Crozier, and Forster met in
Aldeburgh.
The revision process was incredibly brief; in a letter to Crozier, Britten remarked
on how Forster would not be available to work until mid-September, leaving little time
between then and the November recordings and broadcast: “It leaves it a bit late for the
proposed alterations to “Billy Budd”, but I dare say I can do it in the time left before the
November performances.”59 Britten goes on to detail his plans for the revisions as well as
aspects of Budd had troubled him from its initial performance:
The alterations I have discussed with him [Forster] are not very extensive, but they
concern the division of the work into two rather than four acts — each act played
without a break. The new Act II works perfectly: starting with the present Act III,
Scenes 1 and 2, and joining to Act IV cutting the last six bars of page 309. The new
Act I does pose some problems. I have never been happy (and I find now that
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Morgan feels the same) with the present end of Act I. Vere’s haranguing of the crew
does not seem to ring true – none of us I think really had our hearts in this section.60

Within less than two weeks of meeting with Crozier and Forster, Britten had
completed the revisions. While the revision process went fairly smoothly, the
process of putting together the broadcast proved far more troublesome. Earlier in
the year, Britten had been in back and forth correspondence with the BBC over
the cast of all the major roles for the November broadcast and these issues
continued on till almost the last minute in which the BBC informed Britten that
they had to recast the role of Redburn.61
The new revised version of Budd aired on the Third Programme on 13
November 1960, but the broadcast did not get off to a great start. Before the
broadcast aired, there was to be a discussion about Budd with Crozier, Forster,
and Britten. Unfortunately, Britten was too ill to attend; Forster and Crozier went
ahead with the recording, but Crozier wrote in a memo how unhappy he had
been with the recording: “Neither Forster nor I were at all satisfied with our
Friday night session. We felt that we had not succeeded in doing justice either to
the subject or to ourselves.”62 However, the tape was edited and aired before the
broadcast. During the actual broadcast of the opera, there was substantial
interference in the transmission that caused many listeners, including Britten, to
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miss at least the first act. In a letter to Peter Crossley-Holland, Britten wrote
about the reception — “I listened to the broadcast, but the 1st Act had a very poor
reception here, unfortunately.”63 — as well as things that he wanted to revise for
later performances:
There were two or three points that I thought musically could be bettered, and I
wonder whether it is possible at this late date to make some cuts from the first
performance. The two particular blots on the second performance were: 1) A bad slip
between Claggart and the orchestra at the start of his first interview with Vere in the
2nd act, and 2) The chords in Act 2, Scene 2, which were not well together and had
an important note missing in the 3rd trumpet.64

Despite the transmission issues and the small points mentioned by Britten, Budd
was hailed as a success both by the BBC and the press. The BBC Audience
Research Report notes that although several of those questioned experienced the
“unusual and sustained interference,” they continued to listen on, finding
themselves “thoroughly impressed by what they could hear.”65
The Audience Research Report is three pages, somewhat long for its kind,
and it is filled with positive quotes from those questioned that do more than rival
the acclaim the 1951 premiere received but surpass it. Several of the comments
even mention the 1951 performance as a kind of aural stepping stone for the 1960
broadcast, with one reviewer commenting that “this work has made an even
deeper impression on me than it did at Covent Garden in 1951.”66 The report was
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not the only place where comparisons between the 1951 and 1960 performances
were made. Desmond Shawe-Taylor noted how the broadcast shone a new and
deserving light on Budd: “[…] last Sunday’s broadcast of Billy Budd has reminded
us that this opera … does not deserve the neglect into which it has fallen since the
initial performances of nine years ago.”67 The Times review even hints at this new
appraisal in its title, “Billy Budd Gets a Fair Hearing,” as well as answering the
question it posed in the beginning of the review as to why it fell out of favor:
Last night, indeed, Billy Budd emerged with still greater power than before. After a
decade of increased acquaintance with atonal music the sheer strength of Britten’s
use of tonality seems more, not less, amazing. The orchestration, stripped for action
as a man-of-war itself, sounds more, not less, original, in its stark (but deceptive)
simplicity.68

While that review placed the cause of Budd’s initial failure on the aural landscape
at the time of the premiere, another review in The Times blamed the opera’s
original occasion: “[…] it has to be remembered that Budd first appeared in the
context of the Festival of Britain, and its deep seriousness accorded ill with the
officially sanctioned frivolities of 1951.”69 Regardless of what was believed to be
the reason why Budd fell out of the repertoire after its premiere, it was clear that
the new condensed version had breathed new life into the work. “More than ready
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for a revival,”70 it was the 1960 broadcast that not only gave Budd even more
critical clout but prepared the path for the 1966 television production.

Britten on Television: The NBC Opera Theatre (1952) and BBC-2’s Billy Budd
(1966)

Billy Budd on television in 1966 completely changed the way in which audiences
and critics interacted with and understood the work. The medium of television and its
technical abilities allowed viewers to see (and not see) things impossible to reproduce on
an operatic stage. The flashback-based frame of the opera was able to be realized in a way
that seemed less possible before and it was as if audiences were experiencing the opera for
the first time. However, this was not the first appearance of Budd on television; it was
first shown on American television on the NBC Opera Theatre in 195271, immediately
following the opera’s premiere. The NBC Opera Company persuaded Britten to let them
look at the score with plans to produce it that same year, standing in as the opera’s
American premiere. In order to present the work on television, the opera would need to
be chopped down from the three-hour, four-act behemoth to something much smaller.
Eventually, after much persuasion, Britten agreed to the reduction. NBC Opera Theatre
artistic director Peter Herman Adler, who believed that “it would make excellent
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television if cut the right way,”72 convinced Britten to have almost two hours cut from the
opera, “a decision Britten came to regret.”73 Producer Samuel Chotzinoff was behind all
of the cuts made in the production, including the excision of Claggart’s aria, “O beauty,
handsomeness, goodness,” which he saw as an unnecessary bit of theatre:
Yet it seems probably that the composers of the future, writing especially for
television, will find no necessity for explanatory and illuminating solo arias, once they
realize the revealing potentialities of the television camera.74

As the NBC version aired before the significant revisions made in 1960, the production
did retain some elements of the 1951 four-act version such as the Captain’s muster of Act
I, while cutting others that would remain and become significant moments in the two-act
version. But what might be the greatest difference between the NBC and BBC
productions and explain why the NBC version is often not mentioned in the larger
discussion of Budd is the way in which both versions utilize the medium of television.
How the BBC version played to television’s strengths will be discussed later; for the NBC
version, the production used very few televisual techniques other than fades for the
Prologue and Epilogue scenes. The set shows a very partial ship, both above and below,
but there is no background outside of the ship that alludes to a ship on open water. This
in itself is not the worst decision — the BBC version also has a very enclosed set — but
instead of creating an air of crowdedness and claustrophobia, important elements in the
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opera, it feels incomplete. The production also relies on the use of intertitles in between
scenes with text from the Melville novella to explain missing action, a technique that
Chotzinoff would employ in other NBC Opera Theatre productions. The BBC version
used effects for the creation of the mist and the flashback as well as utilize camera angles
and lighting to emphasize dramatic and interior moments in the opera, while the NBC
version took the approach of re-presenting a stage version on television.
The reviews of the opera in the American press provide a preview to what came
fourteen years later: that putting Budd on television had the power to unlock the opera’s
intense psychological depths for the viewing audience. And just as the British press
acknowledged in their 1951 reviews, the American press took notice of the opera’s allmale cast. But in a handful of reviews, critics employed the word lusty, perhaps a strange
way to describe the opera, but also one that possibly acknowledges the sexual
undertones.75 As with the later BBC production, there was a great deal of discussion
around whether or not opera was a good fit for television and vice versa. Some reviewers
thought that the opera itself was meant for television and that the NBC Opera Theatre’s
production only highlighted that. Jack O’Brian said that Budd “could have been designed
originally for TV … so successfully did it take to the living room medium,”76 and
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Sigmund Spaeth noted how the particulars of television enhanced parts of the opera that
otherwise might have been missed:
The answer is that on the screen, aided by the microphone, there are no minor
voices. The camera close-ups make stars out of bit-players who would be almost
inaudible as well as invisible in the opera house.77

Several also mentioned that this version of Budd may have been better than the
production premiered only the previous year.78 Similar to the later BBC production,
critics noted television’s ability to bring forward a dramatic intensity and tension (the
word most often used) that could not be imagined on stage. Olin Downes called the
production “a marvel of streamlined drama of an intense and gripping power,”79 and
Larry Wolters described it as “an experience of great emotional impact.”80 But not all
were convinced that the mix of opera and television was a good one. In a lengthy review,
the Cincinnati Enquirer music critic Arthur Darrack questioned whether or not television
was ready for opera, especially one on the scale of Billy Budd.81 He acknowledges the
impressiveness of the opera overall but points out that the instability of the medium’s
technology was far more problematic for opera than a regular television program:
[…] TV film is quite unable, at this stage of development, to present a clear visual
and aural picture … One may watch a movie on TV and if the movie has merit, the
fuzziness of the picture and the sound may be overlooked … But an opera such as
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Billy Budd requires minimally that the lines be heard and the music appear without
major dislocation of sonorities, pitch, timbres and balance. It cannot be maintained
that Saturday’s presentation of Billy Budd met these requirements.82

While Darrack went into great detail about the technological failings of television in
regard to opera, perhaps James Abbe put it best when he wrote that “what … Britten did
… shouldn’t happen to television.”83
One reason perhaps that Budd had such a profound impact when it was broadcast
in 1966, unlike its 1952 counterpart, is because Britten unknowingly had a penchant for
thinking filmicly, or in this case, televisually, something that could be exploited when he
was involved in the process, unlike the butchering of the score by NBC. Billie Melman
credited Britten’s dramatic and compositional techniques, in part, to the pervasiveness of
interwar historical films and their construction, specifically their ability to build worlds
around private and public spaces.84 The concept of physical and psychological interiority
has often been an element in Britten’s operas and Budd would become the exemplar of
this, especially the television version. In the initial reviews of Budd, there also were critics
who used visual adjectives to describe it; Eric Blom talked about the “cinematographic
‘throwback’” that he called “at first sight struck me rather cheap,”85 while Ernest Bradbury
alludes to the darkened theatre where even the stage and orchestral pit lights are
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extinguished.86 Most if not all critics recognized that Britten and his librettists faced a
challenge in setting Budd: finding a way to translate the psychological and inner drama
and tension of the novel into operatic action. Many believed that this was not achieved in
the 1951 nor the 1960 performance but for the 1966 BBC broadcast, this was portrayed
in the press as the opera’s crowning achievement.
In various internal documents, BBC producer Cedric Messina and others wrote
back and forth about how the BBC had persued Britten to do a major production,
perhaps even a new work, for television. In 1964, the BBC mounted a production of The
Little Sweep to positive reviews and that production once again started discussions around
Britten creating something specifically for television. Though many of these
conversations later played into what became Britten’s television opera Owen Wingrave,
the idea of creating a television production of Billy Budd seemed like a step in the right
direction. In November 1964, Chief of BBC-2 Programmes Michael Peacock wrote to
Cedric Messina about the possibility of mounting Budd:
“Billy Budd” is a splendid idea if Britten will allow us to mke cuts, and if the cost
would not be impossibly high … Autumn 1965 would seem the right sort of date for
you to aim at. Robert Kearns would make a first class Billy in my mind, but that is
for you to worry about.87

Messina replied, agreeing that Budd was a good idea, though he was worried about both
the cost and Britten’s reluctance to make cuts as “Britten has flatly refused to consider
cutting any of his operas for BBC television, whatever may have been done elsewhere.”88
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This was most likely a nod to the NBC Opera Theatre production of Budd and its several
cuts of the then four-act version, whittling the opera down to a svelte ninety minutes.
Foregoing costs and cuts, Messina and Peacock pushed forward and put a timeline in
place with the broadcast airing in August 1965. This was moved back to September but
in a memo from Messina, he wrote that the Forward Planning department could not
confirm the availability of the September dates, imperiling the choice of Charles
Mackerras and the Philharmonia Orchestra for the studio recording.89 This caused
Britten great concern as he was insistent on Mackeras conducting the recording.
However, Britten agreed that postponing Budd until 1966 would be best for this reason:
“[…] it is best to postpone until we can get as near an ideal cast as possible. I am not so
unhappy myself because in 1966 I can be available to come too and enjoy the
rehearsals!”90 There were also further complications with casting the main characters,
specifically, Vere. On the same day Messina received the letter from Britten, Messina
wrote to the Head of Plays, Television about the postponement of the production till
1966:
This has been finally due to the casting of Captain Vere, the part created by Peter
Pears. We could not find a suitable Vere … If we had continued with our production
with an inferior substitute, Benjamin Britten … would have withdrawn his interest in
the production … Pears has agreed to do it sometime in September, 1966, and that
Benjamin Britten, who will be free during that period, has agreed to give us as much
assistance as he can in the production.91
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Scheduling and casting were the last major hurdle for the production and after this,
Messina and the BBC moved forward with preparations for a recording in the fall of
1966.
Billy Budd aired on BBC 2 on 11 December 1966 and from the viewpoints of the
critics, the BBC-2 production was a resounding success. The combination of Britten’s
1960 revision and the direction of Basil Coleman produced something that had been
hinted at but never achieved: a streamlined version of the opera with a deeply
psychological and emotional production. Budd was hailed as the greatest realization of
opera on television and the kind of production that could make opera on television truly
viable.92 This discussion about television, opera, and their synergy in Budd was a major
talking point in reviews. Television was what allowed Budd to become a fully realized
piece: “On television it emerged as the masterpiece it undoubtedly is, superbly wrought as
a score, brilliantly characterized.”93 Richard Last called it “beyond doubt the finest
achievement in television opera yet mounted in this country,”94 and T. C. Worsley
described it as “a work of art not merely limply transcribed by the cameras, but fully
worked out in the medium itself.”95 And while many praised how well-suited the opera
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was for television and how this production made the best use of television’s abilities, there
was also talk about the problem of opera. Opera as a genre was deemed untranslatable by
critics to other media outside of the live performance on an opera house stage, but that
did not stop television from trying. By 1966, opera on television was no rarity in Britain.
A 1966 press release discussing the BBC’s initiative to air even more opera on primetime
television makes this clear.96 But even with the annual airing of Menotti’s Amahl and the
Night Visitors and other operatic offerings, none seemed to be critically successful until
Budd. Previously, opera on television presented a problem of translation, finding a way to
bring the immensity and grandeur of the opera house onto television. Worsley echoed
this statement in his review when he called opera “as intractable a subject for televising as
ballet.”97 What would make this transition was a rethinking of what opera on television
looked like and what it needed. Richard Last believed that Budd accomplished a
“genuinely cinematic treatment” that “brought to bear on the problem of translating
opera to the small screen.”98 Budd was able to do this firstly because of the nature of the
production and secondly because of the nature of the opera itself. Regarding the
production, director Basil Coleman was praised in the press for being the grand engineer
of Budd’s success, creating a vision for the opera that was unlike anything that had
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preceded it. James Thomas called Coleman the “hero of [a] fine TV opera,”99 and an
unnamed music critic in The Times (most likely William Mann) put the opera’s triumph
almost squarely at Coleman’s feet: “There could hardly have been a more convincing
argument for letting a man who knows his music direct television opera than Basil
Coleman’s exemplary and inspired treatment of Billy Budd.”100 Coleman had experience
directing for both stage — namely the first production of Budd at Covent Garden — and
screen and that experience showed as he moved to filming Budd for television. Unlike
Chotzinoff, Coleman believed in creating a production that served the music, rather than
the other way round. He strived to make the artists comfortable, something he explained
in an interview with Jennifer Barnes,101 and those choices were recognized by critics: “Mr.
Coleman had evidently persuaded nearly every member of his large cast that they were
accomplished television actors so that it seemed as natural that they should be singing
and acting.”102
Akin to the reviews for the NBC production, critics noted how television, when
used properly, could not only portray opera but enhance it. For critics, this was mostly
achieved through camera work. Similar to Chotzinoff’s belief that the camera would be
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able to advance and amplify the drama in an opera,103 reviews saw the camera work
creating a closeness as well as an intensity and claustrophobia that could not be realized in
an opera house:
Cutting incisively from close-up to great visual sweeps, never left peering down a
singer’s throat, the camera even improved “live” presentation.104
The cameras lead us into an active complicity with the actions and interactions of the
seamen, the officers and the soldier police under their brutal master-at-arms. … We
are participants, not voyeurs. That was the special merit of Mr. Coleman’s camera
work … Then, too, the freedom of the cameras to pass from point to point in time
and place is, when it is used as skillfully as it is here, an enormous advantage over the
more clumsy apparatus of the stage with its scene shifts and necessary intervals.105

Another related theme echoed throughout the press is the presence of tension and
claustrophobia in the production. It was those two elements that critics stated were
inherent in the opera and what made Budd so perfect for television. And the potential to
achieve these elements through television — something unachievable on stage — was
what made this production so special.
Claustrophobia, both physically and psychologically, was always recognized as a
significant element in Budd. James Thomas called Budd “Britten’s sombre, claustrophobic
saga.”106 Both Vere and Claggart refer to the HMS Indomitable as a “floating planet of
earth,” conveying the very small, separated, and insular world of the opera. The interiority
of the mind and of one’s spirit is reimagined through the closed quarters of the ship:
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Vere’s cabin, the Darbies, below deck. That claustrophobia is also representative of the
closed world of impressment, naval ships, and in later readings by scholars such as
Sedgwick and Brett, homosexuality. But this insularity was often overlooked due to the
massive sets used in stage productions, replicating the entirety of an eighteenth-century
British naval ship of the line. The NBC production did its best to create this
claustrophobia by scaling down the sets — a necessity for the available studio space —
using five sets in total: a black box, the top deck, Vere’s cabin, and two scenes below
deck.107 While the BBC modeled their set after the HMS Victory, it was still very small
and enclosed. Coleman and designer Tony Abbott strived to create a set that was both
realistic and confined, “unlike HMS Pinafore,”108 and “a small world suspended in the
elements,” where “some things are treated very realistically” but then “the viewer is given
almost a cross-section of the entire ship.”109 When critics discussed the claustrophobia of
the production, it included the physical closeness of the set, the smallness of the
television, and the psychological claustrophobia felt by the opera’s characters. Edward
Greenfield believed Budd’s success on the screen was due to how naturally this closeness
translated to television: “In the first place the story itself was suited to the cramping
medium … there was a claustrophobic quality in the setting which the small screen
enhanced.”110 The Times music critic attributed the production’s tension to a combination
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of set and camera work, techniques that amplified the already-existing closeness: “These
personal confrontations were firmly placed in Tony Abbott’s large, atmospheric set of the
Indomitable that gave Mr. Coleman a chance to use long shots tellingly, especially in the
final scene, yet at the same time it was constructed so as to make us always aware of the
claustrophobic oppression aboard that unhappy man-of-war.”111 Stephen Walsh also noted
how the camera work, especially in close ups, tightened the frame to an uncomfortable
degree, pinning in both the characters and to some extent, the viewers: “[…] the cameras
panned freely, providing occasional long shots of various parts of the ship, but more often
closing in to emphasise the cramped conditions which are a necessary factor.”112 Walsh
sums up best how all of these components fed into their own concept of claustrophobia
and came together within this production:
This work has proved awkward to stage in the theatre, because of the virtually
inseprable problem of recreating the enclosed, claustrophobic atmosphere of a crowded
man o’ war on a large open stage. On television no such problem exists and in this
production Budd was transformed into the musico-dramatic masterpiece that the
score has always declared it to be … The small screen highlighted its psychological
subtleties in a way that the live stage never could.113
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Postlude: 1967 and Beyond

“Good Lord, the things that happen at sea.”
- Douglas Watt, New York Daily News, 3 December 1951

There were no more significant changes to or versions of Budd by Britten after
1966 but it was performed several times at the Royal Opera House in the late 60s and
early 70s. The reviews for these performances demonstrate how the decriminalization of
homosexuality in 1967 dramatically shifted the way in with critics talked about Budd in
print. One review of the 1966 BBC-2 production does use the word ‘homosexual’ in
print, but surprisingly to say that it was part of something larger that was missing:
There was no question of the glamorous super-boy, no worrying equations of
goodness with beauty; Billy was simply our well liked and respected Peter Glossop
without so much as a hint at homosexual undertones. This rather tended to deprive the
sinister Master-at-Arms Claggart (Michael Langdon) of a motive for destroying the
hero. Without any ambiguities of frustrated desire he had to fall back on the sheer
badness he actually professes. Similarly, benign Captain Vere’s failure to speak up for
Billy is meaningless unless he is understood to be over-compensating for an illicit
infatuation he suspects in himself.114

Stadlen does not believe that the production conveys the homoerotic narrative originally
found in Melville’s story, but this kind of open frankness as part of an analysis in a
newspaper was unconventional. At no point before, at least in the British press, did it
seem conceivable to write about a homosexual motive in the opera so openly. As
mentioned earlier, it is unclear as to whether reviewers did not believe that the
homosexual undercurrent was present in the opera, whether they could not write about it,
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or some combination of the two. Regardless of what may have been the atmosphere in
1951, as England moved closer and closer to decriminalization, the more the press felt
comfortable writing about the opera’s homosexual and homosocial elements in print. The
trajectory from 1951 to the early 70s for Budd in this regard stands as a microcosm of
how social changes affected and influenced the way the press interacted with Britten’s
operas.
While the change in the critical language around Budd took baby steps before
reaching a completely frank discussion about homosexuality, the change begins almost
immediately after the decriminalization in 1967. The Royal Opera House put on several
productions of Budd in the years after 1966 and kept a record of all of the reviews about
those performances. It is in those reviews that this trajectory starts to take shape. In 1968,
Andrew Porter wrote that “if Melville had been writing in a later age he would no doubt
have been more explicit about the undercurrents which run, inevitable, through all the
relationships in this all male floating world.”115 Other reviews from this year also hint at
these “undercurrents,” noting “the more personal reason for Claggart’s hatred of the
young seaman,”116 and the “drama of the emotions and tensions generated in an enclosed
male society.”117 The 1970s, however, confront the issue head on, using the word
‘homosexual’ in print and actively engaging with what an analysis based around sexuality
achieves for this opera:
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But then, the whole emotional world of this opera seems to me difficult, perhaps
incomprehensible, for a present-day heterosexual. How does sexuality influence
Vere’s attitude to Billy? How does it stand behind Claggart’s malevolence? — it
surely must for without some sexual impulse, such unadulterated, self-confessed
wickedness is implausible. These are issues which serious and intelligent criticism of
works like this cannot continue to evade indefinitely if it is to do its job.118

Other reviews would question whether or not Claggart’s actions were motivated out of
(homosexual) desire, but they would talk about it explicitly.
The progression to this point seems long though it took only around twenty years.
The ability to write about any subject or art work and their relationship to homosexuality,
let alone Budd, reflects more than just the mood of the postwar period. This was a
conversation that had been decades in the making, stretching back to the myriad
implementations of laws against gay men in Britain. And while Budd was not written to
actively engage in this conversation, it provided a locus that helped push that
conversation forward.
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Chapter 2: Artificial Elizabethanisms: Performing Englishness and
Masculinity in Gloriana

“Now all the world’s a screen, and every heathen
Around this joint doth prate Elizabethan.”
- Noel Whitcomb, Daily Mirror, 21 November 1953
“History is now and England.”
- T.S. Eliot, “Little Gidding”
The time between the premieres of Billy Budd (1951) and Gloriana (1953) — two
years — is the shortest interval between operas discussed here. However, the social and
political changes that took place in those years, as well as the circumstances that brought
about these two works, were so drastic that it recalls the kind of upheaval that often
appears over much longer periods of time. The move from Clement Attlee’s Labour
Britain — elected in 1946 — and the welfare state to the return of Churchill and the
Conservatives in 1951 marked a powerful shift. This shift was mirrored in events such as
the transition from George VI to Elizabeth II and the Festival of Britain to the
Coronation. Those changes provide the backstory for both Budd and Gloriana but
especially for Gloriana.
Gloriana emerged in a moment of reaction to the early days of postwar Britain.
The Coronation of Elizabeth II provided an opportunity to push aside the international
yet national aims of the Festival of Britain1 in order to embrace a state-sponsored

1
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Britain’s continued strength, dominance, and importance in the world after the war.
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spectacle that would reassert Britain’s dominance in the world despite a crumbling
empire. The Coronation promoted an expansive, imperial Englishness rather than the
Little England of the Festival of Britain. But for all their differences, both 1951 Britain
and 1953 Britain were concerned with the creation and dissemination of culture that had
some kind of nationalism at its heart.
The story of Gloriana has often revolved around Britten’s “failure” to address and
incorporate that nationalism into the opera.2 But this explanation for the opera’s
disastrous premiere only tells part of the story. The larger narrative is concerned with the
building and portrayal of national identity out of a glorified pastness and what occurs
when monuments supposedly created to reify that identity instead show its historical
cracks. Gloriana’s refusal to uphold the status quo of Coronation Britain was deemed
unacceptable by the British press, marking it for failure. That ‘status quo’ was fueled by
New Elizabethanism, a social and cultural movement that treated the period
encompassing the beginning of Elizabeth II’s reign as a return to the imperial might,
adventurous spirit, and artistic output of the Elizabethan era. This campaign was highly
invested in preserving a kind of martial masculinity that was intimately linked to concepts
of empire as a way of coping with the breaking apart of the British Empire and Britain’s
decreased standing as a world power after World War II.
Unlike Billy Budd, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and Owen Wingrave, Gloriana
was created for and part of a non-musical event of enormous magnitude. Written for the
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Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953, Gloriana was one of many cogs in a very
complex ceremonial machine. Gloriana was presented as a complement to the other
Coronation proceedings. As a result, the opera came with a set of preconceptions on the
part of almost everyone involved with and attending the event aside from Britten and
librettist William Plomer. In spite of those preconceptions, Gloriana was not to be a
grand spectacle as imagined by the press and public, displaying the greatness of the
Elizabethan Age, ushering in auspicious beginnings for the new Queen, or a musicohistorical drama on the scale of a Boris Godunov. Instead, the audience at the Royal Opera
House (including Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Philip, as well as several other dignitaries
and crowned heads) were treated to a dramatization of one of England’s greatest queens
in her old age, caked in makeup with a shorn head, in conflict with the traitorous Earl of
Essex. Nowhere to be seen was the fair Oriana or the Elizabeth of the Armada. Joseph
Newman’s review of the premiere in the New York Herald Tribune highlights the stark
differences from opinions of the work (along with the historical artifice that was the
romanticizing of the first Elizabethan age) and the performed reality:
Instead of pursuing and elaborating the sweet-fairy-tale mood which had been woven
round the streets of London and in the nation’s press, Britten shattered it … by
bringing to life the full-blooded, down-to-earth tragedy of Elizabeth I.3

It is notable that both positive and in-depth discussions of the opera were not easily
expressed (if expressed at all) by British critics. They often appeared in American and
international reviews such as Newman’s but perhaps most surprisingly, they also appeared
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in comments made by the British listening public in the form of letters to the editor.
Woodrow Wyatt, an MP writing from the House of Commons, called the depiction of
Elizabeth I “an effective representation of a remarkable queen in varying aspects of
dignity, greatness, generosity, tragedy, and human frailty.”4 This Elizabeth, sung by Joan
Cross, was combative, wrinkled, dying. Conversely, Pears’s Essex was not seen as the
young, virile courtier as portrayed in paintings, plays, and films. For many, Pears’s
portrayal of Essex fell short of the heroic image that had been cultivated over three
hundred years, especially in the 1930s and 1940s. The dynamic between Elizabeth and
Essex takes on new meaning here: the passionate and headstrong relationship between
monarch and courtier is replaced by an even greater imbalance of power, with Elizabeth
overpowering an uninspiring Essex, described as lacking “the aristocratic poise of one of
England’s most distinguished courtiers”5 and “represented as a mere quarrelsome
featherpate.”6
But it was not just the dramatic action with which so many people took offence.
A combination of musical references that stretched beyond the Elizabethan era resulting
in a sort of compositional pastiche seemed to disappoint on several fronts. Those who
were expecting the Britten of Peter Grimes and Billy Budd — “audaciously original, sternly
uncompromising”— found Gloriana somewhat lacking.7 And for those proclaiming the
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beginning of a second great Elizabethan age and who had clamored for and rallied
around a resurgence of music by Purcell and others, the opera provided lopsided
satisfaction. The moments that were praised were the most musico-historical in the work:
Essex’s Lute Songs, the Masque at Norwich, and the Courtly Dances. These three set
pieces would become popular standalone pieces in their own right; the Lute Songs for
tenor and guitar as well as an orchestral version, the Choral Dances for choir, and the
Courtly Dances for mixed ensemble. All of these moments, however, refer back to a
different musical history than that of the opera’s story. While Britten was being praised
for his adeptness at Purcellian declamation and transformation of the Restoration
composer’s style, little was said about Dowland, Tallis, and Byrd, Elizabethan composers
who made a name for themselves composing works such as the aforementioned set
pieces. Britten surely drew influence from these composers — Dowland for the Lute
Songs and Tallis for the Choral Dances — but the desire on the part of the New
Elizabethans, those involved in the cultural movement inspired by the new Queen, to
construct a national present that stretched back and connected to a glorious past focused
on Purcell, England’s greatest composer. There could be several reasons as to why critics
focused on Purcell rather than Dowland, Byrd, or Tallis. One possible reason is that
doing so would run counter to a very specific musical narrative that sprung from the
academic discussions of the English Musical Renaissance in the late nineteenth century.
Like the New Elizabethans, musicologists and critics sought to connect the new wealth
of British composers to a great musical progenitor. In order to solidify a continuing
thread of Englishness, it was necessary to bypass the non-native born and international
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composers who had made England their home such as Handel and Mendelssohn and
focus on a composer who was unproblematically English: Purcell. Though Dowland,
Tallis, and Byrd were renowned in their own right (and Elizabethan as well), they might
have presented too many problems to those constructing this narrative; too Catholic, too
international. The New Elizabethans had no dearth of literary and scientific figures to
point to, but music remained somewhat elusive. The 250th anniversary of Purcell’s death
in 1945 provided a perfect opportunity to not only celebrate but rally around Purcell as
the direct forefather of the English Musical Renaissance.
From its inception, Gloriana had several obstacles to clear, imposed on it by a
hungry public. However, the opera would end up doing the exact opposite of what so
many wanted and expected of it. I suggest that Britten’s musical and dramatic choices act
as disruptions not just to the operatic genre but to the social attitudes specific to the
Coronation Year. Instead of showing England at the beginning of its formidable entrance
onto the world stage and defeating the Spanish, Britten chose to depict a court focused
on infighting and squabbles as well as Essex’s defeat by the Irish. The fair Oriana of song
and poem was not to be seen but instead was replaced by an ageing, wigless crone, rapidly
approaching death. Essex, the great, tragic figure romanticized in literature and film, is
now stripped of his (physical and vocal) masculinity and agency. And to many, the music
supposedly representative of the Elizabethan period and later was nothing more than
uninspired pastiche. At a time in Britain’s history when the nation was reeling from
austerity measures and confronting the very real demise of its empire, the citizens looked
to the Coronation both for glittering escape and the promise of a great postwar future.
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Gloriana provided no escape but instead forced a public to look back on itself, to listen to
its revered music through perverted ears through the technique of pastiche and consider
the possibility of bleak uncertainty in the postwar world rather than a return to the glory
of prior ages.

An Uncontrolled and Outdated Manliness: Essex, Empire, and Englishness

“I had so little hand in my own making.
I was shaped by the time.”
-Robert Devereaux, the Earl of Essex, Elizabeth R (BBC)

Hegemonic and heteronormative English masculinity is and has been tied up with
whiteness and empire. Whiteness and racial purity acted as silent, motivating forces,
lurking behind the scenes while the transformation of Little England into imperial
Britain gave rise to an identity that was intimately linked with nation, conquest,
patriotism, and empire. This transformation also marks the beginning of a discourse
around early modern England and masculinity. This discourse would inform cultural and
political movements and moments from the 1600s onward and placed at its center a
desire to define and locate an ideal (English) masculinity. Elizabeth I identifies herself as
the proverbial masculine prince throughout her reign, most notably in her Tilbury speech
("I know I have the body of a weak, feeble woman; but I have the heart and stomach of a
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king, and of a king of England too…"8) and in Gloriana's epilogue as well ("The word
'must' is not to be used to Princes!"). Elizabeth I was a king and queen, the crown in two
bodies, and her supposed ability to navigate that corporeal space demonstrates the reach
of her (masculine) power. Billie Melman mentions the existence of this duality in
Gloriana as representative of both the Elizabethan-era feelings towards the (female)
monarch and a manifestation of the struggle between private and public through the third
scene in Act III between Essex and Lady Essex.9 This imagining of masculinity trickles
down from Elizabeth to her subjects, inspiring a national identity that reflects the desire
to grow and protect England at the beginning of the age of Empire: “In other words,
Elizabeth stands for an ideal masculinity that can put aside its personal feelings for the
good of the country. This ideal masculinity emerges as the only way England can preserve
and extend its imperial status."10 Jennifer Clement explains how pivotal a sensible and
restrained masculinity — inspired by Elizabeth I and showcased in her dealings with
Essex — was to the creation and continuation of a reasoned populace, monarchy, and
Empire. In the play The Unhappy Favourite, Essex represented “the kind of masculinity
that was starting to pass out of fashion in the late seventeenth century: violent,
uncontrolled, and easily provoked,”11 while Elizabeth exerted the kind of self-control that
“became a marker of true manliness.”12 This imperial masculinity begins with Elizabeth I
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and her relationship with Essex plays a large role in, at first, displaying positive and
negative portrayals of masculinity. The story of Elizabeth and Essex becomes a
touchstone for this, a battle between passion and reason, and how that story is told
throughout the centuries reflects the nation’s mood towards identity and masculinity.
And in Gloriana, it is Essex’s effeminate (vocal) masculinity — ruled by passion, violence,
and short-temperedness — that causes distress and disappointment for critics.
As England moved towards empire, a new masculinity was required in order keep
the foundations of that growing empire strong. This concept of English masculinity
changes and adapts over the centuries but whenever nation and empire are invoked, so
too, is this understanding of manliness. Although the Victorian and Edwardian ages
wrestled with the multiplicity of English/British masculinities, this more hawkish
manliness was incredibly potent. The most prominent example of this is the British
Union of Fascists (BUF) and their views on what made a true Englishman. Not unlike
other fascist movements, the BUF saw a vital connection between fascism and
masculinity and blamed all of Britain’s woes on an intellectual effeminacy subverting
Britain’s true nature, its “masculine spirit.”13 For the BUF, an engagement in physical
activity, a desire to return to an English Arcadia and an emphasis on violence marked one
as British and masculine. The various Elizabethan movements of the first half of the
twentieth century, specifically Conservative and New Elizabethanism, also invigorated
this national masculinity, as did the World Wars. The ‘Armada’ moment of WWII
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recalled the historicized resolve and pluck of the Elizabethans and the installing of a new
monarch inspired new feelings of devotion to Queen and country, in an attempt to ignore
the last gasps of empire.
Just as rapidly as masculinity had been shaped by the World Wars, it was reenvisioned in the 50s through movements that actively challenged commonly-held beliefs
around masculinity. The Suez crisis in 1956 acted however as the final nail in the coffin
of imperial and martial masculinity. The need to situate masculinity within these
movements connects them together in ways perhaps not envisioned. The ability for
opposite markers of ‘masculinity’ to exist alongside each other perhaps illustrates the
slipperiness and persistence of a perceived ideal English man, similar to the ability for
several conflicting ideological movements to embrace the idea of a return to a great
pastoral Albion. The Coronation is located at a crux, somewhere between the emergence
of a modern postwar Britain and the Britain of empire, and Gloriana reflects that. Wendy
Webster notes how the convergence of imperial (masculine) imagery with the images of
Commonwealth modernity throughout the Coronation reflected two opposing sides,
fighting for dominance.14 Britten and Plomer’s portrayal of Essex could be seen as the
embodiment of that aforementioned hot-blooded, reckless masculinity of the sixteenth
century but it could also be seen as something else. A ‘masculinity’ lacking self-restraint,
fueled by passion, was the antithesis of what would become imperial masculinity and
Essex’s bodily and vocal performance was a reminder of what so many were trying to
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dismiss: the end of Empire. The inability for one of England’s most romanticized figures
to be depicted in a way that upheld these myriad masculinities may have signaled a
transformation to some. And for those already engaging in a “romance of manliness,”
mourning the death of empire, Britten’s Essex may have been a push too far.15 But the
insistent use of masculine language in descriptions of Essex belies more than the
generally-assumed discomfort surrounding Britten (and Pears’s) homosexuality and,
unconsciously perhaps, reveals feelings about the changing state of British masculinity.
This language does not identify an agreed-upon performance of masculinity, both
operatically and historically, but does denote the need to define it (or define what are not
its attributes). Even though Essex as a symbol of some form of English manliness is
redefined through the centuries, Pears’s performance of Essex somehow violates that
symbolism. Pears’s Essex is everything masculinity never was regardless of what that
might actually be.
Heather Wiebe notes that Gloriana’s failure stemmed from, in part, its inability to
reinforce the national mood, one that was centered around a desired and mythic
Englishness.16 The opera’s treatment of Elizabeth I poked and prodded at the audience’s
own feelings around identity, “faltering at the line between domestic and expansive
versions of Englishness.”17 And while Wiebe does recognize that many of the attacks on
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Britten and Gloriana in the press were both attacks on Britten’s homosexuality and
representative of “New Elizabethanism’s hyper-masculine vision of British heroism in the
face of imperial decline and Cold War tensions,” 18 I believe centering the discussion
around fears of the end of imperial masculinity may help to provide an even more
thorough understanding of Gloriana’s reception.

A Return to the Future: the Elizabethanisms of the Twentieth Century

In February 1952, following the death of George VI, the Daily Express ran a
cartoon by cartoonist Michael Cummings titled “Who will be the new Elizabethans?”
with an array of prominent cultural and political figures shown (complete with a key),
dressed in Elizabethan garb, in front of the new Queen (Figure 2.1). At the far right of
the cartoon, one can see Britten standing next to Ralph Vaughan Williams and Dame
Myra Hess. Britten’s place in a pantheon of figures that included T.S. Eliot, Laurence
Olivier, and Winston Churchill by this time seemed fairly entrenched.
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Figure 2.1 Michael Cummings, “Who Will Be the New Elizabethans?” Daily Express (British Cartoon
Archive)

With the successes of Grimes and Budd behind him, Britten was making his way
steadfastly into the realm of establishment composer. Britten was asked to write Gloriana
for Elizabeth II’s Coronation the following year, a commission made possible by his
friend and first cousin to the Queen, the Earl of Harewood.19 The talk surrounding the
commission and upcoming opera swirled around the possibility of a great historical
pageant akin to other Continental nationalist operas, something desperately desired by
many in an attempt to solidify Britain’s place in the musical world. The desire for a
nationalist opera that would both celebrate the greatness of an England past and place
British music, specifically British opera, on the same pedestal as the great Continental
operas fit within the larger goals of New Elizabethanism. This social movement was
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brought to the fore by the death of George VI and accession of Elizabeth II. New
Elizabethanism was incorporated in to many aspects of English social and cultural life
and its institutions. Sixteenth-century-inspired fashion became all the rage for both men
and women, advancements in exploration were likened to the achievements of Raleigh
and Drake (even on Coronation Day when word was received about the summiting of
Mount Everest by Edmund Hilary), and Elizabethan-themed programs were being
played regularly on the BBC. But this hearkening back to the first Elizabethan age was
not without precedent. The first half of the twentieth century engaged with various
readings of Elizabeth I’s reign and those readings often came into direct conflict with
each other.20
The Edwardian era into the war years saw a heightened attention paid to
Elizabeth I as a historical figure. During the Victorian period, Elizabeth was shunned in
favor of the more palatable Mary, Queen of Scots, and the nine-days queen Lady Jane
Gray. Elizabeth was viewed as far too masculine, more so than her royal cousin. But as
tension emerged on the Continent in the form of World War I, Elizabeth and the
England of her day became far more important. Events and cultural transformations in
the twentieth century brought the relationship between that culture and the then present
into sharp focus. It may be best to start with the introduction to the book of collected
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poems entitled The New Elizabethans edited by E. B. Osborn.21 In what is the earliest
that I have seen the term — published in 1919 — Osborn writes a lengthy introduction
explaining the book’s title. He notes that World War I and the responses it elicited made
the generation involved somehow different from those in more closely-related eras. The
heroism of young British servicemen needed a new category: “a name of their own, a
modern name, a name that does not convey a sense of their indebtedness to far-off
ancestors.”22 The introduction goes on to list the characteristics and virtues of these
young New Elizabethans: an intrepid and cavalier spirit like that of Drake and others
who explored the world and fought against the Spanish Armada, a deep patriotism, a
“passionate love of country,” and the desire to live artistically.23 Many of the attributes
Osborn mentions appear throughout various iterations of Elizabethanism throughout the
first half of the century. It is not clear whether A. L. Rowse, who made the term New
Elizabethan common parlance, knew about this volume of poetry. But this need felt by
Osborn to define a new era and those in it as a result of the century’s tectonic shifts
beginning with the first World War provides a helpful lens through which to view the
need for so many Britons to look back to and identify with an earlier, more prosperous
age.
1920s Britain was primarily occupied with a kind of neo-Elizabethanism (not to
be confused with New Elizabethanism) spurred on by the works of authors such as
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Lytton Strachey, Virginia Woolf, and others in the Bloomsbury group. Strachey’s
Elizabeth and Essex: A Tragic History (1928) — which would serve as the source text for
Gloriana — became a defining and resonating history of this period. Strachey’s history as
well as other works helped to shape this neo-Elizabethanism, one that looked back at the
Elizabethan era as “a model for anti-Victorian modernity, a time of vitality, innovation,
brilliance, young imagination, vehemence, violence, and amorousness.”24 Some of these
descriptions of this neo-Elizabethanism could also be applied to the New Elizabethanism
that would follow but what would set the two apart was the idea of continuity.
Continuity, or lack thereof, would be a crucial element to the various Elizabethanisms
that arose throughout the twentieth century. The Bloomsbury group that spearheaded
the cultural neo-Elizabethanism of the 1920s saw no connection between the sixteenth
and twentieth centuries. In fact, they perceived a forced distance between the two, as if
there were an incapability to access the everyday nature of that time. Woolf expands on
this thought in her essay ‘The Strange Elizabethans:’ “[…] Elizabethan prose, for all its
beauty and bounty, is an imperfect medium … and if prose refuses to enlighten us, then
one avenue of approach to the men and women of another age is blocked.”25 Viewing the
Elizabethan era as a time walled off to those in the twentieth century plays a large part in
what was seen as one of the major failures of Gloriana. Instead of eschewing the
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nationalist values of New Elizabethanism, Britten portrayed an Elizabeth that was
supposedly unfamiliar to its audience: distant, seemingly stripped of power and majesty,
and in decline.26 Part of that distance comes from the source material to which Britten
and Plomer stuck so closely, Strachey’s Elizabeth and Essex. Britten would find a way to
encompass parts of all of the various Elizabethan readings — to try to have his cake and
eat it, too — only to find in doing so disjunction as its result.
The onset of World War II brought about Tory (Conservative) Elizabethanism, a
reading that equated Britain’s wartime troubles with the threats faced by Elizabeth I at
the height of her reign. This ‘Armada narrative’ — one that saw the war, especially the
Battle of Britain, as a reframing of the threat posed by Philip II’s Spain — echoed down
through government, to the troops, and to citizens. Relics of the Elizabethan period were
used as propaganda in order to inspire those at home and abroad in the fight against this
new Armada. In the 1937 film Fire Over England, the threat of the Spanish Armada acts
as a general manifestation of England’s enemies as well as an allusion to Nazi Germany.
It would inspire a later trend that used film to portray the Tudor period for the purposes
of wartime propaganda. At every turn, the film espouses the strength of English values,
virtues, and art over that of the Spanish. The Spanish, in this film and others, became a
stand-in for anyone fit to be classified as a current-day adversary. Laurence Olivier’s film
Henry V (1944) gave the period one of its most notable propagandic moments, the St
Crispin’s Day speech (which Olivier also gave over the radio and elsewhere throughout
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the war). Though the historical story of Henry V is long before the Tudor period, the
film anchors the story in its Shakespearean source. The opening scene is a poster
announcing a performance of “Henry the Fift” at the Globe Playhouse on 1 May 1600
followed by a flyover of a diorama of Elizabethan London accompanied by a soaring
overture featuring wordless choir by William Walton. Everything about the movie’s
opening prologue from setting to music situates the film firmly in the Elizabethan era
and it is only through the magic of film and the imagination that we later see the actors
in fifteenth-century garb, a metatext the film actively employs. The score presents
Walton’s solutions to “an awkward problem for the composer—the conflict between
three periods,” demonstrating various kinds of sonic Englishness: that of the present day
(1944), 1600, and 1415.27 The opening and prologue could be broken down thusly: the
solo flute mimicking the fluttering of the Shakespearean era playbill that unfurls to a
heraldic fanfare accompanied by trumpets (possibly alluding the battle to come) followed
by the wordless choir. While the visuals here are of London in 1600, the music sounds
more modern, as if the absence of text equates to a kind of transience or timelessness.
This is followed by the more specifically diegetic music inside the Globe Playhouse. But
it was the music of a timeless, unchanging London that Walton returned to at key
moments in the film, what Christopher Palmer remarks as “intervals whenever patriotic
or national values are being discussed or national pride invoked.”28 It is possible that the
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Englishness associated with Walton’s score is informed, in hindsight, by specific dramatic
moments in the film — a quality possessed by attentive film composers — but in 1944
Hubert Clifford called Walton’s Englishness “essential” and said of Henry V that “There
was an authentic English musical voice, just as English in its own way as that of Elgar or
Vaughan Williams.”29
So, what is it that makes Walton’s score different, or perhaps more successful,
than Britten’s in conveying to Clifford an idea as complex as (sonic) Englishness?
Perhaps they have more in common than perceived at first glance. Britten, like Walton,
was also tasked with the job of conveying multiple (musical) temporalities alongside one
another. Unlike the very specific move from the present into the past, as seen in the
description of the Henry V prologue, Britten confuses them, presenting an altered, yet
evocative performance of past-ness. In the Henry V prologue, the Chorus asks the
audience to engage in an active remembering, to "suppose within the girdle of these
walls/Are now confined two mighty monarchies," and to "carry them here and there;
jumping o'er times,/Turning the accomplishment of many years/Into an hour-glass."30 In
this moment, we get the first return of Walton's opening motive that Palmer denotes as a
marker of nationalism (Figure 2.2). In doing so, Walton links the past and present,
specifically an idea of English greatness and victory. Britten's tactics are not quite as blunt
or politically motivated but like Henry V, Gloriana transmits not only an historical story
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but a continuity that is signaled to the audience through the seamlessness with which
Britten conflates Elizabethan, Jacobean, Restoration, nineteenth-century, and twentiethcentury musical styles. Colleen Renihan sees Gloriana as an invitation, like Henry V, to
remember both an historical and constructed English past in "response to the British
desire for unification and reminiscence at this particular historical juncture."31
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Figure 2.2 William Walton, “Prologue,” Henry V: A Shakespeare Scenario
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Historical film was seen as “one means of constructing history,”32 an active attempt to
portray time through a specific cultural lens (though it is unclear how historical opera fits
within this narrative). Walton and Britten both engaged with a practice prominent
during the wartime years where historical film remakes both the past and present
simultaneously. However, Britten accomplished this by using filmic techniques both on
stage and in the score rather than through an actual film. Billie Melman argues that
Britten did indeed draw on these inter-war Tudor films in the construction of Gloriana,
specifically the theme of blurring the lines of public and private.33 This focus on
interiority was an important part of these interwar historical films, beginning with The
Private Lives of Henry VIII (from where The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex borrows
its name) which “inspired imitation in the form of several films focusing on the private
lives and sexual relationships of historical figures.”34 While Melman calls it a
“juxtaposition of public pageantry and private anxiety,” the public/private dichotomy is a
prevalent theme in Britten’s works.35 In the aforementioned films, that anxiety is centered
around a specific type of Elizabethan power that is constructed around gender. And while
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that construct is a driving dramatic force in Gloriana, giving those films all the credit
seems slightly misplaced.
Ignoring the historical moment of current times was unavoidable as there was
always “a view of the present embedded within a picture of the past.”36 But just as the
1939 film The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex failed to an extent — because it
privileged the interiority of the film’s subjects rather than portray Elizabeth as a timeless
historical figure — Gloriana also does not present this conflation of musical past and
present. Perhaps this conflation is the great power of propaganda and is why Henry V and
its music were viewed as more faithful depictions of Englishness. Walton’s score
functions as a point of remembrance in order to serve a purpose: to reinforce the idea of
unending English might. A similar tactic can be seen in the opening of the film A Queen
is Crowned (1953);37 Olivier’s voiceover, with text pulled from Richard II, fades into the
voices of an unseen chorus singing Parry’s “Jerusalem.” And though Parry’s composition
is more contemporary than the allusions heard in Henry V, it is doing the same task as the
invisible vocalise in the opening scene.38 While this does not answer the question of why
Walton's music is thought of as more evocative of Englishness than Britten in this
moment, it does put forward something else – the idea that sonic Englishness is always
built on remembrance.
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The moments of reference in Gloriana do not just allude to the past, they
specifically use styles and compositional techniques used by composers from that and
adjacent periods. In Henry V, Walton is not quite as literal, rather opting for imbuing his
score with sounds and motives that had become codified. Walton, perhaps, relied on the
imagination of his audience (much like Shakespeare and Olivier), understanding their
role in the shaping and reception of works. Carl Dahlhaus also placed some of the
responsibility for the creating of a nationalist work down to the audience.39 The film as
wartime propaganda had a vested interest in the portrayal of Englishness, something that
may have been well understood by the beleaguered English of 1944. Perhaps this
incentive allowed for the type of reception of Walton’s score that was not possible, even
for the Coronation. If we are to take Dahlhaus’ argument on its face, perhaps the failure
of Gloriana to become canonized or be seen as a nationalist work may lay at the feet of a
conflicted and changing audience.
The Crispin’s Day speech as well as the Tilbury speech given by Elizabeth I in
Fire Over England (by actress Flora Robson; like Olivier she often appeared dressed as
Elizabeth I to deliver the Tilbury speech in public) inspired the tone for many of
Winston Churchill’s wartime speeches. For Irene Morra and others, this type of
Elizabethanism was a performance in which Britain wore the mantle of the Elizabethan
era in order to persevere during wartime. Morra also argues that part of this Elizabethan
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performance is more Shakespearean than anything else, pinpointing Shakespeare as the
principal expression of then-cultural identity.40 This type of Elizabethan performativity is
not one that Britten engaged with in Gloriana as Walton did in his score for Henry V but
it provided a frame for other works created for the Coronation such as Arnold’s Homage
for the Queen.
The immediate postwar years saw the Labour government in power, marking a
sharp difference in tone from that of the pervasive wartime Elizabethanism of the
Conservatives. However, Churchill’s return to Prime Minister in 1951, followed by the
death of George VI and accession of Elizabeth II, made possible the reappearance of a
nationalist-driven view of England and the British Empire. Even though the phrase
predated 1952, these events were what helped New Elizabethanism take shape in popular
culture. Made prevalent by A.L. Rowse in 1952, the term became a part of the lexicon
ten years later, in part due to Rowse himself and his address the English Association
entitled “A New Elizabethan Age?” and as well as continuous usage of the phrase by the
press.41 New Elizabethanism sought to differentiate itself from its previous Elizabethan
iterations, first by insisting on a continuity between the Elizabethan period and the
present day. Secondly, it saw itself as a movement concerned with renewal and revival.
The initiative of figures like Drake, Raleigh, Shakespeare, and Spenser was reimagined as
youthful energy and drive and through the reclaiming of that energy, England would be
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reborn in the image of Elizabethan greatness. For example, Collins Magazine rebranded
themselves as Collins Young Elizabethan before the Coronation and “Young Elizabethans”
became interchangeable with New Elizabethan with one “standing for attachments to
‘worthy’ cultural values and expectations … and modern lifestyles and consumption on
the other.”42 But not all believed the youthful motivation behind New Elizabethanism to
be a positive thing. Poet Cecil Day Lewis, toasting to St Cecilia at a feast day luncheon,
warned those in attendance to be wary of “facile talk of a new Elizabethan age. An age
was as young as it felt and unless people felt as young and hopeful as they did in the first
Elizabethan age it would be better that they did not start calling themselves after that
period.”43
New Elizabethanism saw itself as a postwar reflection on recent tribulations
connecting that moment directly to that of the past. As Conservative Elizabethanism had
its Armada moment, allowing for a performative Englishness through propaganda, film,
and other media, New Elizabethanism was “the contemporary promise of a post-Armada
age.”44 Rowse lays out this concept by connecting postwar England directly to the
Elizabethans through the idea of shared struggle,
There was this similarity between our situation and that of the Elizabethans: the
consciousness of having faced and come through a great danger, all the fibres of the
nation’s being tensed and strung up by a great ordeal, and then the triumph against
such odds, against overwhelming might and power.45
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And unlike the neo-Elizabethanism of the 20s, New Elizabethans did not feel the
temporal and cultural distance alluded to by Woolf. If anything, the art of the
Elizabethans did not obfuscate but illuminate. A major tenet of New Elizabethanism was
that there was no separation between the artistic output of that age and those who
inhabited it.
The connection between the cultural and social in New Elizabethanism enforced
a nationalistic shadow over the former, tying artistic excellence to the creative superiority
of the country’s citizens. This view allowed for the transformation of the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and the Arts (CEMA) into the Arts Council of Great Britain,
the organization that would push for artistic works for the Coronation, including
Gloriana. And as the Festival of Britain in 1951 was meant to be a representation of
Labour artistic modernity, the Coronation would be a grand nationalist performance of
Tory Elizabethanism.46 In this way, there is overlap between the wartime performativity
of the Conservatives and the postwar identity of the New Elizabethans. As mentioned at
the beginning of this chapter, the years between 1951 and 1953 saw major social and
cultural upheaval. Understanding the place from which the Festival of Britain emerged is
crucial when discussing the Coronation and Gloriana. The Festival of Britain and its
creation have been discussed in the chapter on Billy Budd. Here, the Festival represents
both a catalyst for and departure from the type of Elizabethanism that would manifest in
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the Coronation. The Festival of Britain was billed as a “tonic to the nation” by festival
impresario Gerald Barry.47 But beyond that, its purpose was show the world as well as
Britons that there was creativity beyond austerity and that Britain had “within itself the
talent, imagination and energy to create a new society.”48 And what may have been the
weakness of the Festival of Britain in regards to music might have been a strength for the
Coronation. Nathanial Lew notes that in scholarly discussions of the Festival, the fine
arts, with an emphasis on music, were often overlooked.49 Scholars who discussed the
musical landscape of the Festival saw it as reactionary and not as modern as its
architectural cousins.50 The music drew upon the evocation of a past culture, slightly out
of step for the Festival’s more forward-looking agenda.51 The music of the Coronation
would do much of the same thing but would do so with intent and purpose; looking back
rather than looking forward here represented historical power and artistic brilliance.
Despite varying implementations, both the Festival of Britain and the Coronation
cultivated the premise of British creative fortitude. The idea of cultural strength and
excellence played directly into the claim of a strong Empire with the United Kingdom at
its heart. This idea was fostered by the New Elizabethans even though the British
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Empire was collapsing. It was hard to deny the continual loss of imperial lands even as
Queen Elizabeth II herself spoke more of the Commonwealth than the Empire as a
major part of the future of the United Kingdom. There was little public discussion about
postwar immigration from many of the Commonwealth nations, especially from the
Caribbean, and the changing racial and ethnic demographics of England’s cities and
towns. Still, films like A Queen is Crowned (1953) tried to highlight the “unity” of the
United Kingdom, emphasizing a kind of pervasive Englishness that manifested beyond
its borders. The film tried to balance both the local and the distant in its depiction of
‘England’ through “careful attention to the inclusion of different national identities
within Britishness,” but relied heavily on the tropes of “rural scenes of thatched cottages,
country churches, villages, and lanes.”52 There was some recognition of the dissolution of
the Empire by New Elizabethans and, again, cultural exploits were seen as salvation: “In
an age marked by myths and counter-myths of Britain’s international decline, the New
Elizabethans turned emphatically to English culture … as the most authentic, lasting
manifestation of the nation’s Elizabethan spirit and contemporary potential.”53
The artistic endeavors surrounding the Coronation reflected the tenuous grasp the
New Elizabethans and the Conservatives held on the status of the times. If anything, it
echoed the variety of the Elizabethanisms that came before, the postwar Labour
government as well as the Conservative return to power, history and now. The existence
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of the Arts Council, created as part of the British welfare state, seemed to embody this
particular contradiction. The same organization that put together the Festival of Britain
— seen as a manifestation of British Socialism — commissioned works for the
Coronation producing “something that looked like ‘official art’ in its adherence to the
New Elizabethan vision itself.”54 As a result, the musical works performed at the
Coronation concert, before the premiere of Gloriana, seemed like a hodgepodge of
musico-cultural ideas. Some focused on the idea of continuity between the past and the
present (Purcell’s King Arthur, The Triumphs of Oriana, Ashton and Arnold’s ballet
Homage to the Queen, and Vaughan Williams’ Tallis Fantasia) while others focused on the
‘return to spring’ represented by the new Queen (Tippett’s Crown of the Year and the
collaborative madrigal collection A Garland for the Queen). Britten did not contribute to
the Coronation outside of Gloriana and all eyes looked to the upcoming opera as the ideal
artistic model of New Elizabethanism. Morra attributes this yearning to the seeming
absence of a New Elizabethan Shakespeare: “In a land apparently bereft of Shakespeares
and Marlowes, opera had already acquired a significant national(ist) importance after the
war, thanks in part to the established international recognition of Britten’s Peter
Grimes.”55 After Grimes, many critics hoped a sea change would occur in English opera,
filling the gap between it and the other arts. James Redfern spoke about this in The
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Spectator when discussing English ballet and the re-opening of the Royal Opera House in
1946:
[…] it [Sadler’s Wells] has shown a creative activity in the art of ballet to which
neither our contemporary drama nor music can offer a parallel. Our opera is of
inferior quality, and lives — with the exception of one solitary new English work,
Peter Grimes — on the past. Our theatre, although superior in technical standard to
our opera, lives wholly on the past.56

But as will be discussed, Gloriana was not to fulfill the great promise of a national New
Elizabethan art but was to disappoint.
New Elizabethanism is important to an understanding of Gloriana’s reception not
just because it was the prevailing attitude of the time but because much of New
Elizabethanism was built around the romanticizing of both empire and a virile, imperial
masculinity. That socially-informed construction of masculinity was fading, and the
Coronation would be its last gasp. Just as the wartime years would enact, through media,
a performative Elizabethanness, the postwar years sought to reconstruct and reenact the
majesty of an imperial Britain. Gloriana was seen as an affront to both empire and its
social trappings. Discussing one without the other — not just in regard to Gloriana but to
the Coronation year as well — is to misunderstand the importance of both in the shaping
of 1950s British culture.
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“Uneasily nervous, ungenerous music”: Critical Reception of Gloriana

“I decided to avoid reading critics from that day onwards.”
—Benjamin Britten, “Variations on a Critical Theme,” Britten on Music, 115

The premiere of Gloriana on 8 June 1953 has gone down in lore as one of the
great operatic disasters in history. Eviscerated by British critics the following day, the
opera was described as a failure on almost every possible front. The outcry was amplified
because of the opera’s circumstances: many saw it as an affront to the new young Queen.
As a result, the story goes, the work lay dormant for over a decade, became a blighted
spot on Britten’s career, and failed to become a performed canonical work. While there is
some truth in this telling, the reality is far more complicated. The reviews of the opera,
especially those from outside the United Kingdom, speak to underlying fears about
Britain’s postwar status that explain in greater depth Gloriana’s failure. An overview of
many of the reviews, both British and international, reveals common themes and points
of discussion aside from the disappointment of the premiere. These themes
subconsciously (or perhaps with a wink and a nod) outline the larger issues surrounding
the opera that will be discussed throughout this chapter.
Antonia Malloy-Chirgwin’s chapter on the critical reception of the premiere of
Gloriana outlines in great detail the lead up to the notoriously famous response and
provides an excellent foundation.57 And while she explores a few common themes raised
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by critics and examines several documents, the sources are limited to British press. In
looking at international press, especially in papers from Commonwealth nations like
Canada and Australia as well as the United States, one sees that the British reviews were
skewed through the very specific lens of New Elizabethanism. These “distracting
considerations” — centered around the Coronation and the nationalist enterprise the
Coronation represented — begin to fall away even in British press as the event grew
distant.58 The reviews from the week of the premiere and shortly after are incredibly
important but performance records show that Gloriana had more of a life than it has been
given credit. Therefore, it is important to look at reviews later in 1953 and into 1954
when Gloriana had further performances in London and Manchester. Three years after
the Coronation, Gloriana was premiered in Cincinnati at the annual May Festival and the
reviews of the American performance (in newspapers from The Cincinnati Enquirer to
The New York Times) raise interesting questions about the type of vitriol originally hurled
at the opera by British press in 1953.
One of the most common themes touched upon by reviewers was how the opera
is understood as both a visual and aural artwork. Much of this has to do with the opera’s
transmission over radio, both on the BBC Home Service broadcast as well as the Third
Programme.59 Additionally, the event itself was a visual feast and was often described as
such. A great deal of ink was spilled describing the adorned Royal Box at Covent
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Garden, the eye-catching dignitaries, and the beauty and finery of the young Queen. In
regard to the production, for many, Gloriana could not be understood entirely through
listening and even if one were to solely listen to the opera rather than watch it, it would
be to the detriment of those listening to Gloriana over the radio.60 This was chalked up to
either the fantastic visual elements of the production or to the sheer confusion that came
with not being able to aurally identify moments in the story. The Epilogue, which was a
source of annoyance for so many, is often at the center of this claim. The 1953 version of
the Epilogue is a melodramatic event, perhaps more so than the 1966 revision. In this
version, Elizabeth is visited by multiple different apparitions in addition to Cecil and
Essex. The review of the radio broadcast in the Australian newspaper The Age explains
how the BBC guided listeners through the Epilogue:
The scene and the story were created for the listener by annotations preceding the
opera and interjections during its course. We were told when anyone entered or
departed. Scenes were described — and what scenes they must have been — so that
our imaginations could picture them easily.61

And though the article goes on to state that this was a sufficient experience (“eminently
acceptable”62), others disagreed noting that “hearing without seeing a modern dramatic
piece of this kind is too confusing to be satisfactory.”63 While many discussed the visuality
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of Gloriana as a downside, this was not the case for everyone. What seemed to be a
unifying factor in all of these various reviews however was that the work is appreciated
best when it can be seen and heard: “One thing at least is clear. The visual aspect is
almost indispensable if one is to comprehend Britten’s achievement.”64
The debate between seeing and listening/hearing extends to more than creating a
cohesive understanding of the work. As shown by the many worldwide (or at least
Empire-wide) reviews of the work, Gloriana was heard by more than just the problematic,
atypical, non-opera going audience present at Covent Garden. Here, radio acts as a
democratizing force for the work, just as television and film (and to some extent, radio)
were for the Coronation itself. Many of these listen-only reviews are far more positive
towards Gloriana.65 After the radio broadcast, many listeners expressed their thoughts on
the work through the BBC Audience Reports as well in comments sent in to newspapers
like The Times. The response to Gloriana was divded but showed a much more in-depth
and thoughtful evaluation of the work than most reviews.66 Woodrow Wyatt wrote that
the opera was not “a school book picture of the first Elizabeth and her age; instead we see
an effective representation of a remarkable queen in her varying aspects of dignity,
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greatness, generosity, tragedy and human frailty against a background that is thoroughly
English in conception and atmosphere,”67 while Elizabeth Sellers thought the opera was
“not ashamed to look back at the past, partly showing distinct Elizabethan influences.”68
Sellers also wrote that that the premiere was for “the opera-loving general public, … a
memorable night.”69 Sellers’ distinction between herself and her fellow listeners and the
audience of diplomats and dignitaries highlights this democratizing power. Those who
appreciated the opera — regardless of like or dislike towards it — were kept away from
the gala. Sixty percent of seats in the Royal Opera House were occupied by ministers and
delegates.70 Listening, like seeing in the case of the Coronation, allowed the wider public
access to the opera. And because there was no visual component, mainly surrounding the
glamour and pomp infused into the Royal Opera House’s interior, the listeners heard
Gloriana much like how they might have heard Grimes or Budd (Figure 2.3). And unlike
many critics, swayed by the muffled applause (due to the mandated ceremonial white
gloves worn by most), they were often able to see (hear) into the heart of the work and
ask “[…] does he [the average taxpayer] look for a work of art that will stand in its own
right, supported by its own values?”71
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Figure 2.3 The interior of the Royal Opera House featuring the Royal Box, Illustrated London News, 9
June 1953

As A Midsummer Night’s Dream would experience seven years later, Gloriana
received a great deal of negative criticism regarding its casting. And similar to Dream,
that criticism centered around the body and ideas of masculinity. The choice to have
Peter Pears sing the role of Essex was roundly decried as the incorrect choice. Even Pears
himself was initially reluctant to sing the role: “Peter had taken up a glum position over
the whole thing … and perhaps too of playing a young, ardent lover in the shape of Essex
… He preferred to sing Cecil; let Ben find another Essex!”72 Pears, who was forty-three
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when Gloriana was premiered, was seen as too old to portray the youthful Essex who
would have been in his mid-30s at the time of the story.73 But the disappointment
expressed by critics seems to touch on more than just age. Within the historical character
of Essex created over the centuries (especially in the early twentieth century) are very
complex notions of masculinity that are directly tied to nationalism. As a result, many of
the words used to describe Pears’s Essex — or rather, what Essex should have been —
have masculine connotations: virile, heroic, robust, dashing. Most are used in relation to
Pears’s voice. As the voice of Peter Grimes, Albert Herring, and Captain Vere, Pears’s
lyric tenor voice was well known to those reviewing Gloriana. And despite that
knowledge, none of those characters lent the heroic gravitas needed for Essex.
The BBC Listener Research Report from Gloriana's premiere does offer an
interesting perspective on the role of Elizabeth I. A bullet point is devoted entirely to the
respondents’ feelings about the vocal miscasting of both Pears and Joan Cross:
A major criticism from Third Programme listeners was that Joan Cross and Peter
Pears - excellent as their singing is - were wrongly cast in the parts of Queen
Elizabeth and Essex. In particular a number of those listeners considered the part of
the Queen should have been sung by a contralto.74

Other reviews that mention specifically the casting of Cross as Elizabeth insinuate
something similar to this contralto mention, calling for “a fuller-bodied and larger
voice.”75 The mention of the word "contralto" in the Audience Report is, perhaps, as
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quirky as the mentions of Essex being sung by a baritone. Compare this to other operatic
performances of Elizabeth as well as other Tudor-era queens in such works as Roberto
Devereux, Maria Stuarda, and Anna Bolena. Here we see Elizabeth — as well as Mary,
Queen of Scots, Anne Boleyn, and Jane Seymour — sung by a soprano. Audiences'
experiences with contraltos most likely centered around English contralto Kathleen
Ferrier, who was known for her operatic performances as Orpheus in Gluck's Orfée et
Eurydice and Lucretia in Britten's The Rape of Lucretia, roles far removed from the Tudor
queens of Donizetti. Perhaps this desire to see/hear Elizabeth as a contralto hearkens
back to both the Victorian and Edwardian understandings of the historical Elizabeth.
Where the Victorians saw Elizabeth as too manly, the Edwardians saw the princely
attitude of Elizabeth as a needed strength. Just as Essex and Pears’s Essex might reflect
conflicting views on both a particular type of historical and social masculinity, perhaps so
too might the imagining of an historical and operatic Elizabeth.
The development of operatic male voices throughout the centuries, especially in
the nineteenth century, has attached to it dramatic tropes that become ingrained in an
audience’s consciousness. The sound of a tenor transmits certain dramatic implications as
does a countertenor, baritone, and bass. There are outliers such as the use of baritones
and basses in Russian opera but by the twentieth century, general ideas about what roles
were occupied by what voice type were mostly codified. The most masculine voice needed
to portray Essex for those who mentioned it seemed to be a baritone though no one
explains why, i.e. why a baritone over a Heldentenor or a bass. By the time of Gloriana,
there had been some popular Heldenbariton roles — Wotan, Golaud, Macbeth, Hans
112

Sachs — but none of those roles displayed the same dramatic characteristics of Essex.
Young operatic heroes were typically the domain of the tenor, from the Heldentenors of
Wagner to nineteenth-century Italian lyric tenors. Suggesting that Pears’s voice (a lyric
tenor at this point in his career) was not heroic enough to portray the role of Essex (and
would be better sung by a deeper, darker voice) connects dramatic qualities to voice types
in a way that counters most general notions about male operatic roles. In several cases, it
is not completely clear as to what the critics are referring when they write that Pears was
miscast. The review in Melbourne’s The Age sees the issue as a combination of voice type
and personality, “[…] the miscasting of Peter Pears as Essex kept the theme from what
dash and virility it might have had. The character, in fact, demands a stronger voice and
personality than the singer can give it, and would probably have been more effective
scored for a baritone,”76 whereas The Times took less issue with Pears’s acting abilities:
“Mr Peter Pears also made a vivid portrait of Essex, but again hardly filled out a role that
would profit by heroic vocal quality.”77 On the surface, it might be easy to connect those
critiques to possible personal beliefs about homosexuality held by the reviewers. Perhaps,
one might even believe a connection between homosexuality and national pride, as if the
embodiment of Pears in the role of Essex somehow debased the historical figure. While
both of these ideas are plausible given the general feeling towards homosexuality in early
1950s England, whether or not the reviewers wrote their reviews with these ideas in mind
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can never be said for certain and does not fully explain the choice to locate their issue
with Pears within his voice type.
Postwar Britain was full of anxieties surrounding male homosexuality. The fear of
the erosion of moral values and disintegration of the classic family fed into the belief that
homosexuality was on the rise. 1954 would see the famous show-trials of Lord Montagu
and 1957 the publishing of the Wolfenden Report. However, the beginning of the 1950s
marked a decided turn in how England began to publicly deal with and confront
homosexuality. The return of the Conservatives to power in 1951 brought with it a
renewed focus on the problem of ‘homosexual offences.’ What seemed like an inevitable
postwar moral decay was taken up as a major cause by Churchill’s government who
“craved an ordered society of gendered conformity, enhanced fecundity and contented
domesticity.”78 Novelist Rupert Croft-Cooke came to call this period of vigorous
prosecution of homosexual crimes led by Director of Public Prosecutions Sir Theobald
Matthew and Home Secretary Sir David Maxwell Fyfe “sexual McCarthyism.”79 Maxwell
Fyfe was deeply concerned with both homosexual acts and female prostitution, both
increased after the end of World War II. There was a heightened desire to “clean up vice,
especially around the time of the Coronation in 1953,”80 which extended to female
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prostitutes whose “numbers and visibility [were] especially embarrassing during … the
Coronation,”81 while Rebecca Jennings cites a fear around the public visibility of
homosexual acts “on the streets of London during The Festival of Britain in 1951 and
Coronation Year in 1953.”82 The threat of public vice during moments structured around
a particular revisioning and projection of England to the world deeply concerned those in
power. Vice represented Britain’s inability to resist the bawdy trappings of the postwar
age that came to signify both a rising Americanism and a feminization/infantilization of
European powers such as Britain. The abundance of articles and tabloid press around vice
— in part escalated by Maxwell Fyfe who, in 1953 called homosexuals “a danger to
others, especially the young” — and Met Police Commissioner Sir John Nott-Bower who
in that same year “enforced stiffer sentences and prosecutions,” could not be avoided.83
This attitude towards the criminality and dangers of homosexuality, propagated by and in
the press, may have shaped or influenced the reviewers of Gloriana, especially around the
specific issue of Pears as Essex. One could ask if any tenor playing Essex would have met
the same criticisms surrounding the supposed ineffectuality of this particular vocal
casting. This question, of course, is only a hypothetical, as no critic who wrote about
Pears’s/Essex’s vocal unmanliness has also written that this was said because of
homophobia. But it is important, however, to note how prevalent public feelings were
around the moral panic of homosexuality in the Coronation Year.
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Gloriana was performed twice in 1954, nine months after the work’s premiere,
again at Covent Garden and on tour in Manchester. In that time, Britten made some
revisions to the opera, mainly cutting the masque at Norwich (a cut that would be
reinstated in the 1966 version). The reviews for these performances show a significant
difference from those of the Coronation gala. And while they remark on the revisions,
those changes seem to make very little impact on opinions overall. The change was so
drastic that it was important enough to be mentioned in the review of the May Festival
(Cincinnati) performance three years later: “English critics, usually eager to certify any
piece of music that comes with the ‘made in England’ seal, now did flip-flops. Where
Gloriana had been shocking it was now pleasing.”84 What Arthur Darrack spoke to in his
review is something that was acknowledged by other non-British critics at the time of the
premiere: the expectations surrounding the gala obfuscated any real appreciation of
Gloriana as an artwork. For many, the fault of Gloriana’s rocky premiere was laid at the
feet of the audience themselves. The Coronation gala audience was not the typical
Covent Garden crowd. Made up of foreign dignitaries and statesmen, it was hardly the
audience that would normally attend the premiere of a modern opera, especially one
composed by Britten. As for the musical cognoscenti of the time, it is difficult to discern
who might have attended the gala. Letters suggest that William Walton may have
attended the premiere with Jascha Heifetz but there is no direction indication that he was
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present,85 and various press outlets reported Ralph Vaughan Williams in attendance along
with Malcolm Sargent, soprano Eva Taylor, and composer Richard Addinsell. And the
makeup of the audience informs more than just an understanding of overall musical
literacy; the audience represents how the opera was viewed by those attending as well as
those who built up all of the events surrounding the Coronation on top of the foundation
of New Elizabethanism.
Those who believed that Gloriana would be a nationalist showpiece were
disappointed and offended by the tone of the work; those who thought that all art
involved in the Coronation should be emptily celebratory were shocked by the opera’s
seriousness and bleakness. Both Britten and Pears noted the connection between the
makeup of this particular audience and event and the opera’s initial failures; in a letter to
Royal Opera general manager David Webster, Pears pointed to this in response to
Covent Garden’s request to not have Gloriana performed at Sadler’s Wells in 1966:
“Gloriana was a so-called ‘flop’ at Covent Garden … because of the Comedy of the first
night and the shock at not having a 1953 Merrie England.”86 Edward German’s 1902
opera Merrie England is referenced several times in reviews of Gloriana, often as a way of
signaling to readers that the Coronation opera was cut from a much different and more
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somber cloth.87 Robert Hewison also lays the failure of the premiere on the Coronation
gala audience, noting that their response was key to the later reaction by critics who were
“inevitably influenced by the atmosphere of boredom, distaste, and embarrassment
around them.”88 This interpretation of the events might explain why Gloriana was better
received by those listening to the performance and by those who attended subsequent
performances in 1953 and 1954. The Earl of Harewood also alluded to the problem of
audience, pointing out the so-called risk Britten took in writing for those outside of
Aldeburgh, one Britten would not take again: “He had made a great public gesture and
the public had, so to speak, rejected him. He had risked writing for other than ‘his’
audience.”89 John Klein, however, suggested that Britten was writing for his listeners —
perhaps future listeners — and not to writers of the day who “were looking forward to a
meaningless pageant or to a piece of melodramatic patriotic propaganda,” noting that “it
is greatly to Britten’s credit that — despite the spectacular public occasion for which his
opera was written — he insisted on providing his listeners with a genuine and absorbing
work of art.”90 Many reviewers took the audience to task for exactly these feelings in the
hopes of reminding them of Britten’s duties as a composer: “What caused the soft riot at
the coronation was, I think, the mistaken notion that Britten could be persuaded to write
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a piece of publicity for the event. Most observers forgot that Britten was an artist, taking
an artist’s view of his subject, and not a press agent’s.”91
Darrack goes on to mention that there was one very important person who did
not seem to misunderstand the purpose of the opera: “To her credit, Elizabeth II did not
make this mistake at the first viewing…”92 Several reviewers mention Elizabeth’s reaction
to the opera at the performance — it was reported that she rose to her feet, clapping for
several minutes uninterrupted after the opera finished — while also reminding readers
that the Queen had indeed heard bits of the opera beforehand with Britten playing
excerpts at the piano for her. Elizabeth II’s reaction is important not just because the
opera was written in her honor but because her acceptance of the work runs along the
same lines of how she interacted with New Elizabethanism as a movement. Elizabeth II
was reticent to adopt the equivalence made by New Elizabethanisms between her and her
forebear. And while New Elizabethanism focused on imperial glory — even with the
knowledge of the Empire’s decline — Elizabeth II herself thought and spoke in terms of
a non-imperial Commonwealth. There are some who looked to the Commonwealth as
an extension of the British Empire but it would seem that Elizabeth II did not share this
vision. Even from the very beginning of her reign, the Queen talked about how the
Commonwealth would move the United Kingdom away from empire. In the Queen’s
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first Royal Christmas Broadcast, she said the Commonwealth “bears no resemblance to
the Empires of the past,” and would be a “worldwide fellowship of nations … and equal
partnership of nations and races.”93 Reviewers who mention the Queen explicitly seem to
grasp this division between Elizabeth II herself and New Elizabethanism:
Elizabeth II, unlike most of the others in the audience, obviously was not disturbed
by the thought that Britten was violating the mood of the fairy tale myth which was
being woven around her and her coronation. Having approved the score and script
beforehand, she evidently preferred a dramatic production of a tragedy built around
some of the stark realties of her ancestor to fanciful nonsense about a New
Elizabethan Age.94

However, for those championing the supposed great cause of this new age, there was
much fault to be laid at Britten’s feet. For the review of Gloriana entitled “Is Benjamin
Britten a New Elizabethan?” the answer from the critic was a resounding ‘no’ as “a New
Elizabethan’s heart would be in the enterprise.”95 Several negative reviews of Gloriana
described the work as offensive to the new Queen by showing her ancestor in such an unregal fashion (the scene where Essex intrudes upon a wigless Elizabeth in Act II comes to
mind) but it would seem that, to at least some degree, Elizabeth II recognized Britten’s
depiction. Heather Wiebe writes that Gloriana was the opera that postwar Britain needed
and deserved though very few could admit that at the time.96 Doing that would
acknowledge all of the things that Elizabethanism (New Elizabethanism in particular)
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fought so hard to suppress: the end of the British Empire, the decline of Britain’s status
in the new postwar world, an ever-emerging Americanism, and the disappearance of
racial and ethnic homogeneity. New Elizabethanism would try for a while to overpower
these issues but in a few short years they would become unavoidable.
This clash between Britten and New Elizabethanism is also highlighted in
discussions of Gloriana as a “modern” opera. In an announcement about the
commissioning of an opera for the Coronation, The Irish Times wrote that “Mr. Britten’s
music, as his four operas to date have shown, is resolutely ‘modern’.”97 After Grimes and
Budd, there was a fairly codified understanding of Britten’s compositional style as well as
his feelings towards “national” music.98 Before the premiere, there was discussion around
whether Britten would be able to compose an opera in the style that would reflect the
event. The Manchester Guardian broached both the issue of Britten’s modernity as well as
his own personal brand of Gebrauchsmusik in response to the news of the forthcoming
Coronation opera:
The announcement of Mr Benjamin Britten’s new opera is of great interest in the
light of Mr Britten’s well-known views on the position of the modern artist in
society. He has on various occasions expressed the view that the artist should be
prepared to work to order and should be if asked to be able and willing to write
suitable music for any purpose … serving the society in which he lives and of
bringing himself in closer relationship with it.99

Supposed points of operatic reference for Gloriana in the minds of those making
connections between Britten’s opera and other nationalist works, including the Earl of
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Harewood, were operas such as Boris Godunov, Aïda, and Die Meistersinger vom Nürnberg
— “What was ‘national expression in opera, we asked ourselves: what were the national
operas of different countries? The Bartered Bride, Manon, Boris [Godunov], … Aida …” —
and Britten acknowledged that these operas had indeed come to represent sonic
expressions of nationalism.100 But what Britten took from them seemed to be less about
grandeur and spectacle (although Gloriana does have a few of these moments) and more
about the evocation of a ‘national’ soundscape. But even this evocation is filtered through
a specific compositional lens. The allusions to Purcell and others are identifiable but are
never simple or straightforward. What is important to note here is that Britten
approached the integration of these identifiable Elizabethan and Jacobean musics
through the technique of (modernist) pastiche.
The word ‘pastiche’ was bandied about in several reviews, either to exclaim that
Britten had successfully avoided the pastiche trap or that the whole opera was nothing
but an experiment in pastiche.101 But in either case, the usage refers to a specific idea tied
to a derogatory connotation. Instead of reflecting the kind of postmodern musical
pastiche that would gain popularity a decade later in works by composers such as George
Rochberg, the use of the word pastiche here denotes the crass imitation of a previous style
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employed to viscerally connect the audience with the past. In The Sunday Times, a review
of Gloriana said of the score that “The bulk of the music is hardly more than pastiche,
sometimes very clever pastiche, sometimes not so clever.”102 While it might be an
overreach to credit Britten with engaging in a postmodern compositional exercise in
1953, his integration of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sounds is more immersive
than a simple allusion. Reviewers were not quite ready to credit that allusion to Britten’s
modernist sensibilities (at least not specifically) but some were able to acknowledge that
Britten’s evocation of period sounds and styles stood out from other composers’ dalliances
with music of a similar kind.
Whether the review was positive or negative, nearly all reviews mentioned issues
around the dramatic realization of Strachey’s source material. Critics seemed divided on
whether or not that realization was successful but like the unanimity of drama in these
reviews, so was the idea that something was amiss. There did seem to be agreement that
where the other characters/storylines fell flat or felt two-dimensional, Elizabeth was wellrounded, even if all of her dimensions were disliked.103 Elizabeth turning out to be a
complicated character should not be viewed as unusual as the opera is about her. But
Britten’s female operatic roles never garnered much attention and were often derided as
dramatically and musically lacking in comparison to their male counterparts. Britten’s
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penchant for writing operas focused around male characters can be viewed economically:
Britten used his operas as vehicles to create successful roles for Pears. This, however,
became a double-edged sword. The preponderance of male characters as well as an
inability to write seemingly strong female characters was often connected — though
usually not with specific language — to Britten’s homosexuality. One of Beverly Baxter’s
reviews of Gloriana speaks to this more explicitly than others of the time, noting the
special relationship between Britten and Pears: “His [Britten] closest friend was Peter
Pears, a useful tenor who created the leading role in all his operas. They worked together,
walked together and were inseparable. Like monks they took the vow to serve only the
god of music. In such a monastery there was little place for women.”104
Gloriana was not the first opera by Britten that centered around a main female
character. The Rape of Lucretia was the first opera by Britten that told the story of a
female character though it could be argued that the opera was less about Lucretia herself
than it was about other characters or things happening to Lucretia. The perceived
inability to write for women due to Britten’s homosexuality hinted at and suggested by
the press of the day continued on in later musicological scholarship. Ellen McDonald saw
Britten’s treatment of women in his operas as part of a pattern in which his female
characters continually act as oppressive and destructive forces, who “leave the listener
with the disturbing suspicion that his [Britten] compassion for the oppressed extends to
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only men.”105 McDonald calls Elizabeth “the only female character to whom he [Britten]
could potentially display the thoughtful sympathy that is evident in his depiction of
Grimes or Owen [Wingrave],” but even that is not enough to save her from a lack of
dramatic purpose (“Britten’s attitude to the Queen, however is ambivalent as her attitude
towards herself,”) or a fate as another destructive woman (“Yet the ambivalence
remains—chiefly because the Queen’s musical depiction recalls so many of Britten’s more
thoroughly negative female characters.”)106 More favorable reviews of the opera see
agency where McDonald sees destruction and obligation instead of ambivalence. Klein’s
overly praiseworthy discussion of Gloriana in Tempo perceives Elizabeth as the strongest
dramatic element, far more than her male counterpart. Klein sensed a deep understanding
of Elizabeth as an historical character by Britten, one that is, according to Klein,
faithfully reproduced: “Of all of the characters perhaps the Queen alone is dominated by
an absolutely unwavering devotion to duty … He [Britten] knows that, to a woman of
genius and vital energy, age can be more bitter than death; and it is this feeling of ebbing
life that he has expressed with such profound compassion and understanding.”107
But Klein, like Baxter and others, talks about Essex (and Britten’s connection
with the character) in a way that insinuates something about Britten’s personal life. And
while Klein views Essex’s character far more favorably than others, the undertone still
remains:
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It is also understandable that Britten himself should have been attracted by Essex
(though he has not identified himself with him so completely as with Peter Grimes
or Billy Budd). No doubt the dashing young nobleman was vain and headstrong, “his
mind made up of extremes;” yet he was generous with an almost child-like zest for
life and the soul of a poet (an irresistible spur to Britten’s imagination.)108

Approaching Gloriana’s performance of Essex as a conduit for Britten’s homosexuality
only strengthened the inability to see the opera as a work espousing the New Elizabethan
spirit so in love with the idea of martial masculinity. It may have been a bridge too far
though, most likely, it was not acknowledged by the critics who derided Pears’s
performance.
***
During the initial period of reviews for Gloriana after its premiere, very little is said by
critics about the opera as a musical work. This seems to be uncommon for both reviews
of Britten’s work and for performances of operas in England in the mid to late twentieth
century. All of the major British newspapers had diligent, informed, and opinionated arts
critics who wrote, often at length, about the works of the day. The inability to have a
nuanced conversation about Gloriana in the press affirms how unusual this work and its
occasion were. The title of one article written by friend and collaborator Eric Crozier was
titled “He Puts England on the Opera Map,”109 affirming the desire to make English
opera as well-known and respected as its Continental counterparts. And though Crozier
was speaking more to Britten’s fame than anything else, that title hints at a major goal of
New Elizabethanism: to (re-)establish cultural dominance on the world stage.
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The music in Gloriana could have — and did perhaps, on some level — played a
part in how the press and the public were preparing to situate the opera within this larger
identity-creating initiative. But what was more important was telling a story that fell in
line with the one that was being told through the majesty of the Coronation itself or
being created in the Coronation film A Queen is Crowned. Gloriana was meant to be
Hilary summitting Everest on Coronation Day, the present and the future exuding the
glory of the past simultaneously. But the story of a ageing, petty, and malicious Queen in
a complicated and torrid affair with her much younger courtier emanates none of that
reverential grandeur. Having the now-revered Byronic hero of Essex portrayed by a much
older man with a higher voice did not convey the masculine strength of a nation once
filled with Drakes and Raleighs or even then of Churchills and Montgomerys. Nothing
about Britten’s music would be able to change the fact that the tale at the heart of
Gloriana was one of folly, treachery, and decay. And at a time when Britain struggled to
convey power both to the world and to its own citizens, there was no room for an opera
that reminded its audience of a Britain in decline.
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Chapter 3: “Being at once more English, and, curiously, more sinister…”: The
Singing Body as Disruption in A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Britten's operatic foray into Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night's Dream (1960), saw
the composer’s return to large-scale stage works after the 1956 chamber opera The Turn
of the Screw. Dream fit in well with Britten's favorite compositional themes, well-known
by this point in his career. Dreams, nighttime, darkness, and the hidden held a special
place for Britten and he embraced all of those themes in this opera. English opera had
mostly stayed away from Shakespeare after Purcell's The Fairy Queen (1692), and the
nineteenth century saw a rise in Shakespeare-based operas by non-English composers
from Berlioz to Verdi.1 By 1960, Britten was well acquainted with both Purcell and
Shakespeare. In the libretto, Britten and Pears would stress a faithfulness to the play,
using Shakespeare's original text.2 In the score, Britten would again flex his Purcellian
muscles as he did in Gloriana, employing the Restoration-era composer's signature
declamatory style throughout the opera. But doing so was more than just a nod to his
predecessor. Alluding to Purcell — through compositional style and nods to the time
period — allowed Britten to create a world that both referenced a distant and specific
past. This world, the wood, was to be the opera's otherworldly center with Oberon, the
fairy king of the wood, its magical heart.

1

Both Frederick Delius and Ralph Vaughan Williams wrote Shakespeare operas in the first half of the
twentieth century, A Village Romeo and Juliet (1909) and Sir John in Love (1929), respectively.
2
Britten and Pears did cut a great deal of text from the original but added only six words (“(Compelling
thee to marry with Demetrius)”) in Act 1.
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In order to emphasize the magic and power of both Oberon and the fairy wood,
Britten filled the soundscape with othered/worldly sounds that would aurally demarcate it
from the realm of mortals. Britten's orchestration is saturated with the timbre of Balinese
gamelan with its bright, tintinnabulating metallophones, replicated by harps, celesta, and
pitched percussion. By Dream, the gamelan sound in Britten’s work had strong
associations with magic and the sinister after its appearance in the ballet The Prince of the
Pagodas (1956) and The Turn of the Screw. But Britten would not restrict the display of
Oberon’s magical characteristics to the use of the gamelan timbre. Britten strengthened
the fantastical sonic quality of Oberon by scoring the role for countertenor. The
strangeness of the countertenor voice would, in turn, further the mystical elements of the
story. How the countertenor as singer and the voice they possessed came to represent
strangeness resides within the voice type’s history.3 The modern usage of the term came
into being through a conversation between composer Michael Tippett and singer Alfred
Deller.4 Tippett’s insistence that Deller stylize himself after the Purcellian countertenor
(in name) rather than call himself a male alto was not only a profound statement but goes
to the heart of this chapter. The countertenor, with its seemingly overt English
connotations, its connection to Purcell, Dowland, and other sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury English composers, and its complex relationships with masculinity, gender, and

3

Most of the literature on the subject has been written by singers and practitioners rather than
musicologists.
4
Michael and Mollie Hardwick, Alfred Deller: A Singularity of Voice (London: Proteus, 1980), 46. Alfred
Deller recalls this conversation, noting that after Tippett heard him sing Purcell’s Music for a While, he
remarked, “When you sing for me, I shall give you the old English classical name for your voice, which is a
countertenor.” Deller goes on to say, “that is how I became a countertenor.”
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sexuality, all meet in one place — the role of Oberon in Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, as first performed by Alfred Deller. The audience and press’s response to this role
reflect the complicated nature of this specific voice type. Oberon stands at a crucial point,
one where the historical performance practice movement met the greater public. Similar
to the emergence of the tenor and ut de poitrine in the nineteenth century5, the role of
Oberon marked another moment in the reshaping of men’s voices and bodies on the
operatic stage.
On an initial view of Dream, casting Oberon as a countertenor might seem a
natural choice. The late twentieth and twenty-first centuries are awash with operatic
countertenors such as Anthony Roth Costanzo, Philippe Jaroussky, Iestyn Davies, Bejun
Mehta, and Andreas Scholl singing repertoire by Georg Frideric Handel to George
Benjamin. However, the role of Oberon was the first of its kind.6 Britten wrote for Deller
for the same reason Britten wrote for so many others: he wanted the sound of Deller’s
voice. And while the Italian castrato tradition is never far away from the twentiethcentury countertenor, Britten’s main influence for Oberon came from Purcell rather than
from Handel. This distinction cuts the countertenor off from some of the dramatic,

5

Ut de poitrine or “C of/from the chest,” also known as do di petto is a term that was coined by nineteenthcentury singer and vocal pedagogue Manuel García. It specifically refers to the pitch C5 but when sung
using voix sombrêe ou couverte (dark or covered voice), a term used to denote the emergent singing style used
by operatic tenors in the early to mid-nineteenth century. It was first used famously by French tenor
Gilbet-Louis Duprez. This type of vocal production allowed for greater volume, agility, and forcefulness
from tenors in the higher registers (using an expanded chest voice instead of falsetto) and branched off into
the later Heldentenor fach. For more information, see James Stark, Bel Canto: A History of Vocal Pedagogy
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999).
6
Dream was the first opera to feature a role for what is now considered the modern countertenor.
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vocal, and social issues that have been bound up in the castrato voice and body. This
distinction is both a subversive and problematic one. Subversive in that Britten fashioned
Oberon from a model with a broken operatic lineage that diverted towards sacred music
rather than employing a more traditional blueprint; problematic in that in using an
unfamiliar dramatic voice type, Britten did not provide a foundation through which the
audience could understand the disconnect they experienced between the male singing
voice and the male singing body. In Dream, the countertenor becomes a site of
disruption for the audience’s understanding of male operatic performance on stage.
Today — even with the preponderance of current countertenors and countertenor
performances — this disruption persists as evinced by the first line in a 2017 Irish Times
interview with Iestyn Davies: “In one way it’s clear what a countertenor is: it’s a man who
sings like a woman.”7
A Midsummer Night’s Dream presented a site of disruption for both English
audiences and the press when they were confronted with the physical presence of the
countertenor body. This combined with the ever-present otherness of Britten’s gamelanrich orchestration, moments such as the aria “I know a bank…” and the duets between
Oberon and Tytania will be starting points from which one can observe the type of
musical identity Britten was aiming to construct in Dream. This musical identity
constituted of a magical and otherworldly past was understood differently by critics when
it was only heard (listened to on the radio) versus when it was both seen and heard live in

7

Michael Dervan, “The countertenor: ‘It’s a Marmite voice — people either love it or hate it’,” The Irish
Times, 10 August 2017.
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operatic performance. This chapter will address how Britten’s use of sonic and
compositional allusions to the past — a past inspired by Purcell and complicated by his
situatedness in his own time and the representations of him in Britten’s — manifested in
multiple layers of confusion for the audience that were only untangled through media.

The English Countertenor: An Introduction

In order to understand the impact of the role of Oberon when Dream premiered
in 1960, it is necessary to examine the history of the countertenor and its modern
incarnation. For within lies questions of performance, nationalism, and masculinity that
all converge in Dream. The development of the countertenor and its progression towards
the voice type present today is not quite as codified as that of the castrato. The vocal
traditions swirl around each other and share similar spaces but the castrato or evirato
tradition was marked by a certain type of physicality and physiognomy that centered
around the surgical creation of the castrato and the physical byproducts that occurred
after the procedure. Both the alto and castrato tradition existed to fill a need: a voice part
to sing the altus line in sacred choral music.8 A combination of boy trebles and falsettists
were traditionally used in England for this purpose. Before the rise of the castrato in the
seventeenth century, the singing of altus lines in churches on the Continent was
performed by falsettists. It was in this moment that the English and Continental

8

The following use of the term “alto” will refer to the male alto voice while any mention of the female alto
voice will be referred to as “contralto.”
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practices were linked. But by the mid-sixteenth century, the use of falsettists on the
Continent began to fade and were eventually replaced by predominantly Italian castrati.9
This wave of new singers somehow did not make it across the Channel, allowing the
alto/falsettist/countertenor tradition to flourish undisturbed in England.
Eventually, the English/Purcellian countertenor came to embody what the Italian
castrato did not: Protestant, non-Continental, non-operatic. From here, the acclimation
of the countertenor-as-Englishness began even though Peter Giles notes that use of the
countertenor had never really been solely an English preoccupation.10 Giles, however,
does a quick volte face, explaining that “the natural alto fared rather better in England
than in most countries as the eighteenth century developed. The English seem to have
retained an affection for this voice.”11 The predominant use of altos and trebles in the
Anglican church tradition that began in the sixteenth century came to represent a sound
that was understood as uniquely English.12 Just as the English Musical Renaissance of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries strived to connect to a past of English
musical greatness by showcasing shared commonalities between composers of the past
and present, the treble and alto sound of the sixteenth and seventeenth century were also
co-opted as markers of Englishness. To use the alto voice (as well as young treble voices)

9

Peter Giles, The Counter Tenor (London: Frederick Muller Limited, 1982), 28.
Ibid., 49. “All this should remind us that the counter tenor was not an exclusively English voice even by
the eighteenth century.”
11
Ibid, 49.
12
David Martin, “The Sound of England,” in Nationalism and Ethnosymbolism: History, Culture and
Ethnicity in the Formation of Nations, eds. Athena Leoussi and Steven Grosby (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2007), 74.
10
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in a piece was to immediately conjure up both the secular and sacred embodied in Purcell,
Byrd, Tallis, and other sixteenth and seventeenth-century composers.
The Purcellian countertenor tradition had been intertwined both with the church
and secular song but not the operatic. Handel, who employed castrati in his Italian opera
seria, used countertenors in his English oratorios such as Saul and Israel in Egypt. The
flourishing of the seventeenth-century operatic castrato was an Italian predilection, one
that swept continental Europe but took its time in reaching England.13 The tradition of
castrati singing roles that came to represent (male) power, royalty, and the godly never
permeated the English imagination even though Londoners did see their fair share of
Italian operas.
But when a Castrate Wretch, of monstrous size,
Squeaks out a Treble, shrill as Infant cries,
I curse the unintelligible Ass,
Who may, for ought I know, be saying Mass.14

This verse comes from poet and musician Henry Carey’s poem “Satyr (Satire) on the
Luxury and Effeminacy of the Age,” and speaks to a general disdain towards Italian

13

Giles, The Counter Tenor, 42. Giles mentions that it is not until the eighteenth century that England sees
castrati singing opera but does not give a date or performance. He notes, “Yet in England it was to be
another 107 years before castrati appeared on the opera stage…” but does not say 107 years after a
particular date. Before this quote, he mentions the death of the last Spanish falsetto in 1625 and 107 years
after that would be 1732 and could correspond to the opening of the Royal Opera House which opened on
7 December 1732. However, it did not see a Handel opera until 1734 (Il pastor fido). Roger Fiske, however,
mentions that castrati were singing in England as soon as Handel arrived in the late 1710s. English Theatre
Music in the Eighteenth Century, Second Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). The castrato
Senesino sang in London up until 1733, whereby he was replaced by another alto castrato, Giovanni
Carestini. Farinelli also sang in London in 1737.
14
Charles McGuire and Steven Plank, The Historical Dictionary of English Music ca. 1400-1958 (Plymouth:
Scarecrow Press, 2011), 74.
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opera, singing in Italian, and the castrato. Written in 1729, this section of the poem
expresses everything the English came to denounce about Italian opera: the grotesque
physicality of the castrato, his plausible relationship to the Catholic church, and his
foreignness. The relationship of the castrato to Italianness affixed itself through the
centuries, distancing any English audience from a tradition of operatic high male singing.

“An internationally oriented Englishness”: Britten and Purcell

In her chapter on Dream, Claire Seymour points out, on several occasions, the
stark strangeness of a countertenor Oberon.15 Most notably that “On the one hand it [the
countertenor] resonates with the spiritual purity of the English cathedral tradition and
the music of Purcell; on the other, its ‘unnatural’ timbre looks back to the eighteenthcentury castrato model with its contradictory associations of power and effeminacy.”16 But
there may not be room for the castrato tradition in Dream; Britten does not seem to
speak to its influence in any discussion of the role or the opera at large. While Britten
wrote in The Observer that he had “not tried to give the opera an Elizabethan flavour,” 17
the connection to the Tudor era was readily identified by critics.18 Every mention of
Purcell by critics centered around Oberon, specifically his showpiece aria in the first act,

15

Claire Seymour, The Operas of Benjamin Britten: Expression and Evasion (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2004),
235.
16
Ibid., 235.
17
Benjamin Britten, “A New Britten Opera,” The Observer, 5 June 1960.
18
Throughout the reception of Dream, there was a conflation of the Tudor, Stuart, and Regency periods in
the press.
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“I know a bank…”19 Philip Reed and Mervyn Cooke note that Britten chose Deller to
sing Oberon because of his knowledge of early music and his experience singing Purcell.20
As with Tippett, it was Purcell that brought Deller to Britten’s attention.
Dream was far from Britten’s first time working with a Purcellian aesthetic. His
experience with Purcell stretched back to 1945 — the 250th anniversary of the composer’s
death — at the beginning of the Purcell revival in England. From Britten’s early
realizations of Purcell songs to Purcell’s influence on such compositions as On This Island
and The Holy Sonnets of John Donne, the connection was strong enough for Philip Brett to
call it “more an act of appropriation or competition than homage.”21 Heather Wiebe
posits that the Purcell revival — one that focused on Purcell as a composer, national and
international figure, and performer — was motivated by otherness.22 Deller’s portrayal of
Purcell as other was linked to a more personal and professional agenda, one that centered
around the specificity of his voice type and the reframing of his image as a performer. By

19

The anonymous music critic for The Times (likely William Mann) in his review “Shakespeare with
Britten and Mendelssohn” (The Times, 10 February 1961) stated, “No, Mendelssohn’s fairies have
contributed nothing to Britten, but he has borrowed liberally from another composer who made an opera
on (or rather a good way after) A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Henry Purcell, whose rhythms and bold
declamation are closer to contemporary sensibility than any other British music since written, and who had
already influenced Britten for the best. Oberon’s ‘I know a bank’ is almost too close to Purcellian
declamation…”
20
Philip Reed and Mervyn Cooke, eds., Letters from a Life: The Selected Letters of Benjamin Britten, Volume
Five 1958-1965 (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2010), 174. “Deller’s expertise in early music made him
especially well-suited to a new stage role that was in part designed to celebrate the composer’s love for the
music of Purcell.”
21
Philip Brett, “Keeping the Straight Line Intact? Britten’s Relation to Folksong, Purcell, and His English
Predecessors,” in Music and Sexuality in Britten (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 168.
22
Heather Wiebe, Britten’s Unquiet Pasts: Sound and Memory in Postwar Reconstruction (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2012), 76.
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singing Purcell as a countertenor in the twentieth century, Deller’s voice presented a
claim to legitimacy and authenticity, firstly in its existence, but also in a kind of
Englishness, linked to traditions around Purcell and Anglican singing. Britten’s use of
Purcell also seemed to work in a similar way: it allowed Britten both social and musical
insider access that he may not have had at the beginning of his career. By citing Purcell as
an influence, Britten stressed his connection to an English compositional lineage, one
that composers of the previous generation may not have seen Britten as a part of. But was
it just this act of legitimation that drew Britten so strongly to Purcell’s life, works, and
compositional techniques? Investigating how Britten built upon the idea of the Other in
Dream may help to explain Britten’s later use of Purcellian techniques.
Britten’s mid-century works bear the mark of his trip to East Asia in 1955. His
exposure to Balinese and Javanese gamelan, as well as Japanese music in theatre traditions
like Nōh and Gagaku, led to a musical infiltration of Britten’s compositional soundworld.
As a result, specific uses of timbre, orchestration, and form became recognizable parts of
Britten’s compositions. The sounds of Balinese gamelan music fascinated Britten and
they are reproduced in almost every major work post-1955, starting with The Prince of the
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Pagodas.23 But in his operas, the sound of the gamelan became not only a favored timbral
palette, but a sound that would represent the supernatural, mystical, and othered.24
Beginning with Pagodas, Britten starts to attach the pseudo-gamelan timbre —
made up of harps, celeste, triangle, glockenspiel, gongs, and pizzicato upper strings — to
supernatural and exoticized characters. It is important to notice that these supernatural
characters are often dangerous and use music as a lure. The gamelan sound denotes to the
listener an equation between evil/magic and a non-Western Other. Additionally, the
otherness that has been identified with Eastern sounds in Western art music has a long
history of representing danger, especially of a sexual nature.25 The connection between
gamelan sonorities, the supernatural, and the sexually dangerous in Britten’s works is at
its most powerful in The Turn of the Screw, where the celeste, accompanied by harp, gong,
and tremolo strings represent the otherworldly power of Peter Quint. The ability for
these sounds to entice their intended audience, whether it be Belle Rose, Miles, or

23

Mervyn Cooke, Britten and the Far East: Asian Influences in the Music of Benjamin Britten (Woodbridge:
Boydell Press, 1998), 1. “On his return to England, the composer directly incorporated Balinese material
into the score of the ballet The Prince of the Pagodas, completed later in 1956 – his first work to make use of
specific oriental borrowings … From 1957 onwards, Britten’s music exhibits an increasing debt to the
gamelan which culminates in his final opera, Death in Venice (1973), where Balinese elements are fully
synthesized into the composer’s personal idiom.”
24
The gamelan as a representative of the supernatural will be discussed in greater detail later in this
chapter.
25
In Mozart’s Così fan tutte, the danger that comes from the “Albanians” is the lust they draw out of
Dorabella and Fiordiligi. Though in the end, Dorabella and Fiordiligi’s infidelity is chalked up to the
fickleness of women, having Ferrando and Gugliemo disguise themselves as soldiers from the East (as
Albania would have represented) would have been an unmissable cue to the audience about the (sexual)
dangers of the other.
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Aschenbach, is always highlighted in their use, as Mervyn Cooke notes when describing
the “concept of … attraction.”26
Each of the sets of characters in Dream — the lovers, the fairies, and the rustics
— inhabit their own distinct soundworld, musically conveying to the audience the themes
of each segment of the story. The sound used to portray the unnatural and otherworldly
land of the fairies as well as the power of its rulers is that of the gamelan. By using
gamelan sonorities, Britten is able to accomplish two things: separate the world of the
fairies from the world of mortals and show the cold, cruel power of Oberon, again
referencing the relationship between evil and magic. Philip Brett addresses this key aspect
about Oberon’s character, noting that:
Oberon at his most threatening and evil, as he evades the fairy sentinel to dispense
the erotic binding power embodied in the juice of the flower, sets off another stylized
pseudogamelan, with the ever prominent celesta aided by harp and glockenspiel and
with pianissimo tremolo strings set off by the pizzicato double basses playing a
derivative of the melody in canon.27

26

Cooke, Britten and the Far East, 229. “The concept of an attraction of the kind Tadzio exerts over
Aschenbach (specifically an attraction which will ultimately lead to corruption and death) is a common
theme in Britten’s dramatic output. We have already seen how it had achieved an accomplished realization
in The Turn of the Screw, where glittering music for the celeste and somber gong strokes suggest the power
of attraction the ghosts of Quint and Miss Jessel have over the imaginative children. We also saw how the
fairies in A Midsummer Night’s Dream inhabit a sound-world characterized by tuned percussion which quite
distinct from the other musical planes within the opera. A similar instance has been noted in Owen
Wingrave, where the gamelan sonorities implied in the accompaniment to Owen’s ‘peace aria’ illustrate
both the attraction and the essential remoteness of the perfect state he seeks. The closest precursor to the
procedures of Death in Venice, however, remains The Prince of the Pagodas, where the gamelan music
accompanying the fantastic elements in Pagodaland depicts the strong allure they hold for Belle Rose.”
27
Brett, “Eros and Orientalism in Britten’s Operas,” 142.
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Brett connects the use of gamelan for both Oberon and Quint to their alluring and
dangerous power, both with the goal of boy-stealing at the heart of their actions, a goal
that Brett ties to Edward Saïd’s concept of Orientalism.28 They even share a key area —
Eb — in the arias where they express their menacing and lustful machinations. But Brett
was not the only one to make this connection. Several reviews of Dream after its premiere
remarked on the similarities between Quint and Oberon, with one review writing that
“whether intended or not, Britten’s Oberon is a more firmly effective horror than the
Peter Quint who called from the Tower and had no Puck to help him.”29
In almost every review that mentions Oberon’s music, the term “Purcellian” is
used; Oberon’s music and more specifically, the text setting of his arias and recitatives,
were regarded as the strongest examples of a Purcellian declamatory style in the opera.30
Declamatory style features verse that is sharply broken up in order to place emphasis on
specific words and was used by both Purcell and Dowland. Britten, in his various Purcell
realizations, showed his ease with this text setting style but employed it most effectively
in Dream. Recognizing this technique in reviews, critics hammered Deller (and later,
countertenors Greystan Burgess and Russell Oberlin) and Britten for casting a

28

Brett, “Eros and Orientalism in Britten’s Operas,” 147. “Orientalism in its sexual mode in these two
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countertenor for Oberon because in the premiere performance, Deller’s voice did not
travel well through the hall and was not aided by the text setting.31 Oberon’s words were
considered too important by critics to not be heard or understood.32 The inability to
successfully present the text set in declamatory style was unusual as Deller was best
known for his performances of Purcell songs. But more importantly, the
acknowledgement of Purcell as a reference for Oberon’s singing style was immediate. But
the juxtaposition of declamatory style with gamelan sonorities wrapped within the
presentation of a countertenor voice more closely aligns with the idea of an othered (or
even queered) Purcell where Purcell’s otherness stems from his position as a
Continentally-aligned composer. That specific reading of otherness helped inform the
music inspired by Purcell from composers with similar tendencies, notably Britten and
Tippett.
The Purcell revival cast him as an international composer, a mantle that Britten,
Tippett and others were quick to take up. This became even more powerful under the
context of the postwar landscape, one that refuted isolationism in favor of globalization.
Both composers praised Purcell for his continentalism and emphasized their focus on
Purcell as another way to clarify the divide between themselves and the composers of the
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previous generation that “more fully explored folk-song and Tudor music.”33 This
effectively excluded the setting of any Tudor composers for Britten and others, save nods
to Dowland. Acknowledging Dowland, who Brett calls a “proto-Purcellian songwriter,”34
as an accessible figure becomes more important in works like Gloriana, where Britten
models the lute songs set-piece after those of the composer. For Dream, the distinction
between Tudor (Dowland) and Restoration (Purcell) may be a small point but it is a vital
one: one represents the persistence of Englishness, isolated and insular, while the other
represents the birth of a Great Britain, newly engaged with the world. Making that
distinction gave Britten the ability to advance the ideas set out in his 1941 essay “England
and the Folk-Art Problem” while still engaging with a particular kind of Englishness.35
This article, too, has its Tudor counterpart: in 1934, Vaughan Williams singled out
Britten’s generation (though not by name) specifically for their continentalism, writing
that “there are several others who thought that their own country was not good enough
for them and went off in the early stages to become little Germans or little Frenchmen.”36
He went on, blaming what he saw as a lack of success on their continental predilections:
“their names I will not give you because they are unknown even to their fellowcountrymen.”37 Vaughan Williams was speaking metaphorically but clearly. The younger
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generation were associating themselves with continental musical styles to their detriment
rather than embracing what was seen at that time as the strongest and most popular
purveyor of musical Englishness: the folksong. Britten would, eventually, arrange several
English folksongs but the issue for Britten had never been the source material but rather
its treatment which Arnold Whittall describes as “the folkish modal language they
[Vaughan Williams and others] tended to employ, the edges softened by soupy
chromaticism and added notes.”38 Britten’s appropriation of Purcell made the move from
continental themes and techniques to the realm of English folksong logical for the writer
of the statement: “I believe in roots, in associations, in backgrounds, in personal
relationships … I write music, now, in Aldeburgh, for people living there … my music
now has its roots, in where I live and work,” 39 rather than the writer of “England and the
Folk-Art Problem.”40
By 1960, Britten was well at ease with Purcellian style. As mentioned earlier,
Britten began realizing Purcell songs in the 1940s and, unlike the generation before him,
focused on imbuing those songs with a kind of musical vibrancy rather than holding up
something static for the sake of nationalism. Wiebe notes that Britten’s realizations
helped to further Britten’s own personal agenda, akin to the insistence of particular
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themes in his operas: “But with Purcell, Britten often seemed not even to aim at
mainstream appeal or an element of familiarity … instead turning to the more esoteric
work in Purcell’s output, concerned with themes of anxiety and despair.”41 Eric Roseberry
also mentions Britten’s penchant for focusing on the odder aspects of Purcell’s works
noting that “where he [Britten] has been bold he has done more than take a hint from
Purcell’s own extraordinary strangeness, and in no place could it be said that ‘the rules of
the game’ have been broken.”42 Roseberry points to Purcell’s continuo parts as an
example: “Such personal characteristics as Purcell’s own use of false relations and diatonic
discords are seized upon to give harmonic vitality to the continuo part.”43
The period between 1945 (the 250th anniversary of Purcell’s death and the
beginning of the Purcell revival) and 1947 saw several song realizations by Britten as well
as Purcell-inspired works such as The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra. The song
realizations helped codify the way in which Britten would approach setting Purcellian
vocal music, eventually culminating in Oberon’s music in Dream. The aria “I know a
bank…” is less of an aria in the traditional sense and more like an accompagnato recitative
(there are sections when the filling out of an imaginary figured bass can be heard).
Viewing it as such allows for comparisons between it and some of Britten’s earlier Purcell
realizations. Britten outlines his approach to realizing continuo parts in his essay “On
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Realizing the Continuo in Purcell’s Songs.”44 The song realizations were intended with
piano in mind, an issue Britten discusses in the aforementioned essay. However, his
thoughts on realizing with harpsichord echo some of the techniques used in Dream where
a harpsichord, among other instruments, is present: “Actually, the sound that Purcell
expected, this harpsichord sound, can give one ideas — dry clear arpeggios, grace-notes,
octave doublings, sudden contrasts in dynamics or range, and that wonderful short
staccato.”45
Another aspect of Purcell’s songs that Britten discusses is what he calls “the
continuous movement made up of independent, short sections mysteriously linked by
subtle contrasts of key, mood, and rhythm,” something that might be most applicable to
moments in Dream such as “I know a bank.”46 The aria is divided up into five sections,
each marked in the score by a fermata and a perfect cadence (Figure 3.1). The sections
are not quite as independent as alluded to in the essay but their structure evokes the type
of Purcellian writing with which Britten was specifically concerned. Britten, as in his
realizations, emphasizes word painting, highlighting evocative moments in the text. The
animato section at rehearsal 49 exemplifies this where, on the word “throws,” Britten
writes two descending stepwise thirty-second notes to a dotted eighth which is then
followed by an ascending sixteenth-note sextuplet mimicking the snake tossing away its
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shed skin (Figure 3.2). Britten’s insistence on a type of improvisatory style can also be
seen here. The publication of Britten’s edition of Purcell’s Orpheus Britannicus revealed
his feelings about improvisation as well as the fleshing out of the continuo part.
A

A'

B

47

C
48

B
49

D
50

"I know a bank where the wild thyme blows" "Quite overcanopied with luscious woodbine" "There sleeps Tytania" "And there the snake" "And with the juice"

51
"Take thou some of it"

Figure 3.1 Sections in the “I know a bank…” aria, Act I

Figure 3.2 Purcellian word painting in Oberon’s aria “I know a bank…,” Act I

Rather than take a very strict approach to the editing of the Purcell songs, he located the
works in both the past and the present simultaneously, insisting that his (and any other)
realizations “must be personal and immediate.”47 Britten makes clear that the figured bass
should be realized properly but that there would be purposeful gaps in that realization
that would make space for the performer to improvise appropriately. An appropriate
improvisation means more than historical stylization. It means approaching the task of
improvisation as an act of one’s own time rather than an historically informed one: “But
just a filling in by these harmonies above the correct notes is not enough: one dimension
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is still lacking, the dimension of one’s personal reaction to the song, which in former days
would have been supplied by improvisation.”48

An Exquisite Realization of Imagined Sounds: Timbre and Orchestration

Dream is a story in which three distinct worlds are present. In addition to using
voice types to help distinguish and separate those worlds, Britten uses timbre and
orchestration to help construct them. But not all worlds are equal. The wood is the center
of the action for the opera and its world receives the most complex and layered musical
textures. For unlike the Lovers and the Rustics who, for all intents and purposes, have no
physical world of their own — even Theseus and Hippolyta’s Athenian palace is invaded
by the wood — the inhabitants of the wood have their own magical home. And while the
fairies/Puck, Oberon, and Tytania have specific and individual musical signatures while
simultaneously reflecting the wood itself, their sounds are all related. Britten’s works
written after his 1955 East Asia tour felt the influence of the music he experienced,
starting with his gamelan-inspired ballet score The Prince of the Pagodas (1957). Elements
from Javanese and Balinese gamelan eventually became subsumed within Britten’s
compositional technique, but remained ever-present and were often linked to particular
dramatic ideas, especially within his operas. The lush, rich texture of the wood, filled with
percussion, is an example of the influence of Balinese gamelan. But the most potent
aspects of these Balinese sounds are reserved for the wood’s fairy king. After the smaller
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ensembles of The Turn of the Screw and Noye’s Fludde, Britten returned to a richer and
denser orchestral palette for Dream, creating the timbre that played such a large part in
conveying the dramatic elements of the opera.49
Britten’s exposure to and interest in Balinese music first began in 1939 after he
and Pears set sail for the United States. It was in William and Elizabeth Mayer’s home in
Long Island where they were staying that they were introduced to Canadian composer
and ethnomusicologist Colin McPhee. McPhee produced the first major
ethnomusicological study on Balinese music, chronicled in his work A House in Bali.50
Britten visited with McPhee throughout the course of his stay in New York, performing
McPhee’s two-piano transcriptions of Balinese music, including Balinese Cermonial Music
(1938). The two made recordings of these transcriptions in 1941 and Britten owned his
own copies of the three published pieces. Britten would continue to perform the
transcriptions for several years, even after his return to the United Kingdom. And even
though McPhee fell out of favor with Britten, Britten’s interest in Bali continued, as seen
in a letter from him to Pears in 1943.51 In addition to McPhee’s Balinese Ceremonial
Music, Britten may have also been influenced by the appearance of gamelan sonorities in
other composers’ work, namely Francis Poulenc. Britten both performed and conducted
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some of Poulenc’s gamelan-inspired works — including the Concerto for Two Pianos
and Orchestra and the opera Les mamelles des Tiresias — at the Aldeburgh Festival in
1958. The performances were praised by Poulenc.52 And while there is a more saturated
influence in Britten’s post-1955 works as a result of his East Asia tour, the interest that
first developed during his meetings with McPhee appear throughout his oeuvre, most
notably in the “Sunday Morning” interlude in Peter Grimes (Figure 3.3). The repeated
bell toll and gong hit are examples of colotomic punctuation, a technique in gamelan
music where periods or phrases are delineated and punctuated by the regular striking of a
gong.53

Figure 3.3 Colotomic punctuation in the “Sunday Morning” interlude in Peter Grimes
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After Britten’s East Asia tour, his use of gamelan techniques became more
nuanced and integrated into Britten’s own compositional style. The aspects of Balinese
gamelan music employed by Britten can be broken down into the following three
categories: (1) timbre, which is mostly focused on pitched percussion, tuned percussion,
and metallophones, keyboards (piano, celeste), and harps; (2) scales, “tonal
configurations,” and tonal stratification; and (3) rhythm.54 Because the wood is the main
locus for the story, music identified with the wood, specifically portamenti in muted
strings, can be heard throughout the opera. It is often intertwined with the music of the
wood’s inhabitants or with the Lovers and Rustics when their worlds collide with that of
the wood. However, when the focus shifts to the drama of the Lovers or the comedy of
the Rustics, that richness of texture is abandoned for something far less layered.55 For
many critics, this clear differentiation created a hierarchy between the opera’s three
planes, one perhaps not originally hinted at by Shakespeare. The fairy characters are able
to take advantage of the wood’s sound in creating their own motives: for example, Puck
and the fairies are accompanied by staccato trumpet, snare drum, xylophone, and cymbal
over top the gamelan timbre created by harpsichord, celesta, harps, winds and strings.
Oberon is the greatest recipient of the wood’s magical music and his entrances and
motives are scored with harps, harpsichord, celesta, bells, gong, triangle, and
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glockenspiel. There is a recognizable tintinnabulation associated with Oberon that
glistens and sparkles like cold, icy moonlight that permeates the sound of the gamelan.
The types of orchestrational techniques found in Dream as well as the instruments
used are indicative of the Balinese gamelan, specifically gong kebyar, a performance style
that emerged in Bali after 1900.56 Mervyn Cooke describes Balinese gamelan as
“generally more vigorous and rhythmical [than Javanese gamelan], its bright percussive
sound deriving from the hard hammers employed by the performers.”57 Cooke describes
the instrumentation of the gamelan as made up of idiophones: “a category of instruments
which includes metallophones, gong-chimes, gongs, and cymbals.”58 These
metallophones — often separated by semitones in pitch — produce a bright, angular
sound punctuated by the gong kebyar’s short bursts of frantic rhythmic activity. We can
see this in Oberon’s music, displayed at his most powerful and meddlesome. Take for
example Oberon’s music in Act III when he lifts the spell cast upon Tytania that caused
her attraction to Bottom (Figure 3.4). The alternating sixteenth notes in the celesta,
grouped in semitones and interruptive in nature, are evocative of the struck
metallophones in the gamelan gong kebyar in everything from pitch to timbre to rhythm.
Britten’s 1956 gamelan sketches, taken while attending various performances in Bali,
show similar rhythmic patterns and pitches (Figure 3.5). Like in many traditional
gamelan gong kebyar, the fast repeated figures are punctuated by space, represented here as
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empty measures in which Oberon sings. Additionally, the figures in the celesta alternate
in length, in an almost additive fashion. This is, in part, an example of kebyar’s
polyphonic stratification at work “in which melodic and rhythmic activity increase
towards the upper part of the gamelan’s five octave register.”59 As the motive grows, the
hands spread apart in both directions before coming back to a closed position at the end
of the passage. The chords in the celesta make up a tone row but the row does not seem
to function in any specific way other than to present all twelve pitches. The closeness of
the groups, here in pairs of semitones, creates a dense texture that brings attention to its
rhythm and register. These semitone pairings not only add to the texture but may also be
derived from the pentatonicism found in gamelan scales, a technique also used by
Debussy in his Javanese-inspired works as well as Ravel. But it is not just the motive’s
rhythmic and registral features that associate it with Balinese gamelan. Britten’s
instrumental choices convey a sound that not only emulates the gamelan but references a
soundworld recognizable to those familiar with Britten if not necessarily familiar with
gamelan.
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Figure 3.4 Gamelan gong kebyar-style punctuations in the celesta, Act III
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Figure 3.4 (continued)
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Figure 3.5 Britten’s gamelan sketches, fol. 2v, Britten-Pears Foundation Archive
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As mentioned previously, the Balinese gamelan is made up primarily of
metallophones, many struck with metal hammers, as well as membranophones (drums
with skin heads) and flutes. Michael Tenzer describes the timbral properties of gamelan
gong kebyar as “consist[ing] of the sound of oscillating bronze and the spectral envelope of
that sounds as shaped by the particular form of the vibrating medium, the hardness of the
mallet used, and the shape of the resonating chamber.”60 In order to replicate that sound,
Britten uses pitched percussion in addition to celesta, harpsichord, and harps. Even then,
Britten instructs players in the score to play in very specific ways: etouffée, arpeggios, pres
de la table, and tremolos in the harps, tremolos in glockenspiel and harpsichord, grace
notes in triangles, strings and harps playing harmonics, cymbal rolls, often with metal
beaters, and sul tasto, sul ponticello, and pizzicato strings. All of these types of playing
styles emphasize the more metallic and percussive nature of each instrument. These styles
layered on top of each other — as they often are in the score — create a texture similar to
that of a gamelan. However, within the scope of Britten’s work, it is not necessary to
pinpoint the origin of this sound in order to understand its meaning. From The Prince of
the Pagodas onward, Britten associated this type of timbre with the otherworldly and
supernatural. In the ballet, the “gamelan” music occurs in the pagodas of Pagodaland as
well as when the Prince of Pagodaland is in his magical disguise as Salamander; both the
world and its inhabitants are represented by a music that highlights its otherness, much
like in Dream. The combination of instrumentation, timbre, and performance technique
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then became consolidated and applied to other works. And while this consolidation
would become a recognizable staple of Britten’s compositional technique in his postwar
works through to Death in Venice, The Turn of the Screw, written one year before Britten’s
East Asia tour, shows that this concept was already firmly in place. Britten was already
familiar with Balinese gamelan from his time with Colin McPhee and used aspects of
gamelan in earlier pieces, most notably, the colotomic punctuation in the “Sunday
Morning” interlude of Peter Grimes (see Figure 3.3). But it is in The Turn of the Screw that
we begin to see the connection between the gamelan and the supernatural/otherworldly
take shape.
The last two movements of Act I — Variation VII and “At Night” — formally
introduce the characters of Peter Quint and Miss Jessel to the opera. Beginning with
arpeggiations in the celesta, Quint’s cry to Miles emerges out of the darkness, only
buttressed by harps, double bass and gong (Figure 3.6). The allusion to gamelan could
not be clearer. The celesta outlines a pentatonic selisir scale in an additive, ascending
figure, much like the figures found in gamelan gong kebyar (Figure 3.7). Each instance of
the full selisir (a five-note gamelan mode) figure in the celesta is accented by gong and
double bass, referencing the gong kebyar’s use of colotomic punctuation. As each measure
moves us ever closer to Quint’s entrance, the celesta figure contracts rhythmically from a
sixteenth-note quintuplet to thirty-second notes devolving into a frantic trill. Quint’s
entrance, which begins on the same Eb as the celesta, mimics the selisir figure, both
ascending and descending. And like the celesta, Quint’s vocal line becomes more and
more frantic as he calls out to Miles, expanding in an additive fashion before Miles’s
157

entrance. This passage is similar to a process in gong kebyar in which colotomic
punctuation denotes the beginning of a figure played on the various metallophones that
builds rhythmically and in intensity until it reaches a fever pitch when it is released with
an explosive unison chord. The word kebyar means “explosion” and is named as such
specifically for this unison chord.61 Kebyar has a distinctly virtuosic element which Britten
approximates here in both the celesta and the voice.
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Figure 3.6 “At Night” (Act I), The Turn of the Screw
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Figure 3.6 (continued)
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Figure 3.7 Gamelan figure in celesta, “At Night,” Act I, scene 2, The Turn of the Screw

Britten’s use of kebyar elements here displays his concept of characterization: Britten is
marking Quint as otherworldly. However, that understanding of otherworldliness for
listeners exists on multiple planes, mainly, those familiar with gamelan and those who
were not. The former would have been a much smaller category than the latter and it is
important to not cast an ear on The Turn of the Screw with today’s knowledge of the work
or even from the viewpoint of 1960, even with the presence of gamelan-like timbres in
music by other composers such as Debussy, Ravel, and Poulenc.
Critics were not discussing the timbral aspects of Screw in the way they would for
Dream six years later. And while the absence of discussion of gamelan might be expected,
what is surprising is the complete failure to mention any of the music that accompanies
Quint. The ability to create a sense of the ghostly through timbre, instrumentation, and
orchestration seems overlooked in favor of the very broad description of atmosphere.
Much more attention was paid to the piano interlude in Act II than anything else, a
musical moment that highlights the chilling possibilities of a haunted and nefarious
Miles. The progression from the supernatural music of The Turn of the Screw through the
magical orientalism of The Prince of the Pagodas sets up a space in which foreknowledge of
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gamelan is not necessary in order to recognize moments of musical otherworldliness. This
progression gives even more meaning to the music of the wood, and especially to Oberon.
Oberon could now be viewed in the lineage of Quint and Salamander, where this type of
timbre was equated with seduction, magic, and the unknown.
The discussions of timbre by critics echo this understanding of Oberon’s/the
wood’s music — part of a sonic atmosphere that emerged in Screw — rather than through
the frame of the gamelan post-Britten’s East Asia tour. And while some critics showed
interest in discussing the music in more detail, most who wrote about it chalked up the
instrumentation and timbre to the ethereal.62 The explicitly exotic score for The Prince of
the Pagodas also falls into this trap; Peter Heyworth’s short but focused examination into
the score for The Guardian and Observer talks about the music as “atmosphere,” denying
the methodical application of gamelan techniques and reducing them to “aura.”63 Even
the type of general Orientalism that is often associated with the types of pentatonicism
Britten uses is absent. This is still a problem within current scholarship; Philip Brett
notes that in preparing his article on orientalism in Britten that “on hearing the examples
for this paper, some listeners have resisted the suggestion that they owe anything to
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gamelan music at all.”64 Claire Seymour calls the timbre “ethereal,” while failing to
explain what that term means or what about the combination of celeste, harp, and
percussion makes it so.65 There is no denying that Britten is using gamelan timbre
specifically to not only create a certain kind of texture but to also attach certain concepts
to certain characters such as otherness, foreignness, the supernatural or mystical. It is
hard, then, to understand how listeners understood the use of gamelan if critics fail to
mention its existence. It is here where that second experiential plane is important; the
gamelan timbre is not significant because it evokes the otherness of gamelan itself but
because, through association, it evokes the otherworldly.

Oberon and the Critics

With the 1960 premiere of Dream, the reviews praised the opera as a great
success. The critics took some issue with music of the four lovers but generally nothing
received more mention than the role of Oberon. Most of the critiques centered on
Deller’s less-than-stellar acting performance. This was Deller’s first stage role and in A
Singularity of Voice, it mentions his general unease in dramatic performances.66 The
reviews range from “undramatic” to “ineffective,” with some commenting on the quality
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of his singing and others deriding its ability to travel through the hall.67 And while some
of those critiques may have been valid, they seem to mask the larger issue of a
countertenor being present at all. Reviews that focused on the use of a countertenor in
various types of performance at that time were something to which Deller was
accustomed and he believed that it resided in the inability for critics and others to grasp
the concept of a man singing with a high voice.68
When Dream moved from the Jubilee Hall at the Aldeburgh Festival where it was
first premiered to Covent Garden later that year, Deller was replaced by American
countertenor Russell Oberlin to better accommodate the space at the Royal Opera
House. When the opera went to Holland after its run at Covent Garden, Oberon was
sung by Canadian countertenor Greystan Burgess. And though both singers were praised
for their notably stronger stage presence, the critics still did not find favor in their
singing, stating over and over that Britten had been ill-advised in casting a countertenor
in this role.69 All three countertenors had different approaches to countertenor singing.
Deller and Burgess were falsettists; they relied upon their falsetto to sing upper passages.
Oberlin had a naturally high tenor voice, higher than a light lyric, and used his upper
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chest voice to sing higher passages. While this speaks to the general confusion in the
1950s and 1960s as to what truly constituted a countertenor voice, it is of importance
here because different means of production meant varying degrees of projection. And yet,
even with a countertenor like Oberlin who was able to sing with a louder and fuller tone,
pejorative discussions of the countertenor voice still prevailed. The continued negative
framing around these countertenor performances suggests an uneasiness around the idea
of a countertenor, specifically the disconnect between body and voice.
The power of that disconnect is best exemplified when Oberon’s performance is
stratified, and the audience is able to choose what part of Oberon — the voice or the
body — to acknowledge. A review of the premiere broadcast on the BBC Home Service
inadvertently acknowledges this occurence.70 In his review for The Listener, Jeremy Noble
noted that listening to the broadcast rather than seeing it live (which he did as well)
enabled him to concentrate on the act of singing.71 For Noble, “Alfred Deller’s Oberon
made much more of an impression without the distraction of his rather gauche stagepresence.”72 Noble was not the first to mention Deller’s odd look on stage (Desmond
Shawe-Taylor called him “half mandarin, half Prospero”)73 and it does seem that director
John Cranko’s styling of Oberon in relation to Britten’s vision for the character was
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unclear at best.74 But the choice of the word “distraction” is key. The distraction is more
often a bodily one, one that takes the audience out of the opera. In discussing voice types
in Dream, William Godsalve writes that the use of a countertenor for Oberon “carries
potentially distracting implications unless his masculinity is obvious in performance.”75
Godsalve does not go on to say what those implications might be or how one’s
masculinity would be “obvious in performance” and perhaps he does not have to because
it may reference a long-standing discomfort around mismatched operatic voices and
bodies, especially for men.
This concept of distraction takes on many forms throughout the critiques of
Oberon in Dream, often accompanied by less than positive language. Whether it is the
discussion around Oberon’s voice or around his appearance, the central focus turns a
possibly positive view of Oberon’s portrayal — the supernatural — to a negative
unnatural and even un-human view.76 W. Moelywn Merchant questioned the very
opening of the opera in his review, insinuating that it is not until the entrance of the four
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lovers in Act I that the audience is able to hear and see something that is human: “In the
opening moments, after a hazy cloud-drift of light across the front gauze, the metallic
voices of the boy-fairies were followed by the disturbing counter-tenor of Oberon. Until
this point we could define neither humanity nor even sex in the beings on the stage.”77
Merchant pairs sex (gender) with humanity here, equating the sexlessness of the boy
fairies with Oberon’s performance.78 Both are seen as neutered in a way, lacking the
(vocal) development that would identify them as male. Somehow, the voice supersedes
the male presentation of Deller’s body, presenting the idea of disruption. Terms used to
describe Deller’s voice (and that of subsequent countertenors) that focused on its
supposed non-human characteristics include unnatural, neutral, disturbing, elfenhaft
Unreales (unreal elfishness), inhuman, non-human, and like a singing cat.79 The reviews
that use these terms seem to evoke a much different tone than those who talk about the
countertenor voice from a more pedagogical angle. Inhuman as a vocal descriptor was a
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concept Deller personally preferred when used in reviews about his recital performances.80
Similar words had been used when referencing his performances of Purcell81 and
suggested an imposed distance — both spatial and temporal — between Deller and his
audiences. This type of encouraged viewing of his otherness helped to create a connection
between Purcell and the present-day. But the theatrical distance created by opera may
have enhanced that strangeness to an intolerable degree for both Deller and critics. And
while in some of these cases the aforementioned terms are used to highlight aspects of
Oberon’s character — elfenhaft Unreales, for example — their pervasiveness hints at
something deeper. More critical mentions of Deller’s voice, specifically (though a few
reviews of both Oberlin and Burgess highlight the same issues, problematically) are often
paired with complaints of vocal incomprehensibility – the voice is too small to carry in
major halls and opera houses, the sound is tinny, or that the combination of the diction
and projection makes the text indecipherable – a cardinal sin in the world of Shakespeare.
It is possible that these descriptive terms reflect a common coded language that
critics and others could discuss unseemly issues, in this case, homosexuality. The concept
of the homosexual as unnatural/inhuman is not an uncommon one. Michel Foucault’s
homosexual is a created identity without a body, separated from the buggerer, sodomite,
or man who is involved in sexual acts with other men.82 In nineteenth-century England,
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homosexual desire was policed and classified as an ‘unnatural crime’ which included
“sodomy, bestiality and any homosexual act or invitation to the act, usually described as
indecent assault or ‘assault with intent to commit sodomy’.”83 This same kind of language
appears in the 1957 Wolfenden Report when trying to distinguish preference from
behavior.84 This separation from man (highlighted here when equating sexual desire to
bestiality) isolates the homosexual from the male/female heterosexual/gender binary and
places it outside of the body. And while there is no doubt that, as Deller surmised, there
was an association between high male voices and homosexuality in the press and
elsewhere, the focus on the unnatural suggests something far more complex.
The discomfort surrounding Oberon’s voice expressed by the critics in their
reviews may hint at a larger discomfort felt when there is a disruption between body and
voice. The disruption may be best described as an example of an acousmêtre. The term
acousmêtre, a neologism stemming from the French étre acousmatique or acousmatic being,
was introduced and defined by Michel Chion as a person who has been heard but whose
body has not been visualized.85 Chion describes other types of acousmêtres that occur in
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film as well as in radio, theater, and opera, choosing to leave the window open for
stretches in definition and example. An acousmêtre can happen when the person has
been seen (referred to as the already visualized acousmêtre) but Chion does not explicitly
discuss bodily confusion. The persistence of a body would directly counter the power of
the acousmêtre. But what if the body that was visible was not received by the audience as
the body that belonged to the voice? This possible explanation may be best understood in
the aforementioned review of Dream in The Listener.
Noble, in his review for The Listener, heard the opera in a new way when listening
to it over the radio as opposed to when he saw it live, mentioning that “although listening
to the broadcast has its disadvantages it did enable one to concentrate on the music and
on the way in which it was being sung.”86 But as he listed his impressions of each singer
or group of singers’ voices, it is only when it comes to Oberon that he addresses the body,
specifically that “without the distraction of his rather gauche stage-presence, …[Deller]
fully justified Britten’s choice of this particular voice for the part.”87 This may seem like a
minor point but it elucidates just how impactful the combination of Deller’s voice and
body were for the audience. But is this an example of an acousmêtre? In listing the
different kinds of possible acousmêtres, Chion mentions both radio and theater/opera
and the different issues they face based on their particular form of media. He defines the
radio-acousmêtre as an acousmatic zone that has no frame.88 We never have an
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opportunity to see who or what is creating the sound we hear, leaving it up to our
imaginations. The reason why I posit that Oberon heard on the radio is not a radioacousmêtre and is more akin to a filmic acousmêtre is because we know that Noble has
seen the bodies that accompany the voices in question; the cast has not changed and there
is not some great gap of time between the two because Noble is talking about the Home
Service broadcast of the opera’s premiere that aired on 24 June 1960, less than two weeks
after opening night at the Aldeburgh Festival. Noble’s mention of imagery, specifically
that of Deller’s Oberon, informs us that he has a very specific visual referent that just
happens to be not present to him at this time. This also distinguishes it from Chion’s
definition of the theater-acousmêtre, which is more concerned with the technique of an
offstage voice where the voice is coming from another space rather than just being outside
of the frame.89 In Noble’s listening, the acousmêtre exists in the listening of the radio
broadcast and is de-acousmatized in an almost-backwards fashion: Noble has seen and
heard this singing body first but did not believe it to exist or, at least, did not perceive it
as realized. Here we see voice as object where, like the sound from a ventriloquist’s
dummy, it is not the location of the source but the mismatch of the voice and its source
that causes disruption: “rather, it [the voice] appears in the voice from which it is
supposed to stem but which it does not fit.”90 In hearing the voice alone, his
understanding of Britten’s conception of the role coalesces (e.g. this high voice is the
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voice of the fairy king Oberon) but then collapses under his remembrance of Deller’s
body, the one he knows produced the initial sound. The recollection of the sounding
source re-turns it to a site of embodiment as memory prevents the listener from
distancing this momentarily understood voice from the originally-experienced
acousmêtre.
The bodily presence of an operatic countertenor in 1960 was definitely something
that presented for the viewer a moment when they are confronted with a voice and a body
that in their minds do not match. It is only through the separation of those two parts that
Oberon’s voice gains any type of narrative power. And once that voice and that body are
reconciled in the minds of the listener (something that takes place away from the
presence of the actual body), the voice loses any kind of magical power with which it may
have imbued. Unlike Chion’s two-step disacousmatization, a third, initial step is involved
here. It begins with the presentation of a voice and body that are so out of the frame of
reference that it is not able to be believed. Not many of those reviewing this opera had
the opportunity to get past this first step, making it difficult to critique what was
witnessed. But for those that did (like Noble, George Malcolm, and others who wrote for
The Listener), a pattern begins: a re-mystifying of the voice when the body is removed
followed by a subsequent disacousmatization when the body is remembered.91
Experiences like Noble’s were not confined to radio reviews in 1960. Six years later,
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Britten decided to record Dream with producer John Culshaw for Decca. Britten used
many of the original singers for the recording and insisted on reinstating Deller for
Oberon. In the April 1967 issue of The Gramophone, Andrew Porter wrote of Oberon:
“One hears very clearly why Britten likes Alfred Deller the best of all his Oberons. In his
utterance of the music, and the words, the weight and shape are perfectly judged.”92 This
approval of a countertenor Oberon is far removed from the reviews of the premiere and it
reinforces the idea that once Deller’s body is no longer visible, Britten’s choice to cast a
countertenor (and Deller specifically) becomes clear. Granted, the recording process let
Deller shine by removing prior obstacles such as moving around on stage and needing to
project in a large hall, allowing him to sing in a more controlled environment. However
much this may have mitigated Deller’s previous circumstances, many critiques leveled at
him were issues that would not have necessarily been solved through the recording
process. Nevertheless, by enabling Deller’s unique artistry to come through, his
performance on the recording demonstrating the skills he had perfected singing Purcell
became the focus rather than his appearance.93
Other reviews of the premiere also grappled with how to talk about both Oberon’s
voice and body (for his character is the only one that warrants such a treatment) and often
failed to do so, usually omitting one for the purposes of the other. For while Oberon’s
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countertenor voice was a sticking point for most if not all critics, his body was not free of
fault. The discussion of the body is both an issue of disruption and one of displeasure
with one particular body, that of Alfred Deller. Dream was Deller’s first opera and his
stage movements reflected that. In Deller’s letters to Britten, he expressed concern about
his lack of stage experience, all the way up to the premiere performance.94 Deller later
recounted to his biographers that while he approached the acting demands of the role to
the best of his ability, his performance definitely involved missed opportunities.95 He
mentioned the role his body played in his portrayal of Oberon and his dissatisfaction with
his staging:
I would have made a better impression from the acting point of view if I’d been
treated more majestically, with statuesque exits and entrances and less moving around
on the stage. After all, I’m an enormous man for a tiny stage like the Jubilee Hall’s,
and trying to sweep round in that confined space … doesn’t enable you to move with
any confidence.96

Deller also remarked to his biographers about the comments over the disruption between
his own body and voice.97 The idea of his voice marking him as somehow not male and
not masculine seemed ludicrous to him due to, at the very least, his very tall and
somewhat athletic build. For Deller, any discussion around a perceived lack of
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maleness/masculinity could only be chalked up to hidden yet palpable fears around
homosexuality.98 It did not seem to matter that he was married to a woman, had children,
played sports, and had a fairly imposing stature, all supposed indicators of maleness. The
sheer gender-neutralizing power of his voice was enough to mark him as other. However,
the discussion surrounding Deller’s body is linked to the larger issue of discomfort with
countertenors.
It was not just the stiffness and unease of Deller’s performance as Oberon that
highlighted issues with his body. A combination of Deller’s makeup, facial hair, and
costume led to several pointed remarks by critics stating that his appearance as
Oberon/Deller “too looks Chinese – a statuesque Mandarin…”99 This specific reference
to Deller/Oberon’s Chinese-ness was echoed by other critics and functions as another
way of othering both Deller and Oberon’s body. Just as the gamelan imbues Oberon’s
character with a sonic otherness that looks back at the effeminization and
dehumanization of orientalism, so does this visual presentation of Oberon. This kind of
othering also serves to undermine the maleness of Deller and reinforce the strangeness of
the countertenor to the readers of the review. Deller’s body is both male and not male,
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human and non-human and the voice that emanates only confuses that binary further.
Reviews for both Russell Oberlin and Greystan Burgess, who both sang the role of
Oberon during the initial run of Dream, received similar reviews commenting on their
body, though not quite as severely as Deller. Although in one review, Oberlin was said to
look like a “Pagoda-Prince,” and that “surely … male fairies … should be beardless”100
(Figure 3.8). The other countertenors still faced the palpable unease felt by the critics
even though both Burgess and Oberlin received more flattering remarks on their singing
and stage presence.
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Figure 3.8 Russell Oberlin as Oberon, Joan Carlyle as Tytania, Illustrated London News

Voice, Body, and Performance

This unconscious yet perceived schism between voice and body and the way in
which it was discussed in the press is integral to an analysis of Dream because it moves
the discussion of a high male singing voice away from the realm of confronting unspoken
177

homosexual panic — as well as both gender and sexual binaries — to something more
essential about the body itself. While there is most likely no doubt that some of the
reactions were influenced by the unspoken language surrounding homosexuality in 1960s
Britain,101 those reactions may also reflect the distress that is felt when someone is
confronted with a voice and a body that do not seem to match. Reacting to a voice-body
schism might seem paradoxical now because many theories surrounding the materiality
and subjectivity of the voice posit that the voice cannot be and is not part of the body.
The voice is excess,102 separated from meaning and utterance, an issue of greater
importance when addressing the clarity of Oberon’s words for the audience. Voice as
excess is differentiated from a Derridean viewpoint that suggests voice carries meaning by
acting as the conveyer of language.103 That conveyance can be equated to a representation
of self or identity.
Annette Schlichter discusses the concept of feminist phonocentrism — a term
that she believes Judith Butler critiques in Gender Trouble — in works that “construct[s]
‘the female voice’ as the representation of an authentic female self, while that selfrepresentation is also contrasted with patriarchal misrepresentations of women, which it
supposedly corrects.”104 This female voice imbues the female self with power of which it
has been stripped through patriarchal institutions. But what this authentic female self is
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seems elusive. In trying to assign materiality to the voice, a type of gendered performance
seems necessary. However, Oberon’s voice deals with a different issue, that of producing
a voice that does not line up with an authentic version of self. It seems to be doing the
opposite of Butler’s vocal drag, where a voice and body that do not match try to find a
way, through performance, to convince the audience that they do.105 Here, for Butler, lipsyncing is key and as Schlichter points out:
[…] in drag, at least in the performance evoked by Butler, a performance that tries to
create an illusion of gender coherence, the performer does not exactly perform vocally
because his voice would disrupt the image of the coherence of femininity performed
… thus, the listener projects the voice that touches her onto the body of the
performer as the one he wants to hear.106

It does not help that Deller nor any other countertenor is not trying to portray a standard
male character in Dream; Oberon is supernatural, fairy, non-human and therefore has to
be heard and understood as such in some way. An operatic analogue could be Ariel in
Thomas Adès’s The Tempest (2004); like Oberon, Ariel is an otherworldly being filled
with magic. Ariel is gendered male in Shakespeare’s text through pronouns but, in the
Adès, is sung by a coloratura soprano. Ariel’s text is rendered almost unintelligible due to
the incredibly high upper range employed, reducing it to sheer sound. For all his/her
sprite-liness, Ariel is often viewed as a character that moves beyond gender, especially
here. Whether or not it can be said that Ariel is understood as gendered by audiences
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through both body and voice is unclear. Perhaps Ariel is less problematic than Oberon
who is still part of a heteronormative couple performing traditionally male-gendered roles
(king, husband, father).107 And unlike travesti — where there may be more of an attempt
to line up the voice with the perceived character/gender (i.e., a higher female voice for a
page or young boy) — there is no attempt to confuse Oberon’s gender presentation to the
audience.108 Nothing about Oberon’s physical body is supposed to convey something
different or opposite to what it is or appears to be. Everything that makes Oberon
otherworldly and non-human resides in his voice.
In a battle for prominence between the voice and the body, the aural can
supersede the visual when “the sonic can work against a coherently gendered, intelligible
body.”109 Visual images can be changed and manipulated while the voice is regarded as
essential, fixed, immutable and representative of the material body. However, this is
known to be untrue. The body can be home to a multiplicity of voices, many that may
distort our very understanding of the body itself. Judith Peraino uses the example of
another countertenor, Robert Harre-Jones, to illustrate this bodily multiplicity:
[…] ‘he has (at least) two voices, and both – or neither – can be indisputably called
‘male.’ The ‘femininity’ of the singing voice calls into question the ‘masculinity’ of the
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speaking voice, and in turn the ‘masculinity’ of the speaking voice calls into question
the ‘femininity’ of the singing voice.110

This furthers the idea that Peraino postulates: that the singing voice, as opposed to the
speaking voice, may be able to stand outside of a more rigid gender binary system.
However, she does not go on to explain what the repercussions of breaking that binary
system might be, especially for opera. In her story about listening to Harre-Jones, she
mentions preparing herself for his speaking voice as the pieces on the program were
interspersed with readings. In the case of Dream, it would be unlikely that the reviewers,
let alone the audience, would have had any knowledge of Deller’s speaking voice (or that
of any other countertenor) and the absence of this speaking voice would seem to dispel
any conception of it, even from the imagination. The voice that is heard is the voice and
there is no other. This singularity of voice (to borrow from Hardwick and Hardwick)
leads back to the question of what the countertenor voice represents when heard.
Discussions around Britten’s homosexuality could not be discussed in the press,
but it is possible that critics used their understanding of Britten’s sexual orientation to
inform their larger conversations around his work. Seeing the male characters in many of
Britten’s operas as extensions of the composer allowed a space for a non-normative
narrative in which issues of homosexuality, masculinity, and otherness could be
discussed.111 The operas written before the decriminalization of homosexuality in
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England specifically come under this kind of scrutiny — in scholarship and in reviews of
current productions — with the works supposedly acting as outlets through which an
open secret composer could express his feelings about his homosexuality. Philip Brett saw
the oppressing alienation that occurred in the operatic works as the result of Britten not
being able to reconcile his own homosexuality with his middle-class upbringing.112 For
Brett, this was a motivating factor for many of Britten’s works where “covert treatment of
the issues of sexuality in his music may have offered itself as a personally effective
remedy.”113 But Brett goes on to say that the operas of the 1950s and beyond move away
from the oppression narrative as postwar politics began to change the landscape for gay
artists.114 Britten’s postwar operas became even more focused on relationships and power
dynamics, a thread that runs through all four operas discussed in this dissertation. These
relationships are often uneven, and that unevenness can be seen musically and
dramatically; the audience is forced to reevaluate previously held notions of normativity
when confronted with a sonic and visual representation of something that might
undermine those notions.
One current view is that the countertenors’ supposed inherent vocal weakness acts
as a vocal representation of the unbalanced power dynamic between Oberon and
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Tytania.115 For Alina Bottez, the inability to sing high as well as loud is tantamount to an
emasculation of Oberon’s character in the face of what Bottez calls Tytania’s “virtuoso
prowess.”116 Her insistence on calling the countertenor voice a vocal emasculation is an
intriguing one: unlike the castrato who sings with considerably more power in his upper
register, the countertenor must make specific choices in regards to production, choices
that sacrifice sound for range. Singing with less force could run opposite to the
established idea of the castrato voice reflecting power. Outside of specific operatic roles,
the castrato was often equated with the type of agility found in fast instrumental passages
“entwined with the sound of a fiery allegro.”117 Castrati performed feats of bravura
singing and competed with each other, trying to surpass the other’s virtuosity. Within
opera, they could be seen as examples of hypermasculinity and hypernormativity, a
“virtual parody of maleness.”118 Both of these depictions of castrati locate their virility in
their voice, elucidating Bottez’s claim that a lack of vocal power can be equated with an
actual lack, here the absence of the phallus. But this kind of Lacanian lack has also been
leveled at castrati voices in an attempt to theorize the voice absent of the body.119
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An embodied castrato then becomes something else, something less similar to
Bottez and Feldman’s depiction and more like the countertenor Bottez describes.120
Roger Freitas refers to these embodied castrati as “emasculated protagonists,” mirroring
Bottez’s language about Oberon.121 Freitas’s castrati portray roles of power in part due to
their vocal prowess but also because of their sexual status, a “softened kind of masculinity
that was found attractive in itself and appropriate to his [the castrato’s] portrayals.”122
Perhaps the presence of a countertenor body would problematize Bottez’s concept of
countertenor-as-homosexual as she locates homosexuality solely within the voice and
what she perceives as a lack. But the idea of castrato ‘voice’ as constructed
hypermasculinity is a complex one. Still, the idea that vocal power and prowess can be
equated with regal or celestial power as well as maleness has continued beyond the
castrati. Britten, however, may have created a role that would have been more to Purcell’s
liking in regard to both volume and power. Andrew Parrott calls the type of singing
employed by Purcellian low countertenors (as well as women) “private singing,” 123 a style
that lent itself to controlled facial gestures and a certain kind of finesse. This stands in
stark contrast to the type of sound sought after from castrati while concurrently
effeminizing male singing. However, it is unclear whether or not Britten would have been
aware of this kind of singing and if it informed his casting choices.
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While the Oberon/Tytania relationship is about power, placing Oberon and
Tytania in the same range — seen most clearly at the beginning of Dream where the two
sing in unison — shows that theirs is a dynamic that is in conflict. The two move in and
out of unison, frequently singing at the octave. And while Tytania is often at the top of
her range, featuring large leaps of sixths and sometimes octaves, Oberon matches her,
melisma for melisma, leap for leap (Figure 3.9). They are on seemingly equal footing and
fight over the changeling boy using the same vocal weapons.

Figure 3.9 Act I opening duet between Oberon and Tytania

The idea of an unusually subservient party (Oberon) to a surprisingly powerful other
(Tytania) as posited by Bottez is not one that is restricted to Dream. The uneven dynamic
between male and female characters in Britten’s operas has been seen as representative of
Britten’s sexuality124; a vocally weak Oberon is another way in which a homosexual
Britten is musically unable to convey masculinity. Bottez goes even further and suggests
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that Oberon is a “typically postmodern ‘translation’ of Britten’s homosexuality.”125 While
it is problematic to map Britten onto any particular character, it is important to unpack
how this mapping came to be. Bottez is speaking specifically about Oberon’s voice,
insinuating that his inability to sing powerfully translates into some type of active
emasculation that somehow results in homosexuality. The absence of masculinity here is
equal not just to some abstract nonnormativity or asexuality but specifically to
homosexuality. Like Bottez, Brett does not see Oberon as a character that displays
power.126 But Brett’s connection of Oberon to the castrato seems to stand in stark
contrast with Feldman’s hypermasculine figure. Instead, Oberon is “unmanly” and his
lack of vocal power further distances him from masculinity of any kind where “[the]
falsetto seems profoundly perverse: a freakish side-show.”127 The perversion alluded to by
Brett moves beyond the unhumanness described by critics to something more complex:
“squeaking in a falsetto voice, the emasculated, misogynistic, boy-desiring Oberon is almost
literally a figure of the closet.”128 This characterization could be easily applied to Peter
Quint (The Turn of the Screw). Quint’s masculinity is far less nebulous but like Oberon, he
occupies a realm separate from humans — the liminal space between the living and the
dead — and is also often reduced to a disembodied voice, perhaps an acousmêtre. These
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parallels were not lost on reviewers.129 And like Oberon, Quint too has someone with
whom he must battle, both dramatically and vocally. Quint and the Governess fight over
Miles as Oberon and Tytania fight over the changeling and in their duet, Quint and the
Governess sing over top each other, their voices in similar ranges and in unison at the
octave. Perhaps this is where the parallels end; Quint’s battle is with the Governess, but
he is only heard by Miles. To Miles and Miss Jessel (and, terrifyingly, to the Governess
and the audience) Quint is seductive and alluring. His connection to any specific type of
masculinity is unknown but he appeals to someone. Seymour suggests that Oberon’s
inhuman nature highlights the distance between Oberon and the other characters as well
as the audience.130 Being seduced by Quint is part of the horror — a horror that is
attached to some kind of sexual agency. This is quite different from a voice that is
(supposedly) consistently undermined and distanced for most of the opera. Oberon’s
threat comes from the indeterminacy of his sexual agency, demonstrated, in one aspect,
through the seeming absence of power in his voice. There could be a connection to
Oberon’s sexual interdeterminancy to then-existing ideas about homosexuality as an
unnatural performance of sexuality, also viewed as threatening. Brett also notes that the
role of Oberon is far removed from the tenors of the nineteenth century — characterized
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by their newly-found ability to sing forcefully — possibly the peak of operatic
hypermasculinity.131
Britten’s homosexuality (supposedly) hampered more than just his male
characters. If the connection between Britten’s sexuality and his compositional choices is
to be believed, then it extended to all characters within his operas that functioned in nonnormative ways. Under this hermeneutical umbrella, his female characters had no musical
agency, his male characters were patently unmasculine, and his normative lovers were
incapable of portraying realistic heteronormative passion or romance.132 These depictions
were all attributed to specific musical elements but as with Oberon, many of the attacks
leveled at male characters were related to the voice. Bottez’s vocal power binary between
Oberon and Tytania not only exists through the idea that Oberon has a weakened voice
but that it pales in comparison to the intensity of Tytania’s.
Patricia Howard remarks that the relationship between Tytania and Oberon shifts
throughout the opera with Oberon wielding power over Tytania but only through his
ability to constrain Tytania’s passages.133 As the opera continues, Tytania loses the
musical and dramatic footing that is first displayed in her Act I duet and is made a fool of
and outwitted by Oberon, both in her enchanted dalliance with Bottom and in her loss of
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the changeling boy. Brett sees Tytania’s music in relation to Oberon and Bottom as a
kind of musical misogyny, leveled at her throughout Acts II and III.134 In the first act at
rehearsal 10, Oberon and Tytania’s duet is framed by a motive made up of a falling third,
moving from Gs down to Fs and ending in E, outlining a 3-2-1 descent in E major, the
dominant of the passage’s key, A major (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10 The “fell and wrath” motive

The motive appears in the timpani over two measures, rolled and pedaled down on one
drum. It eventually becomes condensed to a quarter note tied to an eighth followed by
two eighths (or a dotted quarter followed by an eighth and a quarter for the voice parts). I
have named the motive the “fell and wrath” motive and the text is no coincidence. The
fairies are remarking on Oberon and Tytania’s entrance, reminding the audience that
“Oberon is passing fell and wrath/Because that she, as her attendant, hath/A lovely boy
stolen from an Indian King,/And jealous Oberon would have the child.” Come to stand
for Oberon’s anger, the motive appears even when he is chiding Puck for his mistakes
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with the Lovers. This motive frames the contention between Oberon and Tytania, shown
in the increased frequency of the motive in the aforementioned eight bar passage. Brett
even goes so far as the call the motive an “ostinato to their quarrel.”135
When Oberon and Tytania sing together again, here in Act III, Oberon begins to
take pity on Tytania — easily achieved as Oberon is already in possession of the
changeling — and restores Tytania from the dream that was her interspecies love affair.
Tytania’s first words outline the fell and wrath motive, mirroring the horns a measure
before (Figure 3.11). As Tytania and Oberon continue to sing to each other, the motive
is transformed, now as G – F – Eb after Tytania’s scalar ascent to Eb on the word “ass,”
surely to highlight Oberon’s involvement in the entire affair. The motive conforms after
Oberon sings on a repeated Eb (“Here lies your love,” “Silence, a while.”) pulling Tytania
into the key of Eb which is acting as the dominant for an outlined Ab major. Oberon
continues throughout this scene to sing on a repeated Eb especially at crucial moments
where he is reconciling with Tytania (“come my Queen, take hands with me.”) while
Tytania is confined to short outbursts that do not span more than a fifth and are centered
around Eb.
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Figure 3.11 Tytania mimicking the “fell and wrath” motive, Act III

It is easy to see why Bottez might call this moment an emasculation while Brett sees it as
the encroaching of patriarchal power; although Tytania is singing in her upper register,
sonically dominating the space, Oberon’s ostinato is unwavering, powerful, and seems to
control everything around it, bending the orchestra and Tytania into a new key area. Eb is
the key area most associated with Oberon’s power: Oberon’s instructions to Puck both in
the casting of the spell on the Lovers and on its removal are centered around Eb, often
featuring that same ostinato present in Oberon and Tytania’s Act III duet. E is also a
powerful key area for Oberon as well and his vacillating between the two frames much of
the music that takes place in the wood. This E/Eb binary shapes not only Oberon’s music
but the entire soundscape of the wood. Key area juxtaposition in operas was one way that
Britten could structure a large scale work, using both key areas to represent specific
dramatic and conceptual elements and their relationship to one another.
These conflicting depictions of vocal agency further the idea of the countertenor
as a source of disruption in Dream. Beyond the surface-level complaints of critics is
something more pervasive that permeates every aspect of Oberon’s performance. Britten’s
ability to highlight psychological power struggles within relationships vocally and
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musically, as seen in the music of Oberon and Tytania, uncovers something far more
essential about voice than perhaps even Britten was aware.

***

The reviews for Dream can provide some idea of the fascination the press and
audiences had for the unusual presentation of the countertenor voice and body. It may
pale in comparison to the obsession surrounding the castrati of the seventeenth century,
but it speaks to power of the unnatural. Deller’s sound as a countertenor was not
unknown in the world of early music performance and though there were times when he
received pushback in regard to the nature of his voice, the sound was understood as
suitably anachronistic, a lost voice from an age long ago. But to see the towering, athletic
Deller on the tiny stage of Jubilee Hall clumsily moving about while unable to project in
his highest registers may have initially been a step too far for those who witnessed it.
Even replacing Deller with Russell Oberlin and Greystan Burgess did not remedy the
shock that came with a man singing in a high register to vaguely foreign-sounding music.
Oberon is indeed an unnatural and cold character, distanced from the world of men.
Britten’s ability to highlight Oberon’s nature — not through dramatic action but by
essentializing it — made it more believable, so much so that Deller was lost within it. The
language used to describe the reactions to Oberon also sheds light on how people react,
even still, to non-normative depictions of masculinity and the male body. The desire to
resort to the language of the inhuman — language that is reminiscent of depictions of gay
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men as unnatural — may suggest an inability to perceive multiple performances of
masculinity and gender. Dream premiering in 1960 is a reminder that although ideas
around gender and sexuality would change, that this change — for Britons and listeners
of opera — was still on the horizon.
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Chapter 4: Queer Choices: The Political as Phantasmagoria in Owen
Wingrave

I don’t believe you can express social or political or economic theories in music.
- Benjamin Britten, New York Sun, 14 April 1940

Almost fifty years after its premiere, Owen Wingrave continues to be one of the
most under-researched works in Britten’s corpus. In that time, there has been little
consensus on what the story is about or what it accomplishes as a piece of musical theatre
written for the medium of television. Given the source material’s overtly pacifist theme,
Britten’s own personal history, and the political events that occurred both during the
conception and premiere of the opera, it was originally believed to be an anti-militarist
manifesto. During the wave of new Britten scholarship in the 1990s, the work was
revisited, reanalyzed, and declared a “coming-out” story, emphasizing the danger of the
closet, literally and figuratively.1 Both of these modes of analysis are somewhat
anachronistic; they are representative of scholarly factions dictating the need for a specific
type of reading. Danielle Ward-Griffin calls attention to these limited discussions of
Wingrave by scholars: “instead of considering issues of production or reception, the focus
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is entirely on how the text and the music reinforces well-known tropes about Britten.”2
However, when considered outside of the focus of several anti-war movements in the
1970s, Britten’s relationship to pacifism, and the queer reclamation of Britten scholarship
in the 1990s and early 2000s, Wingrave can be read as a composite work, complicated by
the desire to be both political and psychological.
Premiered on 16 May 1971, Wingrave was the result of intense collaboration;
Britten returned to librettist Myfanwy Piper with whom he had worked on The Turn of
the Screw, another ghostly tale by Henry James. Contemporaneously, collaboration was
taking place between Britten, the BBC, and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU).
The product that emerged was an opera made for television, simultaneously broadcast to
thirteen different networks across Europe and North America, telling the story of a
young man who chose pacifism and peace over the will of his family, his ancestors, and
his country. Though the frame of the story was a supernatural one, it was mostly received
as a psychological tale that grappled with the repercussions of war and pacifism. For
many, this was a bold statement during the peak of the Vietnam War, compellingly
reflecting its time and the geopolitical moment.3 And as a result, both at the time of the
premiere and subsequently, critics and scholars have assessed the work’s success through
the frame of pacifism. But the story’s ending, one that finds the main character dead
suspiciously after sleeping in a haunted room, found many left wanting. How could this
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opera be a story about the power of peace over war if the pacifist protagonist dies
seemingly at the hands of his warlike ancestors? The answer to that question has often
been that the opera was just not good: not good in telling its story, not good in reaching
its end goal, and not good at being a fleshed-out work. Owen’s death at the end of the
opera marked a defeat for an idealistic type of pacifism, one ill-suited for its time. Some
later scholars would reinterpret this failure through other narrative structures, possibly as
a way to make the ending make sense. Perhaps, due to a supposed inability to make
Wingrave seem successful due to its controversial ending, the opera has not received a
great deal of scholarship.4
The fixation on pacifism is, in part, hermeneutical and partly temporal. Britten’s
status as conscientious objector during World War II has figured largely both in the
contemporaneous and current-day readings of Wingrave. And the decision to choose this
story at this moment — the late 1960s and early 70s — seems to reflect the uproarious
feeling of its age, one of protest, rebellion, and nonviolence. I do believe that those
readings are important, and, in this chapter, I discuss how different countries respond to
Wingrave based on their relationship to then-current geopolitical conflicts. Additionally,
the social climate in the United Kingdom at this time may have provided Britten with the
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personal freedom to embrace a work that so reflected a once-looked down upon personal
belief (just as that same climate would allow Britten the freedom to write his final opera,
Death in Venice). The element that has been missing from analyses, however, is Britten
and Piper’s interpretation of James’s motivating force in the story: not pacifism, but
temperament. James’s story is one of uncontrolled emotions in the face of militaristic
stoicism. James’s ghosts are not otherworldly beings but rather specters of empire and
undead patriarchal and paternalistic power.5 The traces of James remain throughout the
libretto and visual and dramatic elements of the opera. From the very beginning — in
Piper’s libretto notebooks6 to the final product — James’s story of militant stoicism versus
emotional excess are visible. And while the tragic ending still remains a bleak
commentary on the power of the past, through the framework of temperament, the
ending is a successful one. This chapter examines how Britten was able to accomplish
multiple goals within this one work: retaining elements of the original story but
obfuscating them by focusing on the supernatural as well as leaning heavily on the tale’s
pacifist aspects. Britten was able to create a work that freely espoused his own beliefs as a
conscientious objector and lifelong pacifist while leaving enough room for interpretation
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by various audiences. Instead of creating a work with a defiant and clear statement like
his previous pacifist work, the War Requiem (1962), Britten engaged with something far
murkier and deeply psychological.

“The Largest Opera in the World”: Making Owen Wingrave

After the success of the BBC broadcast of Billy Budd (11 December 1966, dir.
Basil Coleman), Britten suggested a continued filming collaboration resulting in the
television films The Burning Fiery Furnace (20 June 1966, dir. Colin Graham) and
Workshop (12 November 1967, dir. Tony Palmer), a film about the recording of The
Burning Fiery Furnace for Decca Records. These projects strengthened the idea of
approaching the composer for a composition, one specifically created for the medium of
television. An opera for television written by Britten was something that had been
discussed internally at the BBC for several years before Wingrave; In 1963, the BBC were
discussing the possibility of commissioning a large-scale musical work from Britten to
commemorate the tenth anniversary of Eurovision television broadcasting in 1964. And
according to a letter to Cedric Messina in 1964, Head of Opera Lionel Salter mentioned
that “we have been trying since 1954 to persuade him to do one [a television opera].”7
However, it was not until 1966 that Britten agreed on a project, one that would fit in
with the BBC’s desire to program more opera on television8 as well as replicate the EBU’s
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“Largest Theatre in the World” program series, begun in 1962.9 In a letter to Gerald
Savory, Joanna Spicer (Assistant Controller of Planning and Television Planning Chair)
mentioned that it was the success of Billy Budd in 1966 that finally convinced Britten to
accept their commission:
The possibility of a BBC commission arose most fortunately out of his [Britten]
appreciation of the production of Billy Budd. The BBC had also been in support of
an EBU commission to Britten, a hope which had been nurtured for some years.10

Savory (Head of Plays, Drama, and Television) was also excited by the success of Billy
Budd and wrote a letter to Britten in December 1966 proposing an “original operatic
work for television,” with the Wakefield Mystery Plays as the possible material.11 Savory
also mentions in the letter that he knows about Britten meeting Messina later that week.
Though Philip Reed and Mervyn Cooke mention that the meeting between Messina and
Britten was not recorded in Britten’s diary,12 Britten did write back to Savory saying that
he “much look[ed] forward to discussing a new operatic project with Messina on Sunday
and I am sure we shall find easy agreement about the subject.”13 While the Wakefield
Mystery Plays were still being discussed as the possible source material for this new
television opera, there were logistical issues involving the Musician’s Union. James’s
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“Owen Wingrave” had also been mentioned as a possible choice and it was a story that
Britten had been interested in setting since 1954.14 In 1967, Britten decided on Wingrave
and signed a contract that paid him £10,000 for the global television rights — the most
ever awarded to a composer for a television commission — that he immediately gave to
the fund for the rebuilding of the Maltings at Snape that had burned down the year prior.
Myfanwy Piper began work on the first libretto draft in March 1968 and her
notebooks show an acute focus on the militaristic aspects of the original story and how to
translate them into the opera.15 James’s notebooks were first published in 1955 and it is
likely Piper consulted them in the preparation of her libretto. It is in James’s notebooks
that he began to sketch out the idea that would become “Owen Wingrave”:
I see in it [Marbot’s memoirs] the glimmer of an idea for a small subject, though only
dimly and confusedly—the subject, or rather the idea, of a brave soldierly act — an
act of heroism — done in the very effort to evade all the ugly and brutal part of the
religion, the sacrifice, and winning (in a tragic death?) the reward of gallantry—
winning it from the apparitional ancestor.16
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James was fascinated by the memoirs of Marcelin Marbot, a general at the Battle of
Waterloo, published in 1891. Piper also looked to Marbot often as well as other sources
in order to both gain insight on how to talk about war, soldiering, and “the joy of
entering battle.”17 Britten spent some of this time composing Wingrave in Venice where
he was also working on the third and final Church Parable, The Prodigal Son. The
retelling of this biblical story shares some similarities with Wingrave, namely the idea of a
young man turning against a father figure with grave consequences. In his Wingrave
analysis, Arnold Whittall further connects the two works by pointing out the similarities
in musical material.18 Britten’s 1966 sketchbook contained musical bits that would be
fleshed out in later works such as The Prodigal Son and the Second Cello Suite and
Whittall concentrates on what he calls the “wedge-shaped motive” that emerges in
Owen’s ‘peace’ aria. The likeness between that motive and the music around the text
“Abandon your childhood/Quiet days must end/Go out into the mad world,” leads
Whittall to the conclusion that the motive’s appearance in Wingrave might further the
break between Owen and his family:
It does not require great psychological insight to sense some connection between the
friendless prodigal son of the Bible and family-defying Owen Wingrave … we could
suggest that the wedge-shaped idea embodies not only the inexorable judgement of
the Wingrave family but also Owen’s desire for escape, his intention to put Paramore
behind him for good.19
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But unlike the eponymous protagonist of The Prodigal Son, there was to be no
reconciliation for Owen and the Wingraves. It would take Owen’s death for his family to
realize the destructive nature of their actions, solidified in Sir Philip’s exclamation “My
boy!” after discovering Owen’s body in the haunted room.20 In October 1969, Britten had
completed the composition draft of the first act and after writingx the second act in early
1970 while at Wolfsgarten, the German home of the Prince and Princess of Hesse,
Britten finished the composition draft of the opera. The vocal score was finished and
received by the BBC in May and the full score would be completed three months later.
Ward-Griffin discusses how a key problem of Wingrave analysis is the inability to
see the opera as both “product” and “document.”21 The complicated relationship that
surrounds the classification of Wingrave as a work is not limited to Wingrave, but one
that surrounds television opera as a whole. Ward-Griffin as well as Jennifer Barnes
discuss the idea of “Television Opera,” that could mean an opera shown on television or
an opera on stage on television, versus television opera, or “new opera composition for
television.”22 The television production of Owen Wingrave is not just an instantiation of
the opera but is the opera. As such, the choices made regarding the stage production —
staging, camera angles, lighting — should be considered as part of the compositional
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process. Documents from the BBC and the Britten-Pears Library disclose that not only
was the production being thought of in this way by Britten, but that many of the
televisual choices both came from him and had a direct correlation to points in the
score.23 Britten has often discussed his relationship with recorded media and his works,
specifically in regard to his operas.24 Though he often showed disdain for both television
and studio recordings of his work, he would later regard many of them — the Decca War
Requiem studio recording, for example — as the official, canonical version of the work. In
a letter dated 12 November 1969, Britten wrote to BBC Director-General Charles
Curran about the BBC production of Peter Grimes filmed earlier that year:
I was very happy to get your letter about the T.V. Peter Grimes. Thank you so much
for writing so warmly. Of course, many of us were new boys at this medium, there
were certainly moments of inexperience. But I am delighted to have a record of how I
want the piece to be done, & I am immensely grateful to the BBC for having given
me this opportunity.25

It is possible that this conversation was mere pleasantry on Britten’s part, but it does
speak to two things: Britten’s long-standing inclination to have authoritative versions of
his work and the ability for that version to exist within a specific mediated performance
— a recording or a specific stage production — rather than in the score alone.
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In Britten’s composition drafts as well as his edits of Piper’s libretto drafts, there
are instances where he has made reference to certain ideas and techniques that he wished
to see in the production for certain moments in the score. For the Hyde Park scene in
Act I (Scene 2), Britten wrote in the margins of his February 1970 composition sketch:
“the Horse Guards are translated into a view of battle, blood, and death,”26 a marking
that would remain in the score, though the word “view” would be changed to “vision.”
This particular scene became one of great consternation for Britten as the image
conveyed by both Britten and Piper seemed unrealizable by the BBC. During an
interview with Jennifer Barnes, Piper insisted upon what had been the feasibility of the
Horse Guards scene, where from three different vantage points, the characters as well as
the audience would see the cavalry at Whitehall Palace transformed into a violent, chaotic
battlefield (Figure 4.1a and b). Initially, as described in the libretto draft, Coyle, Miss
Wingrave, and Owen are all reacting to the same event from different locations: “The
television people assured me it was possible. Otherwise, I would have never written the
scene in that way.”27 Unable to shoot such a scene and without pre-filmed material
suitable for insertion, a film crew was sent to Aldershot to film the Royal Military Police
on horseback, dressed as soldiers from the nineteenth century.
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Figure 4.1a The Royal Horse Guards at Whitehall Palace (The Household Division, British Army
Regiment)

Figure 4.1b The “Horse Guards,” (Royal Mounted Police, Aldershot), Act I, scene 2.
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This drastically changed the framing for this scene in the television production; Miss
Wingrave and Owen are no longer looking at the Horse Guards on parade.28 And instead
of the line “See them fall!/Strike and be struck!” referring to the transformed vision of a
bloody battle, the production introduced what Barnes calls a “blood curtain,” a
“translucent red liquid superimposed on a close-up of Owen’s face,” re-framing the vision
into “an internal one, the red liquid a device to illustrate a psychological state.”29 This is
accentuated by Owen’s stare, direct to the camera almost breaking the fourth wall, on the
following line, “Glory? An illusion.” (Figure 4.2)
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Figure 4.2 The “blood curtain,” Act I, scene 2.

In June 1970, the vocal scores had been completed and Britten was working on
the full orchestral score, which would not be completed until the end of the year. When
the BBC received the vocal scores, they learned of the offstage boys’ choir for the Act II
Ballad but also that “the major surprise that has emerged from delivery of the completed
work is the very large number of short scenes which involve a change of set and change of
costume.”30 Britten mentioned the need for these short scenes in Wingrave in an
interview with Donald Mitchell in 1969, a year before the vocal scores were completed.31
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On 8 March 1971, in preparation for the broadcast in May, John Culshaw (BBC Head
of Music Programming and liaison between Britten and the BBC) joined Britten, Pears,
Myfanwy and John Piper, and others from the BBC at the Maltings to screen a playback
of Wingrave. Britten was not satisfied with the production, and as he owned the
television rights, he threatened to withhold the opera from broadcast unless suitable
changes were made. This resulted in a letter drafted by Culshaw to the BBC with Britten
and Culshaw’s observations and recommendations.32 These recommendations range from
the flags used in the first and second Interludes in Act I to the opening portrait scene to
sound levels and fades in Act II. Additionally, questions about other aspects of the
playback were also presented. Writing in a separate internal memo, Culshaw raised the
issue of the interval between the two acts, a space that was required by BBC-2:
The question comes up of what to provide in this interval. Most definitely it must
not be music. C.BBC-2 felt that silence was unsuitable and I agree. As it is not a
public performance we do not want “rhubarb” noises. My idea is that we have a sort
of Grandfather clock tick that is slow and heavy, which could be interrupted by a
warning bell at one minute.33

It is unclear if the clock chime was finally used during the interval but Culshaw’s
insistence on sound instead of silence brings the final credits into sharp contrast.34 As the
sound fades out at the end of the opera — a modification suggested by Britten in the
letter drafted after the 8 March playback —the screen fades to black where the audience
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is presented with almost three and a half minutes of credits, with alternating backgrounds
of a black screen and various shots of armor and the Wingrave family crest. Barnes argues
that those credits cannot be considered as part of the work because they were removed
when Wingrave was rebroadcast in 1993.35 However, in the internal memo, Culshaw
makes it very clear that the timing of the opera is 108 minutes, not counting the imposed
four-minute interval from BBC-2, bringing the total run time to 112 minutes.36 That 108
minutes includes three and a half minutes for the credits.37 And in the discussions around
the end of the opera in the months of March and April, those credits were more than just
a way to show the audience who was involved in the work. The letter written after the
playback from Britten and Culshaw as well as Culshaw’s internal BBC memos at the final
stages of production show that every element that took place during the broadcast could
be, and perhaps should be, considered part of the work. Jeremy Tambling believes that
the silence in the credits represents an uncertainty “in the composer about the status of
Owen’s death.”38 The use of silence in the credits can provide tantalizing insight into
understanding the work as a whole but it is necessary to see the credits as part of the
work, again as product and document.
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The suggested changes were made, adding more time and cost to the overall
filming (BBC documents put the total cost for Britten’s requested alterations at
£10,200),39 but all at the BBC seemed pleased with the final result, as evinced in a letter
to Britten from BBC-2 Controller Robin Scott after the premiere:
I hope that you are as pleased as we are with the final result on the screen of the
production of Owen Wingrave. I hope you will have felt that the re-making of the
Portrait sequence and the two Flag sequences was well worth the extra effort and that
it went part way, if not all the way, to meeting your and our reservations about these
visual issues.40

All of these changes highlight the ways in which Britten was thinking filmicly,
connecting appropriate imagery to key musical moments in the opera. Not all of Britten’s
visual ideas for the unfamiliar medium of a television opera were implementable, but his
insistence upon writing for the medium and working with collaborators who could best
manipulate that medium, presents an alternative in favor of understanding Wingrave the
television opera as ‘the work.’ Doing so gives the visual and televisual aspects of the
production equal compositional status alongside the music and the text. A possible result
of analyzing the opera in this way is the ability to use everything presented, not just what
is in the score, to explain the dramatic and narrative motivation behind the story.
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A Curious Heritage: Paramore and the Fantastical

“Indeed it is a place for ghosts.”
- Myfanwy Piper, Wingrave libretto notebook

After the decision to use Wingrave as the subject material for the BBC/EBU
commission was made in 1967, Cedric Messina (BBC Head of Plays and Drama) and
Joanna Spicer (BBC Assistant Controller, Television) prepared a statement for the EBU
on the project. In the initial statement, prepared from a phone conversation between the
two, the synopsis states that after Owen returns to Paramore and is accused of cowardice
by Kate, he “retires for the night to a room which is said to be haunted -- and is found
dead.”41 In a subsequent letter to Spicer, Messina noted that “the story synopsis which
you mentioned seemed to me a little dull,” and contained a revised version.42 Messina’s
revised synopsis was much closer to the James story and the majority of the changes were
related to the end of the opera and Owen’s fate:
[…] as a test, the girl taunts him into spending a night in the haunted room -haunted by the violence of one of his ancestors. Although he has already spent a
night there and emerged unharmed, he accepts the challenge. In the morning he is
found dead.43

This synopsis, as pitched to the EBU, is important for several reasons, specifically
because of how it differs from the final story. This memo was drafted and sent off a year
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before Britten and Piper began work on the libretto for Wingrave, in which they would
deviate notably from the original story. This revision in the internal synopsis, however, is
mirrored later in a question posed in Piper’s first libretto notebook where she asks “why,
in the story had Owen already spent a night there without disaster?”44 It is this change,
among others, that may provide insight into many of the most contested aspects of this
opera. These modifications fit into this chapter’s larger narrative surrounding the possible
misreading of the opera’s story and its goal as a work over the past forty years. The
integration of documents that were not previously available to scholars paired with an
analysis centered around the Act II Ballad scene and its musical, dramatic, and filmic
elements are key to this re-interpretation of Wingrave.
In order to discuss a new interpretation of Wingrave that moves away from the
surface level readings of pacifism or the more hermeneutical readings of Britten-aspacifist/homosexual/outsider, it is necessary to examine both the connections to and
deviations from the original story by James. Similar to Britten’s previous foray into
Jamesian territory, The Turn of the Screw (1956), elements previously thought ambiguous
were made certain while other narrative aspects became muddled and unclear. Britten
mentioned on various occasions that Wingrave was to be understood as a companionpiece to Screw, despite the fifteen-year gap between the two works.45 Just as with Screw,
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Britten and Piper once again decided that the ghosts of James’s “Wingrave” were real and
were acting with real agency. In the short story, the presence of any ghost is severely
underplayed. We are told that Colonel Wingrave, Owen’s great-great grandfather, is
“sometimes seen … in the room where he was found dead.”46 This is the only reference in
the story to a (possibly) visible ghost, far from the hall-wandering spirit of Britten’s opera.
In “The Saloon,” James’s adaptation of “Wingrave” for the stage, Owen tells Coyle that
he’s “started all the old ghosts…the very portraits glower at me from the walls. There’s
one in particular — on the second landing of the big staircase— that fairly stirs on the
canvas, that just heaves as if to get at me, when I pass up and down.”47 This particular
section was marked up by Britten in his copy of the play including the word “Legend”
written and underlined on the top of this page.48 While Owen refers to “ghosts” here, the
reference seems more metaphorical than real. And even if one were to favor a more
fantastical reading, the only portrait that is truly animated for Owen is the portrait of his
great-great grandfather at the bottom of the stairs. In the short story, Colonel Wingrave
is the only ghost mentioned; there is no spirit of the Colonel’s son wandering with him.
Much of the criticism of the James when it was first published was around its inability to
function as a proper ghost story. Virginia Woolf issued a damning rebuke of the story in
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her essay on James’s supernatural tales noting that Owen is “knocked on the head by the
ghost of an ancestor [where] a stable bucket in a dark corridor would have done better.”49
She goes on to mention that the power of James’s “ghosts” in his stories, including
“Wingrave,” is not their verisimilitude but in their lack of it; their ability to be more
psychological in nature rather than paranormal gives them power:
Henry James’s ghosts have nothing in common with the violent old ghosts — the
blood-stained sea captains, the white horses, the headless ladies of dark lanes and
windy commons. They have their origins with us.50

In reading the retelling of the father-son story, one might think the son an afterthought,
the impetus to much more important actions, rather than one half of a tragic narrative.
The comparison of Wingrave to The Turn of the Screw regarding dynamics between adults
and children is a relationship that exists in Britten, less so in James. For James, the
relationship between children and adults is about power, namely, the possibility of an
inversion of power. Many of James’s novels and short stories prominently feature children
— What Maisie Knew and Daisy Miller — but the most well-known is The Turn of the
Screw. But as Britten’s retelling of that story revolves around the corruption of innocence,
James’s story is about the inability to be sure of who is in control: “who is the seducer and
who the seduced, or for that matter, who is the child and who the adult.”51 A possible
motive for the inclusion of the boy as well as the ghosts in general in the opera could be
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to create the frame through which the audience understands Owen’s struggle and fate.
The story of the Colonel and his son could be seen as one instance constantly repeating
through time, being replayed in the struggle between Owen and Sir Philip. One of the
main motives in the opera (and to some extent, the short story) is the concept of
repetition, doubling, and mirroring. Piper attests to this in her “questions for
consideration” in her first libretto notebook, noting that “since there is an enormous
amount of repetition in the story, it could be best to emphasize this.”52 For example, the
scene where Sir Philip confronts Owen and disinherits him in Act II mirrors the scene
between the Colonel and the boy during the Ballad scene. And just as we can see what
happens in the would-be haunted room through the translucent image of a door, we can
(over)hear the conversation between Sir Philip and Owen, peeking through the dialogue
of the other characters.
The repetition represents Paramore trying to correct the errors of the past, as if
the house were stuck in a loop.53 In the James, Owen’s ancestors are unnamed though
Mrs. Coyle “declared that his [Colonel Wingrave’s] descendant Sir Philip was so
wonderfully like him.”54 Britten and Piper intensify that connection by naming the
Colonel and the boy Philip and Owen respectively. By naming the ancestors in this way
(names that are only referenced at the beginning of the opera during the portraits scene;
never sung and only seen), Britten makes that link before we ever hear the Ballad or the
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conflict between Sir Philip and Owen later on in the opera. It is important to note that
the only way the audience has access to this naming-as-repetition is visually. The Prelude
that opens Act I provides a substantial amount of foregrounding, establishing musical
and dramatic motives that help gird the opera. This naming helps tie together all of the
elements of repetition that motivate the opera. The decision to name each portrait and
show the names as titles during the Prelude was both last-minute and a decision on
which Britten insisted. In John Culshaw’s 15 March 1971 letter to the BBC following
the playback of Wingrave at the Maltings, he writes:
Mr. Britten’s observations on the [Act I] sequence as it stands were as follows: He
feels, and I agree with him, that each portrait should be identified, and Mrs. Piper is
currently researching appropriate names and dates for the Wingrave family … Plain
white sub-titles would be obtrusive and unattractive so we seem to need some sort of
identification panel which might run across the bottom quarter of the frame and
change according to the picture.55

As the audience follows along the historical sequence of Wingrave portraits, we see that
Owen and Philip are common family names, often in sequence. The very first portrait of
the first Wingrave ancestor is of Owain Wynegrave (c. 1536) followed by the first Sir
Philip. The recurrence of these Owens and Philips emphasizes both the struggle between
two ontological factions, the obedient and the deviant, and Paramore’s psychical control
over the Wingrave family. While James’s short story focuses around the duty of family on
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a large scale — there is much more emphasis on some of Owen’s more recent relatives —
Britten narrows that focus from familial to paternal.56
The Father-Son narrative described in the Ballad is a frequent topic in Britten
scholarship; relationships structured around unequal power dynamics, especially regarding
young male figures, are common tropes in Britten’s operas.57 The Son in Wingrave is
perhaps the most powerful and clear example of young boy-as-innocent in any of
Britten’s works and perhaps mirrors Britten himself best, as well.58 But in the operas in
which this dynamic exists, it is not always clear who wields the power. More often than
not, that power is transferrable: Aschenbach and Tadzio, Miles and the Governess (and
Peter Quint), Elizabeth and Essex. In the Ballad, we see complete control over the Son
by the Father, to the point of the Son’s death. But in death, the Father is bound with the
Son in ghostly permanence, forced to walk the halls of Paramore “forever in each other’s
company.”59
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Owen continues to confuse the narrative further when the Ballad slips out of the
past and back into the present. The overlapping of Owen’s voice and the Narrator’s acts
as a type of aural fade, relocating the listener, as the Ballad begins the second act. But just
as the visual fade has a type of visible fuzz, so does the aural one, obscuring bits and
pieces while conflating others. We do not hear, clearly at least, the last line of the
Narrator: “They found him lifeless on the ground/of that same room without a wound,”60
which perhaps might be tactical on Britten’s part. In Piper’s second libretto notebook, she
devoted a large section to sketching out the text for the Ballad.61 What is most notable is
that the lines “They found him lifeless on the ground/lifeless without wound or blow”
were originally the first two lines in the last stanza of the Ballad when it returns at the
very end of the opera after Owen’s death.62 In the notebook, those two lines are crossed
out and replaced with “There was a boy, a Wingrave born/A Wingrave born to face his
foe,” recalling the opening of the Ballad at the beginning of Act II.63 Changing that line
creates a huge narrative shift in the story, once again connecting Owen back to the boy.
But the end of the Ballad is still unclear about Owen’s relationship to his ancestors.
When Coyle asks Owen about the death of the son, Owen replies “The blow was
justified!/Wingraves do not refuse to fight…ever.”64 At first glance, this may seem like
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condemnation of his family’s martial history but throughout the opera, Owen is
constantly framed (by Coyle and others) as a fighter. Owen goes on to say that even the
boy has “the Wingrave look,” a horrible, menacing visage that is inherited throughout the
generations.65 But most curiously is the line that follows; as Coyle presses him, Owen
exclaims that “He was my ancestor in ev’ry sense./For me it is not the past, but now,
renewed with ev’ry thought and breath.”66 It might be assumed that the “he” referred to
by Owen was the boy but it is uncertain. We see Owen and Coyle step away from the
double portrait into the darkness of the unlit hallway, and Owen responds with that line
only after Coyle mentions “the legend of the house,” not the boy, specifically. The
presence of the now-changed lines in the Ballad points to a general confusion and
conflation of the Father-Son relationship for both Owen and the audience; a confusion
that lives on within the text and the music of the second act.

Visualizing the Past: Henry James, Militarism, and Temperament

For Owen, the tragedy is not just the death of the boy but the death of both the
boy and his father. In the Peace Aria, as Owen speaks to the ghosts, he says to them:
“Tell the old man/tell your fearful father/your fate and his no longer frighten me.”67 The
tragedy is the inability of his family to escape its militaristic ways, a tragedy that is relived
both in himself and in the presence of the ghosts that walk the halls. This then removes
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the connection between Owen and the young boy as pacifist outliers and sees them as
part of a larger familial struggle stretched out over centuries. If then, the opera does not
make a direct correlation between Owen and his young ancestor, why has the reading of
Owen-as-Son become a hinge around which discussions of the opera center?68 This
understanding of Owen in relation to the fate of the son, rather than to the fate of both
the son and the father, may be perhaps the result of a desire on the part of critics and
analysts alike to tidy up the Jamesian messiness of the story. The ending of Screw also
presents a similar messiness as reconfigured by Britten; the audience is left wondering
what lead to Miles’s death and what role he played in his demise. But unlike Screw,
Wingrave is not as murky. The presence of the Peace Aria, a moment that is so musically
and dramatically clear and triumphant, seems to leave no space for the ambiguity of the
psychological and psychical, specifically that of a centuries-old familial struggle with
unchecked passions and a Gothic home that stands as the representation of unshaken
militaristic stoicism. Removing this narrative may seem as a destabilization of the
structure the Peace Aria provides towards the end of the second act. However, a more
integrated analysis may support an argument for instability and ambiguity rather than
definitiveness and acuity.
In order to decenter the interpretation of Owen-as-Son, it is necessary to assess
the opera’s visual and dramatic aspects as well as the musical and textual. As the opera
was made specifically with the medium of television (film) in mind, the cinematographic
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choices — representative of Britten’s wishes as well as co-directors Brian Large and Colin
Graham — should be understood as dramatic choices on par with the text and the music.
Throughout this chapter, I discuss visual elements that occur throughout the opera but
here I will focus on how the visual choices employed throughout Wingrave confuse this
connection between Owen and his ancestors. I believe the Ballad scene in particular
provides the strongest visual clues to a fresh reading of the opera’s narrative.
The Ballad scene that opens Act II is visually marked as temporally distant from
the main story through the use of sepia tones and slow motion, evoking an almost
dreamlike state. The scene cuts between shots of the action (the boy and his playmate,
the boy with his father, etc) and various shots of the Wingrave coat of arms that occur
during the refrain “Trumpet blow, trumpet blow/Paramore shall welcome woe,” until we
see the father and son enter the fated room. At first, this evokes the scene in the BBC
production of Billy Budd, filmed five years prior, where the action moves to behind a
closed door. However, instead of the action being hidden from view, the shot of the door
uses a partial dissolve where the door and what is behind the door can be seen
simultaneously. The moment of this double shot, of hiddenness and visibility, coincides
with the only musical change that happens throughout the Ballad; here the boys’ choir
takes up the verses in the stanza (“There was a boy, a Wingrave born”) singing it in half
time, while the Narrator, marked parlante in the score, describes the moment when the
father kills his son (Figure 4.3). For this brief moment, the “trumpet blow” figure is lost
and supplanted with an inverted melodic line that sinks down to an Eb. The music then
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returns to its original arrangement, with the Narrator singing the main melody of the
ballad and the chorus singing the refrain, as we see the father strike the son.
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Figure 4.3 The Ballad, Act II, scene 1.

The son, now dead, lies on the ground with blood coming from his head, the camera
framing “the image of the dead boy seen ‘through’ the shape of a cross”69 (Figure 4.4). In
a fluid motion, the image of the son fades into the image of the father, lying in the same
position but with eyes wide open and no marks on his body. The camera freezes on the
face of the father while the music transitions out of the Ballad and back to the presentday action of the opera (Figure 4.5). The still image of the dead father is the longest-held
image in the Ballad scene. This moment is pivotal not just for the telling of this story but
for the narrative of the opera overall.
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Figure 4.4 The dead son, Act II, scene 1.

Figure 4.5 The dead father, Act II, scene 1.
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When everyone (including the audience) finally sees Owen’s dead body in the haunted
room at the end of the opera, what is seen first is a close-up of Owen’s face, in the same
position as the father, also with eyes wide open staring forward (Figure 4.6). If Owen’s
death is supposed to be equated with the son’s — dying because of their refusal to fight
— Owen being positioned in a way that mirrors the father and not the son calls that
equation into question.

Figure 4.6 Owen dead in the haunted room, Act II, scene 2.

Viewing Owen as the present embodiment of the father rather than the son may
seem to undercut the moral of the opera, that of pacifism winning out over inherited
militarism. But this moral seems unsuccessful if the pacifist is beaten in the end by
bellicose spirits. However, there is another reading of the story, one more in line with
225

analyses by James scholars such as Gert Beulens, T.J. Lustig, and Eric Haralson70 that not
only makes sense out of this Owen-father pairing but perhaps explains many of the
musical, dramatic, and visual choices made throughout the opera. The aforementioned
repetition — the various Owens and Philips throughout Wingrave history — as well as
the conflation of Owen with Colonel Wingrave (and possibly with the son) points more
to a cyclical history of trauma rather than the sudden appearance of ghosts. Lustig sees
this as “the patterns of the past being simultaneously repeated and altered.”71
Owen’s actions throughout the opera, most notably in Act II, are re-presentations
of a familial struggle with emotional excess and what Beulens terms “military
temperament.”72 Piper’s adaptation of the James is a massive reduction of the original
text. Most of James’s narrative dialogue is lost, shifting the focus to a few key words
(“scruples” and “ancestors”73), and the text is shrunken down from 14,000 words to
7,500.74 As a result, much of Owen and the Wingraves’ back story is either lost or
condensed. In the story, we learn that there have been other Wingraves that have died
aside from the Colonel and the boy in ways that were, while less paranormal, still crucial
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to the story. First, it is important to note that in the original story, the boy did nothing to
deserve the blow from his father. Unlike the scenario crafted by Britten and Piper, there
is no rationale in James’s text behind why Colonel Wingrave kills his son other than “a fit
of passion.”75 This explains why the James story focuses on the great-great grandfather,
his death, and his ghost. Owen’s eldest brother, another Philip Wingrave, was so
mentally ill that he was locked away in a private asylum and forgotten. Owen’s father,
also named Owen but renamed Oliver in the opera, died in Afghanistan during the First
Afghan War. This would have been typical for a Wingrave soldier; less typical was what
happened to his wife, Owen’s mother. The libretto mentions this moment briefly, saying
that “My [Owen’s] mother died bereft,/bearing my dead-born brother,” but the story
goes into slightly more detail:
His wife, at that time in India, was about to give birth to her third child; and when
the event took place, in darkness and anguish, the baby came lifeless into the world
and the mother sank under the multiplication of her woes.76

Owen’s mother, unable to do her duty as a soldier’s wife as Kate espouses in the opera
and celebrate the noble death of her husband, first suffers by giving birth to a still-born
child, then dies of grief. The last tale of death and family history told in the story is one
involving Jane Wingrave, Owen’s aunt. She was in love with Captain Hume-Walker,
who was also Mrs. Julian’s brother. James goes on to tell how Hume-Walker’s death was
not solely due to conflict:
[…] Captain Hume-Walker, of the Artillery, who had fallen in the Indian Mutiny
and between whom and Miss Wingrave (it had been that lady’s one known
75
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concession) a passage of some delicacy, taking a tragic turn, was believed to have
been enacted. They had been engaged to be married, but she had given way to the
jealousy of her nature, had broken with him and sent him off to his fate, which had
been horrible.77

James continues by saying that this chain of events, “a passionate sense of having wronged
him,” and “a hard eternal remorse,” were the reasons behind Mrs Julian and Kate coming
to live at Paramore.78 These deaths, either flattened or obscured by the libretto, reveal a
pattern about the Wingrave family history. Death and suffering comes to the Wingraves
not when they decide to engage in pacifism but rather when they display an emotional
excess that runs afoul of the concept of military temperament.
The term “military temperament” comes directly from the story79 but is then
unpacked by Beulens in his essay on “Wingrave.”80 Beulens sees military temperament as
a vessel for the redirection of powerful, misplaced emotion, so rendering it unnatural.
The many deaths in the Wingrave family line all represent this passion that must be
suppressed and subverted in order to survive, something the family does not do well:
“There is manifestly an excess of passion within the Wingrave family that cannot always
be dealt with optimally.”81 As a result, it is focused through this temperament, enabling
family members who are able to check their passions with the ability to be outstanding
soldiers. Beulens sees Sir Philip as the greatest example of this, his rage that bubbles
underneath the surface the stuff of legend when recalling his military campaigns.
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Unchecked emotions that cannot be redirected to the ultimate goal of militarism lead to a
particular type of suffering for those involved, perhaps as a way to keep surviving family
members in check, but also more likely to purge the family of those who are not deemed
worthy to carry the familial mantle. As Lustig mentioned, an important element of this
story is repetition. Generation after generation, the hereditary line is littered with Owens
and Philips, replaying this conflict in search of a satisfactory conclusion. These doublings
replicate the struggle of Beulens’s military temperament and the performance of a
perceived normativity: “The continuity between those who stage a successful (“normal”)
performance of the martial stand and those who in various ways fall short of the norm is
underlined by the confusing echoes of names.”82
The words used to describe many of these moments in the story reference this
idea of emotional excess; Colonel Wingrave strikes the boy “in a fit of passion,”83 then
heads to the White Room where the boy is being prepared for his burial “in some fit of
compunction or some fascination of dread,”84 Jane Wingrave breaks off her engagement
due to “the jealousy of her nature,”85 and so on. Beulens links the use of these words,
specifically passion, to its etymological connection to suffering (passio).86 Beulens is not
the only person to home in on possible etymological clues connected to emotion buried
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within the story; Jeremy Tambling discusses many aspects of Wingrave using a
psychoanalytic framework, teasing connections between names and actions:
[…] Kate in a red [dress] that discloses both her sexuality and its alliance to martial
passion. Hence the pun on ‘Paramore’ and ‘Paramour’, and the significance of
Lechmere’s name: soldiering is a kind of leching, and a substitute for it. Kate flirts
with Lechmere while looking at Owen: the associations of manhood-soldiering-lovemaking are asserted, but the text indicates that as links they are only apparent, not
real, for soldiering is a displacement of the sexual urge, and leaves out entirely the
issue of how a person faces his or her sexuality, both in terms of the self’s realization,
and acceptance, and in terms of public validation.87

The connections that Tambling draws between soldiering, leching, and intercourse feed
directly into a larger understanding of how emotions, specifically passionate ones, are the
driving narrative force. Had Owen left Paramore that night, or even slept in his own
room, he most likely would have survived. However, he allowed himself to be goaded by
Kate into sleeping in the haunted room, he says, to prove he is not a coward. But the dare
from Kate comes on the heels of Owen’s accusation of her flirtations towards Lechmere.
He says “it is not fear but passion makes me tremble,” and he continues by declaring that
“the anger of the world is locked up there,/the horrible power that makes men fight,” a
line that, in the context of jealous, quarreling lovers, could be re-construed differently.
We know from the James that jealousy is one of the many unchecked emotions that leads
to ruin in the Wingrave family: Jane Wingrave’s “jealousy of her nature” led to the death
of Captain Hume-Walker, Mrs. Julian’s brother and Kate’s uncle.88 Throughout Act II,
there are connections between the Ballad and Owen’s growing jealousy, as when Owen
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sings “and with his friend, young Lechmere played” as an aside (marked “bitterly” in the
score), recalling the second strophe of the Ballad. Owen’s decision to sleep in the haunted
room seems rash and unthinking, so unlike his measured decisions throughout the rest of
the opera, and in the moment that he gives in to the pressure wielded by Kate, he reenters the cycle perpetuated by his ancestors.
My focus on the Ballad as the key to possibly unlocking a more satisfying
understanding of the opera is not unprecedented in Britten scholarship. Shannon
McKellar’s essay on Wingrave sees both the Ballad and the Peace Aria as places in which
listeners can derive some sense of resolution.89 While we both agree that the use of the
ballad form signifies an enclosed, repetitive loop that is both of time and out of time, I
disagree that the orderedness of the ballad form equates to Owen’s pre-destined fate as
represented by the boy. If Owen’s fate were pre-destined the moment he returned to
Paramore as an avowed pacifist, his ode to peace would definitely not be strong enough
to banish the ghosts from the halls. Owen’s resolve sends them back to the haunted room
— the shot is very clear here as we see that all-familiar hallway (Figure 4.7) — where
they would have remained had Owen not spent the night there. The Ballad scene is an
immensely pivotal moment in the opera, aside from its striking visual moments.
Positioned at the start of Act II, the Ballad presents a stark musical juxtaposition from
the music at the end of Act I and the silence between the two acts. Accompanied only by
sporadic solo trumpet and treble choir, the disembodied voice of the Narrator floats
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throughout the frame, amplified by a technologically-induced reverb. In Piper’s draft
typewritten copy of the Ballad, the words “a ballad singer is heard (very close to the
microphone) alternating with a distant chorus and trumpet” are added in Britten’s
handwriting.90 Just what, where, and when the Ballad is is unclear: on screen, we see the
re-enactment of the Interregnum-era story of Colonel Philip Wingrave and his son,
Owen. But the action seems out of phase, the motion of the characters on screen is
slowed down, and the characters mime the action and dialogue of the Narrator but do not
actually speak. The Narrator is clearly speaking about a time before of his own existence the text of the Ballad is in the past tense - but the temporal relationship between the
story of the Ballad and the telling of the Ballad is ambiguous. Much like the Narrator in
the Prologue to Screw, the Narrator in Wingrave seems to have no connection to either
the time nor the characters of the story, but functions, rather, as an external framing
device. Everything about the performance of the Ballad speaks to its liminality. Displaced
in time, it occupies a space between both the past and the present, the living and the
dead, like the ghosts it chronicles.
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Figure 4.7 The ghosts disappear into the haunted room, Act II, scene 2.

The end of the Ballad has both the Narrator and Owen singing in semi-unison
after rehearsal number 203, with eighth-note phasing, and as the Narrator and scene fade
out into Owen and the present-day, we lose some of the Narrator's text (“of that same
room/without a wound”). To the viewers, it would almost seem as if Owen has been
singing the entire time, recounting the story to Coyle, which he most likely was. This
might explain how Coyle has musical knowledge of the Ballad when he sings “Paramore
shall welcome woe” immediately before rehearsal number 216 but even that still seems
dubious (Fig 4.8). Was Owen singing as (N)arrator? Has the Ballad always appeared in
this form? When did it begin? There is one more instance of the Ballad text being
233

referenced by a character: after rehearsal number 238, we hear the “Paramore” motive —
the first seven notes of each Ballad strophe which make up a palindromic figure using
major and minor seconds and perfect fifths — sung by Miss Wingrave (“Paramore will
still survive”) (Fig 4.9). If the Ballad has been around as long as the opera's ghosts, about
200 years, then it would stand to reason that Miss Wingrave would have access to the
musical knowledge of the Ballad. Perhaps it exists as an oral/aural tradition within the
family as a forewarning of dangers to come.
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Figure 4.8 Coyle singing “Paramore shall welcome woe,” Act II, scene 1.
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Figure 4.9 The “Paramore” motive

The Wrong Box: Television, Nation, and Critical Reception

“May I re-iterate the notion that all commissioned operas
to be contemporary in setting and relevance of theme.”
—Sydney Newman to Cedric Messina, 16 January 1967, File T13/255/1,
BBC WAC

The multi-country simulcast of Wingrave in May 1971 led to a flurry of write-ups
and critiques about the opera in newspapers and magazines. But unlike other premieres,
critics and scholars focused on more than just the music or the production. For many, the
medium of television as a vehicle for operatic work was a fraught topic. Though Wingrave
was not the first opera produced for television — Jennifer Barnes goes into great detail
about this history in her book Television Opera as does Danielle Ward-Griffin91 — it was
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a much larger undertaking than that of the American/NBC Menotti works. John
Culshaw stressed that Wingrave was “not a Television Opera but an opera for
television.”92 Stanley Sadie called Wingrave “something uncomfortably in between,” not
television opera and not opera that was televised.93 That discomfort, mentioned in one
way or another by critics such as Sadie, Margaret Davies, and others, spoke to the
uncanniness of both television and opera produced specifically for television.94 Where
before the merger of opera and television had evoked praise from critics — specifically
the medium’s ability to, for example, expose the hidden psychological layers within
Britten’s Billy Budd — here it produced confusion, distrust, and disappointment. The
issues some had with the delivery of the opera overlapped both with what was perceived
as the opera’s parable as well as its success (or failure) as a ghost story. As a result, each
country that showed the simulcast had varying opinions of the work based on their
experience with opera on television and their relationship to global political conflicts.
Before discussing how critics responded to Wingrave, it is important to note that
Britten and his non-BBC collaborators all had a general skepticism toward television. In
an interview with Edward Greenfield for The Guardian, Britten called television “a
tremendously complicated medium” and voiced frustration with the technical
complications of the filming process.95 While this was Britten’s fourth experience filming
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for television (Billy Budd, Peter Grimes, The Burning Fiery Furnace), there was still
concern that television was a problematic vehicle for opera:
I have seen quite a few television versions of operas, and I think the danger can easily
come that they are made, if I may say so, too reasonable, too realistic … the drive
forward of the music, the singing of the tunes, the elaboration of the ensembles, must
never be forgotten. If you do, you get a kind of misfire, which is neither straight
drama nor good opera.96

Britten wanted to emphasize the musical structures in Wingrave in order to prevent the
possible bogging-down of television’s realism. There was a fair amount of attention
placed on Wingrave not falling into the (American) realism trap of other ‘television
operas;’ Basil Coleman, the original director for Wingrave, wrote to Britten that
“attempts have already been made to write operas for television & from what ones I have
seen, so far none have succeeded – on any count,”97 and Edward Greenfield noted that
“he [Britten] has rejected the idea (prevalent in America) of writing a naturalistic
television opera in which music is merely illustrative.”98 After filming Grimes, which took
place during the writing of Wingrave, Britten realized the importance of musical form as
driver and as a result, added more arias: “arias galore … because I am convinced…that
the audience needs the tunes…rather than the realistic side of perpetual recitative.”99 For
Britten, the concern lay with the constraints of the screen, constraints that did not allow
for the suspension of disbelief needed to sustain opera. His desire to intercept that
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perceived hindrance led to a tightening of the score and the libretto that then affixed
themselves to the shooting script. In Britten’s draft, one can see corollaries between
rehearsal markings and camera shots. As Britten told Donald Mitchell, Owen Wingrave
was “entirely designed” for the medium of television.100
How is it, then, that television could both produce fears about an uncomfortable
realism and an unsettling sense of the uncanny? Television as a site of the uncanny,
especially British television, can be understood through the Gothic and its representation
in shows beginning in the early 1960s. The uncanny has often been equated with the
Gothic, with its distortion of the home and interior spaces. For Freud, the uncanny was
directly tied up with the home as it emerged from within an understanding and warping
of the familiar (heimlich): “the uncanny is that class of frightening which leads back to
what is known of old and long familiar.”101 The (English) home and surrounding
landscape as a site of alterity in Gothic fiction translated well into television productions
that sought to both tell Gothic stories as well as undermine a common perception of the
British countryside. Helen Wheatley addresses the concern held by many that television
as a medium was too real to adequately portray Gothic themes:
As a genre which is suffused with familiar dramas and disturbing domestic spaces,
the Gothic is ideally suited to television … it is precisely the quotidian nature of the
medium that makes it a most suitable site for tales of young women trapped in old
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houses, confused paternities and sinister relatives, and houses that are troubled by
family secrets, hauntings and other uncanny occurrences.102

Wheatley’s categorization of Gothic television as a genre contains elements that seem
directly pulled from the making of Wingrave:
[…] a mood of dread and terror; the presence of highly stereotyped characters and
plots, often derived from Gothic fiction; representations of the supernatural; the
structures and images of the uncanny; homes and families that are haunted by
events/figures from the past; complex narrative organization (flashbacks, dreams,
memory montages); dark mise-en-scène; and subjective or impressionist camerawork
and sound recording.103

Any of these descriptors could be applied to an aspect of the production of Wingrave and
all of them are examples of how Britten avoided more literal representations of horror
such as the application of artificial cobwebs “to the set of Paramore … when they [the
BBC effects department] heard that it was a ghost story that they were dealing with.”104
Wingrave as a Gothic story possesses all the requirements needed to succeed on television.
The reception of Wingrave was unlike that of any of Britten’s previous works due
to the nature of its television simulcast. Various countries throughout Europe, the
Commonwealth, and the United States were all privy to the opera’s premiere and the
amount of global press after its airing reflected just how prominently advertised this
broadcast had been. A week before the premiere, BBC-2 aired a Music Now documentary
that invited audiences to Snape for a backstage look at the production of Wingrave at the
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Maltings, providing an introduction to the story and to the opera’s music. Britten also
encouraged the availability of the libretto before the opera’s premiere.105 Even before the
16 May airing, there was talk within the BBC about allowing the press to see and review
Wingrave before the public. In a letter to Keith Smith, the Chief Publicity Officer for
Television, John Culshaw inquired about this possibility: “For some time now members
of the Press (mostly music critics) have been begging me to allow them to review Owen
Wingrave prior to transmission.”106 He goes on to suggest a press embargo until the 15th
which would “permit the ‘quality papers’ such as The Times and the three major Sunday
papers to review in advance of transmission.”107 At the bottom of the letter is a
handwritten comment saying: “Spoke C.P.O 16/4, Agrees with John Culshaw,”108 and
was followed by a letter on the 20th from Smith to Culshaw stating that the press should
preview the opera before the public broadcast without an embargo as Culshaw originally
suggested as “the occasion warrants it.”109 Culshaw responded the next day to Smith as
well as Brian Large, Wingrave’s co-director, agreeing with Smith’s plan to solicit early
reviews from the press, calling it a “very wise decision.”110
There was a great deal of British press surrounding the premiere beyond the
“quality papers,” but aside from the usual write-up were long-form pieces about the work,
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specifically on how Wingrave would usher in a new age of opera through the medium of
television. Wingrave, of course, was not Britten’s first televised opera project. However,
the BBC productions of Billy Budd, The Burning Fiery Furnace, Peter Grimes, and
Britten’s English-language version of Mozart’s Idomeneo all seemed to occupy a different
space. As Wingrave was written particularly for television, the discussion focused around
what television could and could not bring to opera as a genre. In 1953, the BBC first
aired Menotti’s television opera Amahl and the Night Visitors and would continue to do so
annually through 1959. And while popular, the opera did not enter into this larger
discussion around opera written for television. In the mid-1960s, the BBC issued both
internal and external documents about the problems of television opera and its future.111
In the internal document between Sydney Newman and John Ingram, Ingram noted that
in order to have successful opera on television, there needed to be a built-in audience for
it with a focus on the music. The replication of opera’s theatrical elements on television
— taking the stage production and mimicking on television rather than creating
something new — would, for Ingram, always lead to failure: “[…] a direct presentation of
it, however much the cameras are pushed around, only makes it more stagey. Collapse of
audience, mass switchover to Channel 9.”112 Cedric Messina made a similar statement in
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the public press release announcing new opera productions on television: “Our intention
… is to win wider audiences for opera by presenting imaginative productions of high
quality.”113 He goes on to mention that several composers were interested in writing
“music for TV,” and that “this is the first time a TV organisation has undertaken opera
on such an enormous scale.”114 So within the BBC, there was already a discussion around
how to rethink and remake opera for and through television. Billy Budd, which was
produced in the same year as the press release, shows the beginning of that process but
Wingrave would refine it.
Television in Britain had a relatively late start in comparison to America; its first
peak corresponded with the broadcast of the Coronation of Elizabeth II. There was a
huge rush to either purchase or rent a television set and as a result, over twenty million
people in Britain watched the event.115 This was a marked increase given the BBC’s
television history: the service closed at the start of World War Two and did not reopen
until 1946 and from its inception in 1936 to the start of the war, only the wealthiest
Britons could afford a television set in their homes.116 But the 1960s saw television on the
rise and the possibilities for the medium seemed limitless. In addition to behind-the-
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scenes articles such as “The Making of Wingrave” by Brian Large,117 John Culshaw’s
expansive piece for The Times,118 and Edward Greenfield’s lengthy ‘making of’ piece for
Radio Times,119 many critics wrote extensive pieces focusing on the televisual element of
the opera. Those articles tended to focus on whether or not opera was right for television
and vice versa, more so than the actual success of Wingrave as a work. In the East
Anglian Daily Times, Britten’s local paper, the review asked readers “is TV big enough for
opera?” and laid out similar concerns to those expressed by John Ingram in his letter to
Sydney Newman:
[…] how will the great untamed, the vast masses of television viewers, addicts, or the
half-way housers react? … This — and this factor alone – will decide whether or not
television opera will penetrate … The problem is simply: is the television box big
enough to take and absorb highly concentrated expressions of genius such as Owen
Wingrave?120

The article goes on mention that the bigness alluded to in the review’s title is about more
than the medium restraining the genre. The author mentions the stifling nature of the
production and of television itself, creating a “feeling of confinement or even
claustrophobia imposed by the tightness of the presentation on a small screen.”121 Once
again, Ingram’s concerns about the re-presentation of operatic space emerged. But not all
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critics saw this as a detriment. T.C. Worsley’s Financial Times review saw the televisual
space as one of closeness rather than confinement:
First it confirms what previous experiments in the form had begun to establish,
namely that this new and, as we have come to think of it, so very intimate medium is
not after all hostile to a form that we had previously connected least of all with
intimacy.122

And as Graham, Messina, and the East Anglian Daily Times state in their reviews,
Worsley also places the success of television opera in the hands of the viewers. Strangely,
he exclaimed that television is more about a complete experience than viewing a
production live in an opera house, and that the completeness of television productions
will be the deciding factor in whether or not television opera would be a viable medium:
The TV audience is at the same time less sophisticated and more demanding than
the opera house fans: they will judge not the music in itself and for itself, but the
dramatic experience as a whole which it launches at them.123

Those who shared the view of Worsley and others that, in the right circumstance, opera
can translate to television, believed that Britten had unlocked the secret to that success.
John Warrack wrote that Britten overcame the “limitations of television” by writing
music that takes advantage of the medium’s ability to move rapidly within and between
scenes, “devices natural to television, but unnatural to the stage.”124 Peter Heyworth
mirrors Warrack’s sentiment in his review, though perhaps not positively, also using the
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terminology of “limitations”: “Britten has worked his material with a flexibility that
enables him to take advantage of the cameras’ ability to change and juxtapose scenes with
a rapidity the theatre can hardly hope to equal.”125 So although television operas such as
Amahl and the Night Visitors — the first of its kind and a work with an unparalleled
performance history — Christopher Whelan’s Some Place of Darkness (23 January 1967)
and Arthur Bliss’s Tobias and the Angel (19 May 1960) had graced British television sets
before Wingrave, it would take Britten’s operatic sensibilities for critics to entertain the
possibility of a future for television opera.
Wingrave’s premiere in 1971, perhaps unknowingly, became part of a much larger
social discussion; following the student protests against the Vietnam War that reached
their peak in 1968, the decision to produce a work that seemingly endorsed choosing
pacifism over the continuation of centuries of inherited violence and needless imperial
warfare was a pointed one. The student activism movement in Britain took up the antiwar cause amongst its various issues. The protests were not as widespread as in France or
the United States, but the anti-war sentiment was palpable. For many critics in the
countries in which Wingrave was broadcast, a discussion about pacifism was important.
However, each country responded to and focused on the pacifist elements in the opera in
different ways, corresponding to their own relationships to the Vietnam War and other
then geopolitical conflicts. The clearest way to demonstrate this is to contrast the ways in
which pacifism was discussed in the British press versus how it was discussed elsewhere,
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for example, in the American press. A major focus in the British press in regard to
pacifism was Britten’s personal relationship to the subject matter. Britten’s status as a
conscientious objector during World War Two was well known and his previous works
— Peter Grimes, most notably — were often analyzed by critics and commentators with
this in mind. This need to map Britten’s pacifism onto his works, especially Wingrave,
seems less prevalent in American press and elsewhere. And a combination of
programming choices and current events created a landscape in which the pacifism of
Wingrave came to be analyzed much differently.
1971 was an eventful year for the United States in regard to the Vietnam War. By
this time, the US armed forces had reached its peak in casualties,126 the policy of
Vietnamization had been put into place in order to both equip the South Vietnamese
with the tools for diplomacy and governance and aid US troop withdrawals,127 and there
were major anti-war protests throughout the country.128 Anti-war sentiment was high
and there was more and more pressure being placed on the government to remove all
troops from Vietnam. It was in this landscape that Wingrave premiered to American
audiences. Unlike the British press, their American colleagues homed in on the pacifist
aspect of the opera far more intently. This is not to say that the same issue was not
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mentioned in British reviews or that this was all that was discussed in American ones; in
the majority of British reviews I have surveyed, the mention of pacifism either occurs as a
plot point, or connecting back to Britten’s previous pacifist works, specifically the War
Requiem. Martin Cooper even goes so far to remove the pacifism and its Englishness
from the opera entirely:
But he [Britten] and his librettist, Myfanwy Piper, have enlarged the scope and
significance of Henry James’s ghost story. This has been done in order to prove the
whole area of aggression and group-loyalties shared by all human beings. Rockers
and Left-wing students as well as Right-wing colonels. No doubt for the sake of
greater dramatic effectiveness the lines and colours … have in many cases been
exaggerated and suggest not so much an English family … as the barking and whipcracking of Prussian Junkerdom.129

For British critics, there seemed to be a far greater desire to talk about the opera’s
pacifism in relation to Britten himself rather than to current events. But even the
composer’s image as a lifelong pacifist, conscientious objector, and creator of the War
Requiem was downplayed in British press, collapsed into other narratives about Britten
and his compositional habits: “the theme must have been in itself attractive, not least for
its provision of another innocent victim.”130
The American press’s discussion of pacifism in the opera centered around current
relevance and whether or not it was utilized as a plot point. Alan Bunce noted the opera’s
“obvious bearing on today’s social picture,” and compared it to “another anti-war study”
that NET had aired the month prior on World War One poet Siegfried Sassoon.131 The
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article goes on to compare Wingrave with another program airing on NET that same
week on Vietnam, “Part of the Family.” Bunce’s conflation of these three television
programs strongly places the anti-war reading of Wingrave as a major part of his analysis.
Arthur Bloomfield called “the subject of Wingrave … exceedingly timely, and one which
should allow many viewers to identify with the title protagonist,”132 and the critic for the
Massachusetts paper Standard Times makes clear just how relevant this opera was in this
moment: “[…] the two-hour opera proved a powerful musical depiction of a family torn
apart — just as today’s world is — by dissension over the ideals of the past and the
demands of the present.”133 Several reviews prominently feature the word pacifist or
pacifism somewhere in the title and others do more than equate the opera’s storyline with
modern times. Just like in the British press and elsewhere, there was concern around the
ending of the opera. But by focusing on the pacifism, the end of the opera becomes less
of a dramatic failure and more of a lost opportunity:
The point of Owen’s death is not made clear. We are surely not meant to assume
that, along with its ghosts, the family’s age-old beliefs are valid after all. But a more
pervasive dramatic shortcoming is the failure of the piece ever to examine the
arguments for and against pacifism … What might have been an important
statement about one of the crucial issues of our own day is thus deprived of that
stature.134

Wingrave’s inability to make a declarative statement on pacifism may have been less
problematic for Britain, a nation that although in the midst of the Troubles by the opera’s
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premiere, was not involved in a military conflict that was viewed as negatively by the
majority of its citizens. But for the United States, there was no room for fence-sitting; art
also needed to choose a side.
While America’s reaction to Wingrave may have been the most explicit, it was not
the only country whose reception of the work was colored by ongoing confrontation. In a
letter to Joanna Spicer, Otto Nen of Norway’s state-owned public television broadcasting
company Norsk Rikskringkasting (NRK) wrote of a proposal from “one of our well
known literary critics, Mr. Dalgard … that the Nobel Peace Price ought to be given to
Benjamin Britten for his opera Owen Wingrave.”135 However, this sentiment was not
shared throughout the countries that broadcast the opera. Out of all of the press collected
by the BBC for Wingrave, no one was more hostile to the opera than the Irish. In
collecting the press reviews, John Culshaw wrote: “if I had been asked to say which
country would be the most likely to provide an adverse reaction to Owen Wingrave my
answer would have been France, and I would have been completely wrong.”136 In another
similar memo, he mentions the “interesting and very different reactions from Sweden and
Eire.”137 Both Sweden and France had notably positive reviews for Wingrave, whereas the
Republic of Ireland (Eire) had other opinions. Peter Cleary called Wingrave “RTE’s most
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switched-off programme,”138 and Pat O’Hare said the opera “was not for general
viewing.”139 These opinions were not solely limited to the Irish press. Radio Telefís
Éireann (RTE), similar to the BBC, also conducted their own Audience Reaction
Report. In a memo enclosed with the report, Jack White wrote to Joanna Spicer that the
results of the report were less than ideal: “I am afraid it makes pretty dismal reading. I
would judge that we have a small public for opera at the best of times and Benjamin
Britten certainly arouses no enthusiasm.”140 The report shows a reaction index of 32,
something that the report claims was “very low for a television programme of any type.”141
The sample size was quite small (7%) but quite unanimous in their dislike for the opera:
Benjamin Britten’s operatic adaptation of Henry James’ story met with a markedly
cool reception. As many as seven in ten expressed downright dislike of it. Many
thought the piece tedious, describing the music as uniformly dull and noticeably
lacking in exceptional movements or arias. Some found the story heavy and difficult
to follow.142

Some of those on the panel who completed the questionnaire went on to provide such
comments as “It drove me to bed,” and “it was lifeless, pedestrian, utterly boring.”143 The
expression of boredom seems to run throughout this report and through the press reviews
as well. There are mentions of admirable elements in the opera scattered throughout the
press but they are few and far between. Unlike other countries that have a more typical
balance of negative and positive reviews, the impression from the press was that all of
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Ireland turned off their televisions on the night of the broadcast. While it may not be as
explicit of a case as it was in America, perhaps just as American press and audiences
watched and received Wingrave with the Vietnam War as an ever-present factor, perhaps
Eire received Wingrave badly not just due to a general disdain for the British but also due
to the Troubles, taking place in Northern Ireland. 1971 was in the middle of a period of
peak violence, leading up to the Bloody Sunday event in January 1972. And while the
majority of this violence took place in Northern Ireland, there was support from the
Republic of Ireland. August 1971 saw the internment of several people thought to be in
league with the Irish Republican Army by the British armed forces under Operation
Demetrius.144 So while it is impossible to say whether or not the fighting in Northern
Ireland may have had an impact, it is interesting to posit the reception of a British pacifist
work in a nation whose republican brethren were actively fighting against the British as
well as a country who had long been on the receiving end of British military violence and
occupation.

***
Owen Wingrave emerged at a pivotal point in the landscape of some of the countries
where it was shown as well as in Britten’s compositional life. The ability to write a piece
that demonstrated a politics that, in prior years, may have been viewed as cowardly or
unseemly, reflects decades of social change. The 1970s saw perhaps Britten’s two most
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overt operas: Owen Wingrave and Death in Venice. The beginning of this decade may have
afforded Britten with the most freedom in his life, both musically and personally. The
way in which Britten was able to write an opera with a pacifist allegory at its center and
have it televised across the world reflects less of Britten’s steadfastly-held beliefs but the
ability to choose to showcase them without external cause. Wingrave was not Britten’s
first pacifist work — just as Death in Venice was not Britten’s first work to deal with nonnormative relationships — but unlike the War Requiem, Wingrave has no occasion or
ceremonial-based reason to be a pacifist work. The stigma around conscientious objection
that followed Britten, Pears, and others during World War II was replaced by the
support behind a far-reaching anti-war movement.
But even in this moment when Britten had the opportunity to be perhaps more
political than ever, he chose to make the waters of his plot murky. Perhaps that is because
he recognized that James’s story, too, is about more than pacifism. It is about familial
trauma, relationships, and the burden of generational pressure. Stories about these issues
are rarely clear cut. And by taking something as definitive as pacifism and complicating
it, Britten demonstrated how these psychological tales centered around relationships
could be applicable to anyone experiencing them.
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Conclusion: In Time Bad Memory Hath No Names

In Britten’s Aspen Award speech, he wrote that “music does not exist in a
vacuum, it does not exist until it is performed, and performance imposes conditions.”1
Although he was speaking more explicitly about acoustics and performers, this statement
could also provide insight into the relationship between musical works and the societies
and cultures in which they live. James Johnson builds on this point when explaining how
a culture of works and of listening are not separate from the people who experience them:
Musical meaning does not exist objectively in the work — or even in its composer’s
intentions. It resides in the particular moment of reception, one shaped by dominant
aesthetic and social expectations that are themselves historically structured.2

Those moments of reception are not static but fluid and as the social and cultural
structures around those moments change, so does the reception. Thinking of Britten’s
operas as works that were experienced by listeners and viewers with changing eyes, ears,
and minds is crucial to understanding how there was and can be a give and take between
artist and society.
As stated in the introduction, this study does not claim that Britten wrote these
operas with an eye towards specific societal trends; Britten was always motivated by the
themes and issues that spoke to him personally. However, in these operas, those themes
happened to manifest among connected cultural and social movements. There is no
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reason to believe that Britten wrote Billy Budd, with its homosexual narrative, as a
commentary on the state of sexuality in the early 1950s. Britten’s and Forster’s desire to
write an opera with complex characters, sympathetic to them as authors — with Forster
explicitly writing to express his own feelings about homosexual relationships — led them
to choose a work that was close to both of them. The happenstance of new, emerging
attitudes toward sexuality in Britain, specifically homosexuality, only a few years after the
premiere of Budd was unexpected, especially by Britten. The continued performance of
Budd in major opera houses and on television in the years between 1957 and 1967
allowed for a sustained engagement with the work by critics and listeners. And as the
national attitude toward homosexuality began to shift and change in the late 1960s, so
did the ability to analyze what had always been present in the opera: the homosocial and
homosexual relationships between male characters in a dramatic and sonic space absent of
women.
Budd is perhaps the most explicit of these examples, but all four operas discussed
here emphasize how works constantly push up and against the time in which they were
created and live. Reception is a constant and reciprocal process: themes and narratives
within a work are constantly reimagined, re-analyzed, and re-understood. Gloriana’s need
to portray a private interiority, destroyed by failed relationships, reads as a commentary
on the end of empire in light of the Suez crisis. Owen Wingrave’s ambiguous pacifism
allows it to be interpreted as a scathing anti-war work in the United States and a
persuasive presentation of Gothic horror in Britain. And A Midsummer Night’s Dream’s
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presentation of an othered male body post the Purcell revival, challenged the previous
decade’s infatuation with a heteronormative past.
These re-readings continue on and are in no way limited to the postwar moment.
Reviews for the 2013 production of Gloriana at the Royal Opera House demonstrate how
the work’s layers are still being (re)-interpreted and received:
But (director) Richard Jones has continued to excavate. What he finds is something
more complex and still fuzzy: a reflection of the post-war mythology of Merrie
England – the England we had been fighting for – in which Good Queen Bess’ reign
is prized as our heroic heyday.3

Sixty years after the opera’s premiere, discussing the work as something that engaged
with imperial decline and the yearning to recreate the glory of England’s past is
reasonable. There is no Empire with which to contend, only the Britain of the twentyfirst century that has moved beyond its post-imperial hangover, or has it? While the
postwar era has indeed come to an end, Britain has not yet reckoned with the change in
status that has come as a result of the postwar period. While critics and audiences may be
able to understand Gloriana, for example, through the frame of propagandic storytelling,
the issues at the heart of the opera’s initial failure — the construction of an identity
around conquest, imperial might, and martial masculinity — still linger without
discussion. The initial reactions to these operas could take place, in a sense, even now
when wartime rhetoric & odes to Churchill are invoked with ease and the idea of a nation
fighting to regain its place is vigorously conveyed through the language of colonialism
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and empire. A nation once threatened by a musicotheatrical portrayal of historical figures
in decline, of men who are not manly, and of internationalist influences seeping into
national works is threatened still, lashing out at a world that seemingly denies them the
freedom to rule rather than to be ruled, threatening that changing world with a
“perfidious Albion on speed.”4
The continued ability to read and re-read both the reactions to the premieres and
to the operas themselves within and beyond the postwar moment is, perhaps, a testament
to queerness that exists as fundamental elements of these works. Their relationships to
political and social moments has been stressed but what is equally if not more important
in a discussion of Britten’s operas is their subversive nature. There is an argument that
that the kind of queerness and queer disruption that is displayed in these four operas
could apply to most if not all of Britten’s operas. But within these operas, queer
disruption takes place on musicological, musical, and social levels. Budd is queer because
it strives to map a homosocial and homosexual relationship — the triangle between Billy,
Claggart, and Vere — onto the heteronormative trope of the operatic love triangle. The
opera asks the audience to understand the former as they would understand the latter,
motivated by desire, love, acceptance, hatred, and redemption. Additionally, the opera
forces the audience to imagine and reconcile themselves to a (sonic) world without
women. In the shadow of the omnipresent nineteenth-century (and twentieth century)
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diva, the impact of this new landscape is a psychological one as well as musical and
dramatic. This absence is a sonic disruption of the highest order, one that calls for a
reshuffling and remapping of characters, voice types, and roles in order to fill the spaces
made by the exclusion of women. This filling also contains a kind of queerness; just as
Britten and Forster created a relationship between three men that fits over previouslyperformed heteronormative unions, the desire to subconsciously reassign roles to make up
for the sonic and dramatic deficiency of women allows for if not consigns some of those
male roles, perhaps Billy’s, to the operatically female. It is this work-level queerness that
operates within the larger disruptive stratum of depicting, on its face, a story concerned
with portraying British imperial might at a moment when Britain strived to convey a
sense of power and relevance to the world, only to present not a martial masculinity but
an othered, homosexual masculinity.
This process of multi-layered queering continues with the three subsequent
operas. There is, however, a level of nuance that differs between the more explicitly
political operas of Gloriana and Owen Wingrave and the more intimate worlds Budd and
Dream. Budd and Dream present clear, radical displays of queerness and otherness,
explicitly in its male protagonists. The schism between body and voice found in the
countertenor character of Oberon revealed the fragile nature of our understanding of
gender performativity. Oberon is then queered again through the use of Balinese gamelan
timbres that signifies both a racialized and exoticized other and the erotic and dangerous
power of dark magic. And as with Budd, these work-level queerings are then filtered
through nationalist readings; here, the implications of when arbiters of Albionic
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greatness, Purcell and Shakespeare, are portrayed in Continental and internationalist
ways rather than in ways that demonstrate the supposed unshakeable legacy of English
art.
The operatic queering taking place in Gloriana and Owen Wingrave share
masculinity and embodiment in common with Budd and Dream but is less exaggerated.
Britten focuses intently on relationships within these two operas and stages them in
atypical musical and operatic ways. Unlike the other Tudor operas by Donizetti,
specifically his take on the story of Elizabeth and Essex, Roberto Deveraux, the power is
appropriately wielded by Elizabeth in Gloriana. She does mourn the loss of Essex but the
opera ends with her exhibiting the intensity of her regal power, refusing to die in her bed.
Essex, and Owen in Wingrave, are presented as dramatic lessers to the domineering
female characters in their respective stories. For Wingrave, this is not a negative as Kate,
Miss Wingrave, and Ms Julian are seen as anachronistic relics of an Empire long past, but
this portrayal still subverts an idea about operatic roles, at least up until the late
nineteenth century. The vocal and dramatic portrayals of men in Gloriana and Wingrave
are directly and intimately connected with ideas around masculinity and nation; Essex
ceding his vocal power to that of the Regent, the queen and prince in one body, and
Owen ceding his vocal power to that of his family, the embodiment of nation and
militaristic might. The social level queering that takes place as a result is more clear: in
giving up his strength and being vocally emasculated (according to critics), Essex can no
longer function as romanticized historical figure that was part of the wartime and postwar
project of British propaganda. The story of the great hero who fought the Irish was not
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viable for the New Elizabethans or any movement that co-opted Essex in order to convey
the continuation of British military dominance, a dominance rooted in a particular
performance of masculinity. Owen takes that reading one step further: by eschewing
centuries of military tradition for that of pacifism, the opera conveys the true end of
empire. When Owen, the last of his line, dies, hopes for the resurgence of the British
Empire, even empire itself, symbolically dies with him.
The aim of this study is to situate Britten’s operas within the time in which they
were received to illustrate how the reception of those works was not solely about people
listening to a piece. The reception of these works, and in some cases how the reputation
of these works was formed, was mutable and highly influenced by non-musical elements.
Whether or not there was an actual revision in the work, as in the case of Budd, the works
changed in the minds of listeners as society changed around them. By analyzing what was
said about these works in the moment of their premieres by both the musical cognoscenti
in the press and the citizenry, this study can bring to light the ways in which these operas
acted as a thread in a larger societal fabric. Discussions in the letters to the editor section
of various newspapers about whether or not Gloriana should be funded by taxpayer
monies highlighted the role of public art in postwar Britain. The “opera-going public”
raised sincere questions about whether art paid for by citizens should ultimately be for
those citizens or if public art was part of a larger narrative around a nation’s cultural and
societal good. This is a stark difference from the mood of two years prior where Billy
Budd and the Festival of Britain were understood as necessary to the creation of a strong
national good in the aftermath of World War II. All four of the operas surveyed here
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figure into a larger construction of national identity, whether that is to challenge that
construction directly, subvert it, or support it. What people said about Britten’s operas in
relation to that national identity provides insight into those times that perhaps even they
were not aware of.
Reception history in musicological studies can be a daunting task, either due to
lack of first-hand accounts or an inability to replicate the (psycho)aural conditions
experienced by listeners in a given historical moment. Britten’s oeuvre has the benefit of a
large body of contemporary writing and recorded performances, yet this reception has
remained a somewhat underutilized method of analysis. And while this inquiry has been
less about how these operas work musically and more about the lives of these works when
in the world, reception analysis can provide a deeper understanding about the composer
and the works themselves. Much has been written here about people other than Britten
but not as a way to suppress him. The supposed failures and successes of each of these
operas help to illuminate later choices in Britten’s life as a composer. And perhaps more
than anything, they help to remind us that Britten was not as isolated as even he wanted
or imagined; the world he created in Aldeburgh lived beyond the borders of Suffolk and
became permanently enmeshed in the landscape of postwar Britain.
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